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TRINITY 
COLLEGE 
Alumni Requested 
To Submit Nominations 
For Top Teacher 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Brownell Prize for Excellence in 
Teaching will be awarded for the sec-
ond time at Commencement on May 
22, 1988. All alumni of the College, as 
well as current students and members 
of the faculty, are invited to submit 
nominations. 
Created in 1986 through an endow-
ment gift from an alumnus and named 
for the first president ofTrinity, Bishop 
Thomas Church Brownell, the Prize is 
given biennially to a senior faculty 
member who has compiled an out-
standing record of effectiveness as a 
classroom teacher. It includes a $2500 
stipend for each of two years. Recipi-
ents are selected by the dean of the fac-
ulty in consultation with a small 
committee of faculty members and sen-
Iors. 
To place a faculty member in nomi-
nation, send a short (500-word maxi-
mum) statement summarizing the 
nominee's qualifications to Jan K. 
Cohn, Dean of the Faculty, Trinity 
College, Hartford, CT 06106. The 
deadline for nominations is March 15, 
1988. 
All faculty members at the rank of 
associate professor and professor who 
have taught at Trinity for at least ten 
years and who are still teaching are eli-
gible. Questions about an individual's 
eligibility may be referred to Anne 
Boornazian, administrative assistant to 
the dean of the faculty, at (203) 527-
3151, extension 227. Nominations sub-
mitted in the spring of 1986, when the 
Prize was inaugurated, have been kept 
on file and will be automatically con-
sidered again this year. 
TRINTIY CLUB OF HARTFORD Person of the Year Award was presented in November to FrankL. Borges '74, treasurer 
of the State of Connecticut (r.) by Jay T. Hostetter '71, chairman of the Awards Committee. The annual award is given to the 
alumnus/a who has made a significant contribution to Trinity and/or the community. 
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The first recipient of the Prize was 
Robert C. Stewart, the Charles A. Dana 
Professor of Mathematics. He was one 
of 53 nominees put forward by over 
150 alumni, students and faculty mem-
bers. 
NIH Grant Supports 
Haberlandt Research on 
Reading Comprehension 
•.•........ ~ .......................... . 
Karl F. Haber landt, professor of psy-
chology, has received a $90,000 grant 
from the National Institute of Child 
Health and Human Development to 
study cognitive processes in reading 
comprehension. 
According to Haberlandt, the 
project's long-term objective is to in-
vestigate the way people extract the 
meaning of a text as they read it. Its 
specific aim is to examine the integra-
tion of information from sentence to 
sentence. 
In his research, Haberlandt assumes 
that the cognitive effort required of 
readers in integrating sentences results 
in brief reading pauses. He postulates 
that the difficulty of integration and the 
length of reading pauses 
depend on the new information 
contained in a sentence and on the 
availability of antecedent information 
from previous sentences. 
The two-year grant from the Insti-
tute, a branch of the National Institutes 
of Health, will allow Haberlandt to em-
ploy a subject-paced, computer-based 
reading method to study three specific 
problems of intersentence integration: 
the location of integration in the stream 
of text, the influence of text structure 
on integration, and integration strate-
gies pursued by readers instructed to 
read at different rates. 
"The research is significant for three 
reasons," Haberlandt explains. "First, it 
examines theoretical processes involved 
in the creation of a text representation 
in the reader's memory . 
Second, the integration processes are 
investigated in a real-time reading situ-
ation, rather than in a paradigm that 
yields only the outcome of the compre-
hension process. 
"Third," he continues, "it has practi-
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KENNE'IH BUITERWOR'IH, chief executive officer and chairman of the 
Loctite Corporation, right, congratulates Jill A. Mello '88 ofTaunton, MA, on 
being chosen Krieble Scholar, as chemistry department chairman Dr. Ralph 
Moyer, Jr. looks on. The full-tuition scholarship is given annually to the out-
standing senior chemistry major in memory ofVemon K. Krieble, who in-
vented the sealant LOCTITE while he was a professor of chemistry at Trinity. 
cal significance because individual dif-
ferences of intersentence integration are 
investigated. Comparison of the reader 
profiles of different groups will enable 
the discovery of efficient integration 
strategies. This is the foundation for 
methods of teaching readers to integrate 
sentences more effectively." 
Research Leaves 
Awarded to Eight 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Faculty Research Committee has 
awarded leaves to eight faculty mem-
bers. The program provides full course 
relief so they can devote their energies 
to research and replaces their courses in 
the curriculum through the hiring of 
additional faculty. 
Barbara M. Benedict, assistant profes-
sor ofEnglish, has received a supple-
mental leave for her project titled The 
Narrative Rhetoric if Sentiment and Irony in 
the Mid to Late 18th Century Novel. Bene-
diet, who will conduct research in Eng-
land, will examine the conflict between 
the cliches and rhetoric of sentimental-
ism and the language of ironic distance 
in the "sentimental" novel from Henry 
Fielding's joseph Andrews (1742) to Jane 
Austen's Persuasion (1818). She will ex-
amine the ways in which linguistic and 
characterological structures appear to 
support sentimental and "feminist" 
stances while in fact endorsing the tra-
ditional and authoritarian values of the 
Augustan Age. 
Professor ofPhilosophy W. Miller 
Brown, who has received a research 
leave for the spring of 1989, will con-
tinue work on his long-range project 
titled The Politics if Madness: Philosophical 
Studies on the Nature if Mental nlness. 
Brown is exploring, in conceptual and 
other ways, our understanding of men-
tal illness and the implications this has 
on public policy. 
Karl Haberlandt, professor of psychol-
ogy, has received a sabbatical extension 
leave for his project on the Trade-cff Be-
tween Reading Speed and Comprehension 
Accuracy. Among his objectives are to 
analyze the empirical relation between 
reading speed and comprehension accu-
racy at several observation points, and 
to evaluate changes in the mental com-
ponents of comprehension as the reader 
changes from an emphasis on accuracy 
to an emphasis on speed. 
Assistant Professor ofPsychology 
Priscilla Kehoe has received a faculty re-
search leave for the spring of 1989. Her 
project, entitled Prenatal Opiates: Effects 
on Opioid Systems and Behavior, is aimed 
at determining whether the manipula-
tion of the opiate system during the 
critical formative fetal period alters the 
innervation of target brain regions by 
these systems, and results in functional 
disturbances leading to pathological be-
haviors in childhood and adulthood. 
Craig Schneider, professor ofbiology, 
has received a sabbatical extension leave 
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for the academic year 1988-89. His 
project, titled The Deep Water Marine Al-
gae of Bermuda, will comprise an analysis 
of flora around Bermuda from 70 to 
200 feet including a comparison of 
depth distributions of all of the 
seaweeds. 
Mark Silverman, professor of physics, 
has been granted a sabbatical extension 
leave for 1988-89 for his project titled 
Novel Quantum Interference Effects in Light 
Optics and Electron Optics. He will study 
light reflection from optically active 
media for the purposes of testing recent 
theories of light scattering and of devel-
oping a new spectroscopic technique 
useful to chemists, physicists and mate-
rial scientists. Also, he will study the 
coherence properties of electrons in a 
field-emission electron microscope for 
the purpose of testing predictions of 
new quantum mechnanical effects con-
cerning electron correlations. 
Ranbir Vohra, Charles A. Dana Pro-
fessor ofPolitical Science, has been 
given a supplemental leave grant for the 
fall of 1988. His research project deals 
with change and modernization in India 
and China, and is intended to show 
how the two Asian giants have fol-
lowed different paths to modernity. In 
this comparative study, Vohra will ap-
proach the subject in the historical con-
text and examine how the vastly 
differing traditional political cultures of 
India and China have influenced the 
course and nature of change in each 
country. 
Diane Zannoni, associate professor of 
economics, has received a faculty re-
search leave for the spring of 1989. She 
will conduct research on her project ti-
tled Keynes, Rawls, Uncertainty, and the 
Liberal Theory of the State in Cambridge, 
England. She hopes to gain new insight · 
into the causes of and solutions for the 
problem of unemployment. Zannoni 
will explore the possibility that John 
NEW OFFICERS OF THE PARENTS ASSOCIATION: (1. to r.)JoKatherine H. Page, secretary, Chattanooga, TN; Stuart 
B. Lewis, vice president, West Hartford CT; Barbara Hauptfuhrer, president, Wayne, PA; Patricia T. Ewert, Parents' Fund 
chair, New York, NY; and John K. Webster, Parents' Fund vice chair, Summit, NJ. · 
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Maynard Keynes, the founder of the 
field of macroeconomics, and philoso-
pher John Rawls hold similar views. 
She will seek to uncover whether or 
not these two views constitute the 
foundation of the arguments that Rawls 
and Keynes put forth on the questions 
of income distribution, unemployment, 
and the role of government interven-
tion in a capitalist economy. 
Campaign for Trinity 
Tops $30 Million Mark 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Campaign for Trinity has 
reached 72 percent of its goal, having 
collected $30.4 million in gifts and 
pledges to date. 
Recent gifts to the three-year, $42 
million campaign (now in its second 
year) include funds for the new aca-
demic building, scholarship support, 
and a new greenhouse. 
Heublein Inc. of Farmington pro-
vided $150,000 for the construction of 
the greenhouse, which will be added to 
the south end of the Albert C. Jacobs 
Life Sciences Center. A greenhouse was 
a part of the plans for the Life Sciences 
Center when the building was built in 
the mid-1960s, but cost constraints 
prevented its construction. 
"The past two decades have wit-
nessed an expanding interest in bot-
any," says President James F. English, 
Jr. "The Heublein Greenhouse will al-
low us to enroll top students interested 
· in plant science, whether they are biol-
ogy, physics, chemistry, or engineering 
students; and we are grateful to Heu-
blein for providing us with a facility we 
have sorely missed." 
The Heublein Greenhouse will be 40 
feet long, 16 feet deep, 20 feet high in 
the back, and 15 feet high in the front. 
The two-room structure will allow the 
College to increase the number of plant 
species propagated from 150 to 350, 
turn current botany demonstrations by 
faculty into hands-on experiences by 
students, broaden the scope of experi-
mentation in the botany curriculum, 
and expand research opportunities for 
faculty. 
In addition to the Heublein Green-
house, recent gifts to Trinity include 
new funds for an academic building, 
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that will house a mathematics center 
and a computer science and software 
engineering laboratory. Among the 
gifts for the building are $40,000 from 
the Barnes Group Inc. of Bristol; 
$200,000 from Connecticut Bank and 
Trust; and $24,000 from Connecticut 
Natural Gas Corp. More than $2.4 mil-
lion has been given or pledged toward 
the construction costs. 
A number of contributions to The 
Campaign will provide scholarship 
support for students. Robert D. Coy-
kendall '59 has established the Linley R. 
and Helen P. Coykendall Scholarship 
Fund in honor of his parents. Edgar H. 
Craig '34 has established a scholar-
ship fund in memory of his sons, Philip 
D. '55 and Douglas W. '64. Charles E. 
JacobsonJr., M.D. '31 has added to the 
Jacobson Scholarship Fund, which 
honors the memory ofhis parents and 
which he established during Trinity's 
last major campaign in the 1970s. 
Other scholarship money has been 
provided by George A. Kellner '64 to 
establish a scholarship fund primarily 
for children of employees of non-profit 
educational institutions. 
More than $4.7 million has been 
contributed to The Campaign for 
scholarship purposes. 
Goldfarb Trust Provides 
Annual Scholarship and 
Service Award 
...•................................... 
A $100,000 gift to Trinity from the 
Alexander A. Goldfarb Memorial Trust 
will support two new programs at the 
College. Income from the gift will pay 
for a $1,000 grant to be made each year 
to the Trinity student who gives the 
most to Hartford, based on service in 
tutoring, volunteering, or other pro-
ductive activities in the city, and for an 
annual scholarship for a Hartford resi-
dent to attend the College. Thomas A. 
Smith, vice president and chief adminis-
trative officer ofTrinity, said he hoped 
the first award presentation can be 
made at Honors Day in May, and that 
the scholarship can be given next fall. 
The gift comes from a charitable trust 
comprising a large part of the $1.J:nil-
lion estate of former Hartford corpora-
tion counsel Alexander Goldfarb '46. 
Terms of the trust also provide for im-
pr:ovements to city buildings and parks. 
The bequests were announced before a 
Hartford Symphony outdoor pops 
concert at Hartford City Hall, also paid 
for by the Trust. 
Holland Scholars 
Named 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The top-ranking students in the sen-
ior,junior and sophomore classes have 
been awarded Holland Scholarships for 
the academic year 1987-88. Established 
in 1891, these full-tuition awards are 
funded from a bequest by Mrs. Francis 
J. Holland, daughter ofBishop Thomas 
Brownell, the founder ofTrinity. 
This year's recipients are: Anthony F. 
Luciano '88 of Stamford, CT; Patricia 
A. Marciano '89 ofProspect, CT; and 
David A. Weinstein '90 of Miami 
Beach, FL 
Luciano, who is m~oring in mathe-
matics, won first place in the Phi 
Gamma Delta Prizes in Mathematics in 
his freshman and sophomore years. He 
was named to the Faculty Honors List 
in his freshman, sophomore and junior 
years and has run track, indoor and 
outdoor, in all four years at Trinity. He 
is a 1984 graduate ofWesthill High 
School in Stamford. 
An economics major, Marciano was 
named to the Faculty Honors List in 
her freshman and sophomore years. A 
member of the Dance Club and Drama 
Club as a freshman, she is a graduate of 
Notre Dame Academy in Waterbury. 
Weinstein was named to the Faculty 
Honors List in the fall and spring terms 
of his freshman year. He ran on the 
cross country and indoor track teams, 
was a member of the Biology Club, 
and co-chairman of the Hillel J CC 
Drive as a freshman. He received the 
Chemical Rubber Company Award, 
made to the outstanding freshman in 
chemistry. As a freshman he partici-
pated in biology research and this year 
is a teaching assistant in Biology 151 
and Chemistry 111. He is a graduate of 
Miami Country Day School. 
College Publications 
Earn National 
Recognition 
..........................•..........•. 
Several Trinity College publications 
were honored with awards 
recently. 
The Campaign for Trinity Case 
Statement was one of the five fund-
raising publications which received 
gold medals in international competi-
tion sponsored by the Council for the 
Advancement and Support ofEduca-
tion (CASE). Also, The Campaign 
piece won a silver medal in the visual 
design in print category. Director of 
Development Operations Alfred C. 
Burfeind '64 served as co-author and 
coordinated production with design 
consultant, North Charles Street De-
sign Organization ofBaltimore, MD. 
Two admissions recruitment publica-
tions won awards in the National 
School Public Relations Association's 
11th Annual School and College Publi-
cations Contest. "Trinity," a fold-out 
brochure/poster edited by Director of 
Public Relations William L. Churchill, 
received an A ward of Merit in the stu-
dent recruitment publications and 
viewbook category. "A Minority Stu-
dent Perspective," a booklet geared to-
wards black, Hispanic and Asian high 
school students, received one of 11 
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Awards ofExcellence. The editor was 
Martha Davidson, assistant director of 
public relations. Former Assistant 
Director of Admissions Martha L.A. 
Stassen served as adviser and Harry 
Rich Assoc., Inc. ofWest Hartford 
designed the two admissions publica-
tions. 
Undergraduates Elect 
Class Officers 
.................................••.... 
In the highest turnout on record (62 
percent) for a senior class election at 
Trinity, Bryant S. McBride '88 of On-
tario, Canada was elected president of 
his class in September. McBride won 
the post by four votes in a run-off elec-
tion after initially tying with Elizabeth 
E. Hardman '88 of McLean, VA. 
Alyce M. Robinson '88 ofWater-
ford, CT and Corrine N. Coppola '88 
of Bryn Mawr, P A were elected vice-
president and secretary, respectively, of 
the senior class. 
For the first time since the 1960s, 
elections for the junior and sophomore 
classes were held also in September. 
Donna F. Haghighat '89 of Fairfield, 
CT is serving as president of the junior 
class and Scott E. Goldsmith '90 of 
New York, NY is president of the 
sophomore class. 
Trinity CPR Course 
Prepared Student 
For Heroic Action 
................••..................... 
Quick action and knowledge of car-
diopulmonary resuscitation techniques 
learned in a class at Trinity enabled 
Marcello Apolito '89 to help save the 
life of a 68-year-old neighbor in Upper 
Montclair, NJ. 
Apolito had taken the 1/4-credit first 
aid and CPR course offe_red by the 
physical education department in his 
freshman year, never expecting that he 
would have to use it. Recalling now the 
morning of April29, when he saw his 
neighbor lying on the ground, Apolito 
remembers feeling fear and regret. "I 
had no idea how long he had been 
there. I had a feeling of horror - that it 
was too late. I felt I should go over and 
see what was going on. His wife said 
Marcello Apolito '89 
he had been there three minutes. I 
checked his pulse and breathing. That's 
when I started CPR." 
The undergraduate estimates that he 
performed CPR for three or four min-
utes before an ambulance arrived and 
the staff relieved him. A policeman had 
arrived by then and told Apolito that he 
had done what he could. "I was pray-
ing that he would be saved," Apolito 
says. "I didn't have any doubt that he 
would.'' The victim underwent bypass 
surgery and has enjoyed a successful re-
covery. The Montclair chapter of the 
American Red Cross has nominated 
Apolito to the National Red Cross for a 
Certificate of Merit, a national award 
for life-saving and the highest award 
given in the organization's Safety Ser-
VIce. 
Apolito describes the event as "in-
credible - seeing a life saved is one of 
the greatest experiences." Since the in-
cident, he has renewed his CPR certifi-
cation by attending a four-week course 
and tells all who will listen, "Take 
CPR. You need it." 
The son of Dr. MarieR. Badaracco-
Fromm and Dr. Arnaldo Apolito, he is 
a graduate of Montclair High School 
and a resident assistant and member of 
Christian Fellowship at Trinity. Last 
spring he received the Peter J. Schaefer 
Memorial Prize Award for achieving 
the highest grades in introductory eco-
nomics as a freshman. 
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Micro scale 
Laboratory 
Changes 
Chemistry 
Teaching 
In some cases bigger is better, but in Trinity's chemistry laboratory 
smaller is making the grade. 
"We've gone from a relatively 
large scale to a relatively small scale 
in the chemistry lab as a result of 
some pioneering work done at Bow-
doin, Merrimack and independently 
at Mount Holyoke," says James K. 
Heeren, associate professor of chem-
istry. Trinity andY ale were the first 
colleges in Connecticut to make the 
switch to a microscale laboratory. 
"The general consensus has been 
positive," says Heeren. "Large scale 
means you have large equipment, 
more chemicals, more danger, more 
bottles of student preparations to 
store." The microscale laboratory of-
fers numerous advantages, ranging 
from increased student productivity 
and laboratory safety to cost savings 
and storage efficiency. 
Transforming the laboratory to the 
smaller scale cost the College about 
$20,000, says Heeren, who is part of 
a national advisory group that pro-
vides assistance to colleges making 
the switch to microscale. Those 
funds were used to purchase micro-
scale glassware and other small scale 
apparatus. 
"In the long run, the laboratory 
will pay for itself," says Katherine F. 
McGowan, a junior from Branford 
who is majoring in biochemistry. 
McGowan is a teaching assistant in 
the laboratory this year. 
"It saves on the cost of chemicals 
and waste disposal, it reduces toxic-
ity, and it's faster," she says. 
The speed with which experi-
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ments can be conducted in the mi-
croscale laboratory gives it a 
significant advantage over the large 
scale facility, Heeren says. He points 
out that smaller quantities of reagents 
take less time to react and less time to 
work up. 
"And if a student goofs on an ex-
periment, it usually can be repeated 
in the same afternoon rather than the 
student taking a '0' or having to re-
schedule the experiment." Because 
each experiment takes less time to 
execute, students now can complete 
10 in a semester rather than six or 
seven, he adds. 
The move to microscale has made 
the laboratory safer while expanding 
opportunities for experimentation. 
Heeren explains that some chemicals 
in the laboratory pose more danger 
when produced in large quantities; 
and to reduce the risk of fire, explo-
sions and toxicity, experiments with 
these chemicals were deemed unac-
ceptable on the large scale. 
"We used to have students doing 
pedagogically valuable experiments 
on the large scale; but as we became 
aware of the hazards, we began to 
avoid them," Heeren says. "We 
found the lab experiments straying 
more and more from the direct appli-
cation to the course material." For 
example, elemental bromine and car-
bon tetrachloride are among the 
chemicals used in the microscale lab-
oratory that Heeren says he would 
not dream of using on the large scale. 
"That hands-on experience in 
what you're learning makes under-
standing so much easier," says Maja 
L. Lundborg, a junior from Wood-
bridge. Lundborg, a biochemistry 
major and teaching assistant in the 
organic chemistry laboratory this 
year, says the dovetailing oflecture 
and laboratory content is important 
to students. 
A major advantage of the micros-
calc laboratory is the cost savings it 
affords. The chemistry department 
now is able to purchase chemicals in 
smaller quantities - "pints versus 
CHEMISTRY LABS are more effi-
cient, cost effective and safer with the 
adoption of microscale techniques. 
gallons" of reagents. It also is storing 
smaller quantities of student prepara-
tions, which saves space and in-
creases safety. 
"Another virtue of the micro-
scale laboratory is that people have to 
be very careful, very precise," 
Heeren says. "I've been very im-
pressed with students' ability in this 
area." 
In converting the lab, Heeren had 
the support ofProfessor Ralph 0. 
Moyer, Jr., chairman of the chemis-
try department, and Borden W. 
Painter, Jr., who was acting dean of 
the faculty at the time of the transi-
tion. Heeren gives special credit to 
his teaching assistants, who provide 
extra help to fellow undergraduates 
during laboratory sessions ~d assist 
him with such tasks as grading pa-
pers. 
"We've also helped develop exper-
iments for microscale," says junior 
Amanda H. Ackerman, a biochemis-
try major from Winst~d, in ~xplain­
ing her role as a teaching assistant. 
Some of the experiments in the 
chemistry laboratory continue to be 
done on the large scale, Heeren says. 
He believes students should have ex-
perience with large scale, bec~use it is 
used in industry. Most of their labo-
ratory work at Trinity, howe_ver, is 
done with the microscale eqwpment. 
Janet L. Kapouch, a senior from 
West Hartford who has a double 
major in biochemistry and chemistry, 
was a teaching assistant m an orgamc 
chemistry class last year and in a gen-
eral chemistry class the year before. 
Having used both the large and small 
scale laboratories, she says she prefers 
the latter because of its time-saving 
and safety features . 
"Almost all responses to the mi-
croscale have been positive," he says. 
"I'm almost certain we'd never go 
back totally to the large scale." 
EXPERIMENT on left using micro-
scale glassware contrasts with the ap-
paratus once used, shown at right. 
ALONG THEW ALK 
Campo, Kirkpatrick 
Achieve Named Posts 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Two professors have been appointed 
to named positions on the faculty. 
Michael R. Campo '48 has been 
appointed John]. McCook ~rofessor of 
Modern Languages, succeeding Gustave 
W. Andrian '40, who retired in June. 
Frank G. Kirkpatrick '64 has been 
named Ellsworth Morton Tracy 
Lecturer in Religion, a position held by 
Theodor M . Mauch until his retirement 
last spring. 
Campo who holds a master's degree 
and docto~ate from Johns Hopkins 
University, is director ofTri~ty's . 
Cesare Barbieri Center ofltalian Studies 
and founder and director of the Trinity 
Rome Campus. A member of the 
faculty since 1952, he has.been a 
Fulbright Fellow and chairman of the 
College's modern languages and 
literatures department. . 
Founder and director of the JOUrnal 
"Cesare Barbieri Courier," Campo was 
awarded the honorary title of 
Comrnendatore of the Order of Merit 
of the Republic ofltaly in 1984. That 
title, the highest honor bestowed by the 
Italian government, was given to him . 
for his efforts to spread Italian culture m 
the United States and for his role in 
returning important docum~nts from 
the Fascist period to the Italian 
government. . 
Kirkpatrick joined the faculty m 
1969 after earning a master's degree 
from' Union Theological Seminary and 
· a doctorate from Brown University. 
Former chairman of the religion 
department, he also is former secretary 
of the faculty. 
Kirkpatrick's specialties are the 
history ofW estern religious thought, 
religion in America, philosophy o~ 
religion, and political and econormc 
aspects of religious thought. The author 
of papers and articles on modern 
religious thought, he is ~a-author of the 
book Living Issues in Ethrcs. 
A member of the American Academy 
of Religion, Kirkpatrick is an ordained 
Episcopal priest and is active in local 
church affairs. 
Campo delivered his inaugural 
lecture titled "Dante's Homage to the 
Humacities," in October. Kirkp~trick 
will deliver his inaugural lecture m the 
spnng. 
New President's Fellows 
Selected by Faculty 
.................... , ................. . 
Twenty-six members of the Class of 
'88 have been chosen by the faculty to 
be President's Fellows for the 1987-88 
academic year. The Fellows are selected 
each fall, with every academic depart.-
ment and program nominating a semor 
major to receive this hon?r. The. selec-
tion is based on outstanding achieve-
ment in the major, along with evidence 
of wide-ranging intellectual inte.rests. · 
The Fellows meet with the President 
and members of the faculty and admin-
istration throughout the year to disc~ss 
a variety of topics related to college life 
and other educational issues. 
The new President's Fellows are: 
American studies, Deborah L. Owen; area 
studies, Rebecca A. Winterer; biology, An-
drew C. Shepherd; chemistry, Clark Y. 
Smith; biochemistry, Andrew R. Waxler; 
classics Robert E. DesMarais; economics, Cons~antine G. Andrews; educational 
studies Ellen M. Giggie; engineering, 
Susan' M. Whiting; computer coordinate, 
Anthony F. Luciano; computer science, 
Jonathan G. Cohen; E:nglish, Thomas H. 
Speight; fine arts, Jenmfer James, E~eanor 
M. Lloyd, and Susan M. Brady; hrstory, 
Kimberly K. McDermott; mathematics, 
Greg W. Druckman; m_oder_n languages, 
Laura W. Stewart; musrc, Llesl H. Oden-
weller; philosophy, Lucia R. Dow; phrsics, 
Bayard K. Johnson; political science, Lisa 
Alvarez-Calderon; psychology, Kelly M. 
Donovan; religion, MauraJ. Clark; sociol-
ogy, Joan D . Pfeffer; and theater and dance, 
Elise A. Risher. 
Undergraduates Gain 
from Capital Area, 
Illinois Scholarships 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Two outstanding regional scholar-
ship programs at the Colleg~ are t~s 
year assisting 43 students w1th the1r ed-
(Continued on page 28) 
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John A. Dando, 
1917-1987 
, John A. Dando, emeritus profes-
sor ofEnglish and former modera-
tor of the popular Hartford-based 
television quiz show " What in the 
World," died on Dec. 8 at his home 
in South Glastonbury, CT. 
Dando was born in Stafford, 
England, onJuly 9, 1917. Educated 
in Canada, he received two degrees 
from McGill University, a bache-
lor's in 1938 and a master's in 1945. 
He did advanced work at Colum-
bia University from 1946 to 1950. 
While studying for his master's 
degree, Dando was an instructor 
and lecturer in English and French 
at McGill. He also directed plays at 
McGill and held leading roles in 
productions by the Montreal 
Shakespeare Society and the Mon-
treal Repertory Theater. 
In addition to his work in the 
theater, he held leading dramatic 
roles in Canada Broadcasting Co. 
radio productions and did a series 
of network programs on Bible sto-
nes. 
Dando joined the Trinity faculty 
in 1950. He taught courses on the 
works of Shakespeare and Dickens, 
as well as courses in film and critical 
theory. Although he retired from 
the faculty in 1982, he continued to 
teach in special programs and was 
frequently a guest lecturer at special 
events. 
"Trained in the theater, John in-
sisted that teaching is part instruc-
tion, part smooth professional 
performance," says]. Bard Mc-
Nulty, James J. Goodwin Professor 
ofEnglish, emeritus, who was a 
team-teacher with Dando for 14 
years. "He devoted enormous care 
to preparation: no fumbling 
through the book to find the pas-
sage he planned to read to the class; 
no awkward squawks as he 
searched through a tape. Like a sea-
ALONG THE WALK 
soned actor, he could rise to any 
unexpected response from his class-
room audience, but the solid base 
of his performance was careful, in-
sightful preparation." 
A year after joining the faculty, 
Dando began "Behind the Pages," 
a weekly series on great writers of 
English literature, for WTIC radio 
in Hartford and in 1958 was named 
host of a series titled "Backgrounds 
ofLiterature" on WCBS Radio. In 
1951 he was chosen by the Voice 
of America to do a series of pro-
grams titled "In the Author's 
Words." He was literary critic for 
the Voice of America for more than 
20 years and host ofWTIC-TV's 
"What in the World" for 17. 
Outside his career as professor, 
actor, and radio and televison per-
sonality, Dando was past president 
of the New England Forensic Soci-
ety. He was the author of a book, 
"Builders of a Nation: Biographies 
of Seven Canadian Statesmen." 
Dando also made a documentary 
film on Dante, which was pro-
duced in conjunction with Trinity's 
Cesare Barbieri Center for Italian 
Studies. He also completed a docu-
mentary film on Shakespeare, and 
one on the Bayeux Tapestry. 
Memorial gifts can be made to 
the John Dando Prize, which was 
established in 1985. It is awarded 
annually for the best undergraduate 
work in Shakespeare. 
ABBOTT 
anctAve 
ABBO'IT AND A VERY 
Robert W Shaw '55 
Viking Penguin Inc., 1987, $16.95 
hardcover. 
This poignant first novel by Shaw 
brings forth a literary "odd couple" in 
the form of Abbott and Avery. Wesley 
Abbott is a bored, cynical newspaper-
man, abandoned by his wife, who agrees 
to take on the care ofhis daughter's ille-
gitimate son, Avery. Though his original 
motives are less than altruistic, Abbott 
gradually comes to form a deep bond 
with the child through the caring pro-
cess. All of his closest personal relation-
ships are profoundly changed, even the 
feelings that he has about his dead par-
ents. 
Since its publication in August, Abbott 
and Avery has been favorably reviewed 
by The Boston Globe, The Hariford Courant, 
the Gannett Syndicate, and Publisher's 
Weekly and other trade book publica-
tions. Walker Percy wrote of the book: 
"A beautifuljob. Abbott and Avery, as 
unlikely a pair as you can imagine, turn 
out to form a friendship as rare and 
funny and lovely as it is believable." 
Shaw says that Abbott and Avery is a 
successful culmination of on-and-off 
fiction-writing efforts that had their ori-
gin in the middle '50s when he was a 
student contributor to The Trinity Review. 
He credits Samuel Morse, a Wallace Ste-
by Trinity Authors 
vens expert who taught at Trinity, as 
being an inspiration in his work. A copy 
editor on the news desk at The Hartford 
Courant, Shaw has worked as an editor 
for nearly a dozen papers in the last three 
: decades. 
FROM DENIAL TO RECOVERY: 
Counseling Problem Drinkers, 
Alcoholics, and Their Families 
Lawrence Metzger '55, Ph.D. 
Jossey-Bass Inc. (San Francisco, CA), 
1987, about 320 pages, $22.95. 
Although one-third of all Americans 
say that alcohol causes problems in their 
families, most alcoholics deny that they 
have drinking problems. To help coun-
selors diagnose alcoholism and assist 
clients in overcoming denial, Metzger has 
written a practical, step-by-step guide 
to helping problem drinkers through 
the stages of recovery, from initial 
information-gathering to the client's fi-
nal transition to an alcohol-free life. He 
outlines methods for handling a client's 
denial of the drinking problem and 
shows how to confront or disarm the 
client in a caring way. 
An important feature of this book is 
the guided diagnostic interview that 
details ways counselors can gather 
relevant information from clients, build 
trusting rel_ationships, and make accurate 
diagnoses. Throughout the book, case 
studies illustrate what counselors should 
look and listen for - and what they 
should ask about. 
"This book will be a m~or resource 
for psychologists and alcoholism 
counselors. I was strongly impressed by 
its thoroughness, honesty, logical 
presentation, and perceptive treatment," 
says Frank A. Seixas, M.D., clinical 
assistant professor, Harvard Medical 
School and former medical director, 
National Council on Alcoholism, of 
Metzger's book. 
A therapist in private practice in 
Oakland, CA, Metzger has counseled 
more than 3,000 alcoholics and their 
families. He has also conducted 
numerous courses on alcoholism for the 
Alcohol Studies Program at the 
University of California Extension m 
Berkeley and at other campuses. 
DUKAK.IS AND THE REFORM 
IMPULSE 
Richard M. Gaines '66 and Michael Segal 
Quinlan Press (Boston, MA), 1987, 232 
pages, $17.95. 
This unauthorized biography of 
Massachusetts governor Michael 
Dukakis is the first political biography of 
any of the Democratic candidates for 
president, according to author Gaines. In 
it, readers will gain an understanding of 
Dukakis's values and dreams which have 
led him into a career in politics and into 
the race for the presidency. 
This book's subject is a classic reformer 
in the progressive and liberal Democratic 
tradition, according to Gaines. "Dukakis 
led a reform movement in Massachusetts 
from the old ward style to an approach 
free of the back scratching and corruption 
that Massachusetts had been known for," 
he says. "He has studied to be president 
all his life," Gaines observes. "He 1s 
prepared for this." 
Gaines finds the subject to be "an 
incredibly complex person," and notes 
that the book does not try to "reduce all 
the elements into a single picture.'' 
Some of the elements in Dukakis's 
personality are not reconcilable with 
others, Gaines says. "The book will be 
read differently by different people," he 
notes. 
Co-authors Gaines and Segal have 
followed Dukakis's career for more than 
15 years: Gaines, as state house bureau 
chief for United Press International, and 
later as political writer and now editor-
in-chief of the Boston Phoenix; Segal as 
publisher and editor of political 
newsletters and as a political columnist 
with Boston-area newspapers. A 
history major at Trinity, Gaines says 
that this first book is "something that I 
have been working toward my entire 
life. History is what I've always loved 
most :...._ history and religion. But, 
religion is really history." 
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Trini 
In this semester-long 
program, students 
are immersed in 
New York's contem-
porary performing 
arts scene. 
BY MARTHA DAVIDSON 
BETH REEVES '89 and Mark Wlo-
darkiewicz '8S participated in Trinity/ 
La Mama's first run-through in 1986. 
am a 
THE PROGRAM 
When students in the Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts Program 
head for class, they don't take a five-minute stroll down the Long Walk. 
They grab a bagel on the run and ride the subway downtown for 88 
blocks before climbing seven heart-pounding flights to workshops in voice, 
movement and performance. For them, the Trinity/La Mama Program pro-
vides a breathless, headlong plunge into New York City's world of per-
forming arts. 
And when they're not in class, they're doing lots of other things all over 
town. 
They stay up late at night to write papers. They work at internships 
where they assist directors or make props or type and answer phones or do 
research on South American music or paste up press clippings or do mar-
keting and fund-raising. 
For "The Cutting Edge," a required course, they go to rehearsals, con-
certs, plays, dance and video theater, circus-opera, performance art and 
Broadway shows. They've attended a six-hour retrospective of choreogra-
pher Kei Takei's work ... a nine-and-a-half hour performance ofPeter 
Brook's Mahabharata ... a 24-hour benefit marathon of theater, dance and 
performance art ... the Jaffrey Ballet's reconstruction ofNijinsky's Le Sacre 
du Printemps. One Sunday, they attended services at a Harlem church. One 
snowy Wednesday afternoon in December, they saw the Van Gogh exhibi-
tion at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. They've sat in on a New York 
Philharmonic rehearsal and talked to poets and hung out with cast members 
after performances. 
They've discussed who's in the audience and why, and how the critics 
affect what happens in the theater, and the meaning of American culture 
and the purpose of art. 
Amidst it all, they cram in private music or dance or voice or acting 
lessons. 
"There are other arts programs for college students but I don't think 
there's anything like this, that has this amount of contact," says 
program director Leonardo Shapiro. "The thing I'm interested in is that 
they're learning more about courage and stamina. They're able to do 
more than they thought they could. They're much more savvy after 
three months, everything from physical safety to having a 'bullshit de-
tector.' There's a real balance between being open to stuff and being 
gullible. They have developed a sense of knowing who's a real artist 
and who's not." 
Well-connected in New York's performing arts scene, Shapiro helps 
his students enter that realm. "The model for the Trinity/La Mama 
Performing Arts Program was a bus trip I organized when I was teach-
ing at Trinity to shows, museums and rehearsals in New York," he 
recalls. 
"That visit to New York City showed us how much this made the 
THE PEOPLE 
MARILYN ZALKAN 
"When I got here on September 14 at 
5 p.m., we had something to do and it 
hasn't stopped since," says Marilyn Zal-
kan '88, a music major from Springfield, 
MA. 
"I've probably seen about 70 perfor-
mances so far and that's more than I've 
seen in my life. I'm doing as much of 
everything as I possibly can," Marilyn 
says: "I encourage this program so 
strongly for people but the attitude is so 
important. You have to come in here 
with a completely open mind and be 
mature enough to deal with the schedule. 
"I usually leave the Y at 9 a.m. and 
head downtown. Today, all the East Side 
trains were down and I had to take a bus. 
It took an hour instead of10 minutes. 
"Then I have to work for Leo or Eliot 
Goldenthal, the composer. The project 
I'm working on with Eliot currently is a 
carnival Mass with giant puppets. I did a 
lot of research on South American in-
struments. Now, I'm doing a lot of stu-
dio work with sequencers and electronics 
and notation and transposition. 
"Around three or four, I head for the 
studio and practice piano for two or three 
hours. I've played the piano since I was 
four and the changes I've made in my 
technique since I've been here are incred-
ible. 
"Then, from 7:30p.m. to 10, if it isn't 
a night when we go to performances, I 
have my specialty class in the Alexander 
technique. This is basically centered 
around your spine and it's helping me a 
lot with my music. It helps me get rid of 
tension when I play. 
"Then I go back to theY. If it's the 
night before papers are due, that's when 
the paper process begins because there's 
no other time. Basically, a day lasts until 
12." 
Zalkan, who completed her course 
work towards her degree in December, 
has decided to stay in New York and 
look for a place to live and employment 
in the music theater field. 
Photo by Jon Lester 
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things we talked about in class at Trinity real for 
students," says Trinity Director ofDance and Asso-
ciate .Professor of Theater and Dance Judy Dworin. 
"There was one student who was totally against 
contemporary trends in theater and dance. We went 
to see Peter Brook's Carmen and he was totally 
traniformed. " 
Shapiro broached the idea of establishing a per-
forming arts program in New York with Ellen 
Stewart, founder of the La Mama Experimental The-
ater located in Manhattan's lower East Side. Known 
as a center of international, avant-garde arts, La 
Mama has been the scene of more than 1,200 pro-
ductions of theater, dance, music and mixed media 
work since 1961. Stewart responded to the idea en-
thusiastically and offered space at La Mama for Trin-
ity classes. 
A firs~ for Trinity, this is also the first time that La 
Mama Experimental Theater has joined in such a ven-
ture with a college. "We wanted to expand and use the 
great acting, dance and performance art theaters in 
New York City,'' explains Arthur Feinsod, chairman 
of theater at Trinity. "La Mama is the nexus of all 
that ... I am thrilled with this program. It's like hav-
ing an auxiliary faculty. There is so much we can do 
here at Trinity but if our students don't get exposed 
to avant-garde theater, they can't understand it." 
After two years in the planning stages, the Trinity/La 
Mama Performing Arts Program was launched in the 
fall of 1986 with 10 Trinity undergraduate~ and gradu-
ates. In 1987, the scope was broadened to include stu-
dents from other institutions including Hampshire 
College, New York and Wesleyan Universities. 
Among this past year's group of 11 were Trinity 
alumnae Elaine Khoury '87 and Joanna Colbert '87. 
The program is designed for students who not only 
have a foundation in the arts but also are mature, ener-
getic and able to handle the rigors of this highly-inten-
sive, single semester in the city. Participants can earn a 
full semester of undergraduate or graduate credit from 
Trinity. Tuition and housing costs are the same as in-
residence fees at the College. However, instead of liv-
ing in dorms and eating in the campus dining hall, most 
of the students make their homes at the 92nd Street Y 
which provides clean, secure accommodations and 
kitchen facilities where they can fix their own meals. 
THE PEOPLE 
LEONARDO SHAPIRO 
"Americans quite desperately need some place to gather 
around the fire and tell each other stories and their dreams," 
says Leonardo Shapiro, the director of the Trinity/La Mama 
Performing Arts Program. 
"Theater is meant to be a place where you act out your 
dreams and fantasies - a function TV is not doing. The em-
phasis has to be on your relation to the audience as a culture, 
not as a product. The students have grown up thinking of 
themselves as consumers. I try to get them off that model. 
"In the seminar, we're working on values and ethics and 
American culture. What you do with your life. It's based on 
making the students question what's valuable and what's 
workable." 
Shapiro is artistic director of The Shaliko Company, based 
at La Mama, and directed all of their productions there and at 
The Public Theater. In the last two seasons his original music 
theater play, The Yellow House, was invited to the Theatre of 
Nations Festival and Punch!, a physical theater piece, played the 
Assembly Rooms at The Edinburgh Festival, Scotland. 
Shapiro was director-in-residence at Trinity during 1983-84. 
He has taught in programs at New York University's School 
of the Arts Professional Theater Training Program, American 
University, Antioch College, the Baltimore Theater Project, 
Quebec International Theater Fortnight and NYU's Experi-
mental Theater Wing. Photos by Steve Goldberg 
LOOSENING THEIR JAWS in voice class are, from left to right: Roberto 
Sifuentes '89; Cathy Biro of New York University; Elaine Khoury '87; Michelle 
Rosenshein of Amherst College; and Jessica Cushman '89. 
The Trinity/La Mama Program contributes to the development of the 
College's theater and dance department, says Feinsod. "We were concerned 
at first about losing talent," he admits. "But La Mama is not taking away; 
it's only adding. The students get a foundation here at Trinity; then they go 
into New York and expand their knowledge. They hear talks by directors 
and actors rather than having a professor lecture about what he read about 
so-and-so. They go out on internships where they learn by watching and 
doing. Very often, they're doing administrative work but they also are 
constantly watching and interpreting and asking questions and understand-
ing. We have a thriving program here and those who return from New 
York feed it.'' 
"Elise Rischer is doing her thesis on the people she saw in New York last 
year," Dworin notes. "Since his semester in the program, Mark Wlodar-
kiewicz (a senior from Malibu, CA) has been really involved in theater and 
dance here. He's seeing that Trinity is a place where he can apply all he took 
in last year in New York City." 
Dworin and others connected with Trinity/La Mama hope it will evolve 
into a more extensive undertaking, possibly a master of fine arts program. 
"It's very intense," Dworin says. "It's a much better program for older 
students, juniors and seniors for the most part. It's extremely valuable for 
those who've just graduated and want to go to New York City." 
"I'd like to see it develop into something more experimental and 
slower - like Black Mountain where seminal figures in the arts, such as 
Merce Cunningham, met, where the happenings started," Shapiro says. "If 
we had the students for a year or two, we could really do a lot." 
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A DAY IN THE TRINITY/LA MAMA PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAM 
VOICE teacher Cecil MacKinnon en-
courages a student in the workshop. 
Photo by Steve Goldberg 
VOICE CLASS 
IT'S APPROACHING 10 A.M. on a Tuesday morning in November. 
The sounds ofNew York City's lower East Side wend their way through 
windows on the seventh floor of 4 7 Great Jones Street, an annex to La 
Mama Experimental Theater a block away. 
The classroom is a long, open space. The door is red, the walls are white, 
the ceiling is blue. Metal and plastic chairs are scattered haphazardly and a 
wooden bench is parked beneath a row of arched windows fronting onto 
the dingy street. 
Students straggle in, some noisily, some silently. The predominant mode 
of attire consists of the layered look - T -shirts, sweaters, faded jeans with 
holes in the knees, sweatpants. 
One trio toys with a flute and synthesizer. Another group clusters to 
discuss the merits of an Italian performance they'd all seen. Some stretch 
out on the floor. Others read or write. 
Wearing green striped tights and a well-worn Pickle Family Circus T-
shirt, voice teacher Cecil MacKinnon arrives. Besides teaching voice, she 
works with Shakespeare and Company in Lenox, MA and does acrobatics, 
juggling, and clowning for two circus companies. 
"Let's take a walk," Cecil tells the group. "Make your feet splat on the 
. THE PEOPLE 
ROBERTO SIFUENTES BETH REEVES 
"Trinity/La Marna has done more for 
me than I can say," says Roberto Si-
fuentes '89 ofTarzana, CA. When Rob-
erto participated in Trinity/La Mama in 
1986, he completed an internship at P.S. 
(Performing Space) 122 in performance 
art production. During his second time 
around in 1987, he was a teaching assis-
tant for the Program and did an intern-
ship at The Living Theatre, directed by 
Judith Malina who is known as the 
mother of avant-garde theater. 
"I came here to be saturated with the-
ater and I am," Roberto says. "One thing 
we've learned, one of the most important 
things, is that when all the arts come to-
gether, the visual arts with musicians and 
directors, important work can happen. 
"Back at Trinity, this experience will 
come through in our papers in English; 
it'll show in whatever we do. I don't 
think it'll just be limited to theater 
courses." 
Beth Reeves '89 ofDenver, CO had 
been to New York City just once or 
twice before starting the program. "Ini-
tially, there's the excitement of all the 
people and the lights," she says. "You're 
not even walking on the ground. You 
say, look at all these people! Then, there's 
a stage of depression. You're lonely. 
"I didn't know what I'd be doing but 
eventually it worked out. In this program 
you learn so much about theater and life, 
and about a career in the theater. Ifl 
came down and tried to find a job and a 
place to live in the city, it certainly 
wouldn't have been so beneficial to me. I 
probably would have gotten a job as an 
ice cream scooper and taken acting 
courses. Now, I'm learning from won-
derful people. They share their experi-
ences and answer my questions and want 
to help me." 
Beth saw La Marna from the ground 
floor up. "I started out doing acting at 
floor. Make your arms swing. Let go of your jaw. Then let go of your butt 
so it's flopping around in back of you. Everything's going out of your 
middle to your sides ... " 
They walk around the room until Cecil calls them to a halt. Her voice is 
measured, mellifluous, nearly mesmerizing: "Close your eyes. Drop your 
jaw. Allow your breath to be the actual root to turn your attention inside. 
You have the luxury of time to let the breath draw in ... change you ... 
flow out of you ... " Cecil walks around to each silent student, wiggling a 
chin here, stroking a forehead there, before moving to the old upright piano 
in the corner. "We're going to let sound follow the same route." She plays 
a chord. "Ahhh ... See if you can find pleasure for your body on the 
outgoing sound. ' ' 
The class progresses to the point where a dozen 20-year-olds are flat 
on their backs, toes pointing skyward, eyes closed, fingers on their chins, 
jaws down and tongues rolled forward. The sounds of 
"hee-hee-hee" fill the room. 
Throughout the two-hour session, Cecil moves from one individ-
ual to another, observing and making suggestions. One young man 
complains, "I can't do it." "No, you can't now - but you will," the 
teacher responds. "If your face hurts, that's great. Your face mus-
cles aren't used to working." 
Towards the end of the session, Jessica Cushman .'89 of 
CT seats herselfbefore a row of classmates. Calmly, she begins 
reading a monologue about a walk in the woods. Soon, under 
Cecil's provocation, her reading has become an emotional one. 
Jessica is teary-eyed as Cecil urges, "Communication is possible, 
Jessica, don't give up ... As a civilization we have given up. In 
the theater, we can't give up! We can feel from each other ... I 
feel grateful to you because you have taken me somewhere." 
Trinity but I came here and I wanted to 
see what tech work was like. Before the 
season opened, I worked for the technical 
director who is in charge of three theater 
spaces here. I took pinheads off cables, I 
swept floors, mopped, painted sets. One 
day, I was painting the floor and Ellen 
Stewart came down and said "What are 
you doing?? And what do you want to 
do?" I said I'd like to learn about theater 
administration. So, I found out about 
fund raising and dealing with the press 
and filing and helping to edit. 
"One day, when I was working in the 
office typing envelopes, Ellen came 
down again and asked me the same thing 
again. I said I would like to work with a . 
director at rehearsals. She picked up the 
phone and talked to a director and said 
report to him the next day. So, I did 
prompting, worked on sound, lights and 
sets, and helped make bones and cigars 
for The Architect and the Emperor of 
Assyria. 
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PERFORMANCE ARTIST Robbie MacCauley talks with students after her 
performance of Indian Blood at The Kitchen. Indian Blood is an autobiographical 
piece by MacCauley with music and slides. Photo by Jose Gayton 
LATER, CECIL OUTLINES her goals for the class. "Three months is a 
short time for a voice class; most study it all their lives. I'm trying to give 
them an introduction to technical aspects, such as increasing their range and 
projection," she says. "I also want to get them to think about the voice as a 
means of thought and communication, to learn that the voice can carry 
how they think and feel, to express rather than mask. 
***** 
"In Cecil MacKinnon's voice class, we breathe a lot," says Roberto Si-
fuentes '89 ofTarzana, CA. "The class is for people who speak on stage. 
We stand on our heads and do cartwheels- she taught us how. Mainly, 
we work with sound. We feel where the breath is in our bodies. We lie on 
our backs and go 'ha-ha-ha' and think about our spines. It's hard to ex-
plain. It's not sitting around with a text and thinking about it. It's how to 
be in touch with your body and how to express as much as you can. Any 
lay person would think it's pretty weird." 
***** 
After a movement class with dancer/choreographer/performance artist Ste-
phanie Skura, it's time for lunch from brown paper bags or the corner deli. 
***** 
PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP 
IN THE AFTERNOON performance workshop taught by Program Di-
rector Leo Shapiro, the class continues to work on their latest project: Snow 
White. 
Why Snow White? "One of the focuses this year is story, narrative, as an 
element in theater," Leo explains. "Also, a lot of what we talk about is 
the role of culture and the purpose of culture in carrying on the tradi-
tions of the group. Snow White is something I've always thought would 
make a good show. 
"We started this workshop with the students telling a true story from 
their own lives and worked on these a bit. These stories may come back in 
some form in Snow White." 
THE PEOPLE 
MARK WLODARKIEWICZ 
"I can't imagine a challenge that has 
been more audacious. Going to New 
York is the most realistic view of the 
world you can imagine. You're very 
much encouraged to think about your 
environment," says Mark Wlodarkiewicz 
'88 of Malibu, CA. 
"It's an immersion. It's always chang-
ing and we're constantly being chal-
lenged. We keep asking ourselves 
questions about why we're seeing and 
doing this ... It's great to be moved at 
least once a week. 
"It's a very humbling experience. This 
' is honestly the best thing that's happened 
to me." 
CLARE DORAN 
Clare Doran '87 of Rocky Hill, CT had 
taken dance classes for most ofher life. 
She worked in the financial division at 
Aetna before returning to college as an 
Individualized Degree Program student 
at Trinity where she double-majored in 
economics and theater and dance. 
Clare decided to go through the Trin-
ity/La Mama Program because she was 
thinking about a career in arts manage-
ment. During her semester in New York, 
she worked three days a week at an in-
ternship in development with Dance 
Theatre Workshop, an umbrella organi-
zation for dance companies seeking 
grants. 
After completing the program in 1986, 
Clare said, "I look at art with a more so-
phisticated eye now because of the 
amount of exposure we've had in all art 
forms, music, painting, dancing. I see so 
many connections between all the disci-
plines. When I think of all the things I've 
seen, it's overwhelming. I feel I'm artisti-
cally much richer for what I have to 
draw on." 
= 
With Marilyn Zalkan '88 seated at the piano, the others arrange their 
chairs in a rough rectangle. "The storytellers are responsible for telling the 
story. Those who have roles- find a way to participate," says Leo. 
To the accompaniment of piano, chanting, weird wintry sounds and 
improvised rhythms, the narrator reads the first scene about the birth of 
Snow White and her wicked step-mother queen's infatuation with the mir-
ror. 
"All right, what's interesting?" Leo asks. The students discuss it briefly 
and he listens before commenting. "I don't like the queen now. She just 
seems evil in a generic way. What do you know about her? She is beautiful, 
she is proud, she's interested in the mirror. She's probably a younger 
woman who attracted the king's interest through some very strong sexual 
signs and she's conquered the kingdom ... I think this queen is 23. I think 
you think she's 40 and 40 is very old. And I think she has quite a wardrobe 
and a lot of negligees ... " 
The queen, played by Joanna Colbert '87, undergoes a rapid metamor-
phosis during the next reading. 
"Each scene has a beginning, middle and end, and each has some basic 
rhythm and pattern, and each has an accent point," Leo notes as the after-
noon w,ears on. "Explode the moment! The line about three drops ofblood 
falling 1in the snow could be a 1 0-minute dance." 
8 :::: 
As they run through the scene over and over again, the musicians and 
performers begin to play off each other. The seemingly innocent Snow 
White transforms into something entirely different. Charged with energy 
and sound, the performance becomes sinister, complicated andintense. It 
now bears scant resemblance to the initial read-through earlier that same 
day. 
***** 
The following week, Leo relates the group's progress on Snow White. "Yes-
terday, they got to the place where they could be much simpler. They got 
to the scene with the seven dwarfs and they did it without everyone jump-
ing around and screaming. That takes a certain sophistication. With kids, 
they always do too much. Now, with this class, a lot of the stuff is falling 
away and they can concentrate on actually telling the story. I'm impressed 
with that." 
***** 
From five to six p.m. the students report on how their internships are 
progressing, hand in papers, receive reading assignments and go over the 
events scheduled for that week. 
Around six p.m., class is over for the day. The students sprawl out 
briefly, yawning and talking, before bundling up again in all their layers 
and heading down seven flights of stairs into the New York City night. 
THE COURSES 
Theater and Dance 401 (Ad-
vanced Performance Workshop) is a 
required two-credit course. In a 
workshop setting, students expand 
their expressive vocabularies and 
develop physical, vocal and psycho-
physical skills along with a sense of 
how to apply them. They have ses-
sions on improvisation, image 
work, text and scene work. Weekly 
classes include two workshop ses-
sions taught by Shapiro; two two-
hour voice classes using the Linkla-
ter technique taught by Cecil 
MacKinnon and a movement class 
taught by a variety of professionals. 
Theater and Dance 403 (The 
Cutting Edge) is a one-credit 
course. Students meet several nights 
each week for "lab sessions" where 
they are exposed to contemporary 
dance, theater and performance art. 
Among the places they go are The 
Brooklyn Academy of Music's 
Next Wave Festival, the Public 
Theatre, Dance Theatre Workshop, 
P.S. 122, The Joyce Theatre and La 
Mama. The Cutting Edge also in-
cludes a three-hour weekly seminar. 
Through internships, students can 
earn one or two credits by working 
12 to 24 hours per week at organi-
zations that give students the chance 
to get involved in the world of 
working professional artists. 
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NEW INSIGHTS 
COME WITH 
ROLE REVERSAL hen Students 
Mahaffy Shares An Inner World 
·Dick Mahaffy '89 jokes that he can sleep 
through anything - parties, loud music, the sound 
of feet stomping down the hall of his dorm. The 
joke is a good-natured one, offered with a shrug and 
a whimsical, sidelong look, because Mahaffy is pro-
foundly deaf and has been since birth. For him, there 
are no distractions of ringing telephones and com-
peting conversations. 
There are times when he feels lonely and frus-
trated in his situation as the only deaf person among 
1750 hearing students at Trinity. And, while he has 
accepted his condition, this religion major does have 
a missionary zeal to inform about deafness. To that 
end, in the fall semester he inaugurated "Under-
standing Deafness," a course which he taught with 
Greg Druckman '88. 
"My purpose in teaching the course," he says, 
"was to give the general public a better understand-
ing of deafness, and to try and stop the thoughts that 
the deaf are incapable or 'dumb.' They have shown 
that they can do anything and be successful in edu-
cation and in employment. 
"It is important to bridge the gap between the 
hearing and the deaf, especially in communication. 
Hearing people want to have better communication 
with the deaf, but they don't know how. They're 
afraid to communicate with deaf people, because 
they don't want them to be embarrassed. There is a 
lack of understanding C?n both sides - the deaf and 
the hearing. They don't know what to expect or 
how to react," says Mahaffy, who dreams of some-
day travelling around the country and informing 
people about deafness. ' 
Educated since early childhood in oral communi-
cation at the Clarke School for the Deaf, Mahaffy 
graduated from the Williston-Northampton School 
before coming to Trinity. Although he also knows 
sign language, the other method used in deaf educa-
tion, he communicates primarily by speech. The 
process is slow, difficult, and often physically ex-
hausting, requiring tremendous patience and energy 
on his part. He sometimes is short of breath, because 
of the effort involved in articulating the sounds of 
speech. "Although I am an excellent lip reader," he 
says, "it is virtually impossible to get all that is being 
said, as many sounds which are formed in the throat 
and nostrils are invisible on the lips. I still can't al-
ways tell a 'p' and a 'b' from an 'm' and an 'n'. In 
group conversations, or in meetings when discus-
sion becomes heated, people sometimes forget to 
look at me and that leaves me feeling left out." 
(Continued on page 20) 
ANOTHER KIND OF LEARNING 
Student- taught courses at Trinity were created as 
part of the curricular reform of the late 1960s in re-
sponse to student interest at the time. The assump-
tion on the part of faculty who created the new 
category, according to Associate Academic Dean]. 
Ronald Spencer, was that some students were both 
mature enough and had sufficient specialized knowl-
edge to be qualified to give a course to their fellow 
students. It was also assumed that it could be a good 
educational experience for students to "sit on the 
other side of the desk for a while and learn about the 
nature of the craft of teaching, " says Spencer, and 
that, with proper faculty supervision, it could be 
worthwhile for other students taking the course. 
"Though there haven't been large numbers of stu-
dent-taught courses over the years, I think our expe-
rience would suggest that in special instances 
students do indeed have the responsibility and the 
knowledge to teach subjects of special interest to 
their fellow students," Spencer says. "It has worked 
very well." 
Although there has been a student-taught course 
almost every year since 1969, it was highly unusual 
in the fall semester that two academically based stu-
dent- taught courses appeared. Student-taught 
courses arc more often based in the physical educa-
tion department, where outstanding student athletes 
are frequently approved to teach classes in such 
sports as fencing or archery. 
Student-taught courses must be taken on a pass/fail 
basis, both by the students in the class and the stu-
dent teaching the class. No grades are given by the 
student teacher. An outside examiner gives grades to 
the students in the course, and a faculty supervisor 
evaluates the student teacher's work. 
Become Teachers BY ROBERTA jENCKES 
BRYANT MCBRIDE '88 and student Beth Webster '91 confer in "The Canadian Experience." 
McBride Describes Canadian Life 
One of the lessons Bryant McBride '88 hoped to 
teach students in his class, "The Canadian Experi-
ence," was "how to become an expert fast." He was 
optimistic that the teaching practices he used in the 
class would help the 16 students enrolled learn to 
think on their feet and become more assured public 
speakers. 
Learning how to master a new subject quickly is a 
skill McBride developed in an Alfred P. Sloan Foun-
dation summer fellowship in public policy at the 
University of California at Berkeley last summer. As 
a fellowship participant he was frequently presented 
with just such an exercise. He and his classmates 
would be given information on a particular issue and 
then allowed 24 hours to write briefs for politicians 
that would explore the topic and possible alterna-
tives and recommendations. Convinced that the 
practice was a valuable one for all college students, 
McBride decided to incorporate the experience into 
his class this fall. The practice, he was sure, would 
foster a skill that will be required of students when 
they enter "the real world." 
He also had opinions and information on Cana-
dian life to share in the class, for which he began 
preparing in January. Although born in Chicago, he 
lived in Canada from age five to 17, when he en-
tered the Williston-Northampton School in Massa-
chusetts. Coincidentally, this is the same school 
attended by Dick Mahaffy '89, who created the 
other student-taught course in the fall semester. 
McBride's parents still live in Sault Ste. Marie, On-
tario: When he left home to attend school here, he 
felt that the Canadians he knew thought that he was 
"selling out." 
(Continued on page 21) 
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DICK MAHAFFY '89 (left) and Greg Druckman '88 (center) talk with Vivian Wilson '89 during a break in their student-taught 
course, "Understanding Deafuess." 
Maha.fJY (Continued from page 18) 
Although he knew it would be very difficult, Ma-
haffy chose to attend Trinity rather than a college 
devoted to deaf education, because he wanted a lib-
eral arts education and he "fell in love with the cam-
pus." Trinity pays for a tutor for him and for a 
personal interpreter, who attends classes with him 
three days a week and who forms with her lips the 
words being spoken by the professor and other stu-
dents. Mahaffy says that deaf people can have a 
problem with limited vocabulary and need time to 
acquire new words. He is grateful to the administra-
tors and faculty who have been supportive ofhim. 
"Some of them seem to take me on as a one-man 
crusade," he says. He appreciates Trinity's allowing 
him the opportunity to teach the class and the re-
sponse of the students who enrolled in it. "They 
want to know about deafness. They try so hard," he 
says. 
Most of all, he is grateful to Greg Druckman, 
whom he first met when the latter was chosen to 
tutor him in math, for his participation in teaching 
the class. "He is a remarkable young man with very 
deep feelings about deafness," says Mahaffy., "The 
first time with the class, I needed someone," he ex-
plains, adding with a shudder, "me and all those 
hearing people." 
Druckman, the son ofRichard Druckman '61, is 
more modest about his role. "He needed some help 
with the organization, someone to make phone 
calls," he explains. "The administrative part is diffi-
cult for a deaf person to do on his own. I was a little 
hesitant, because I knew nothing. But, Dick's per-
sonal interpreter encouraged me a lot. She gave me 
material to read and I made trips to schools for the 
deaf over the summer." 
As is required for student-taught courses, the two 
students wrote a proposal outlining their objectives 
in the course and submitted that to Associate Aca-
demic Dean]. Ronald Spencer, who gave his ap-
proval. On the first night of the class, 35 students 
turned up, wanting to take the course. College 
regulations require a maximum enrollment of 15 in 
student-taught courses. The teachers were over-
whelmed. Mahaffy, particularly, was torn; with his 
strong sense of mission he would have loved to have 
the opportunity to spread the word about deafness 
to all 35. "I am a tough teacher," he says, "but I 
want the students to know about and accept my 
deafness. I'm trying to show how important the 
class is to me." 
The rule was bent to allow 20 students in the 
class, but it was still necessary to turn away almost 
half of those who originally expressed interest. "We 
drew names out of a hat," Druckman explains. "We 
had them write down why they were interested in 
the course - if they had deaf parents or whatever. 
Most just said they knew a deaf person, and there 
was a lot of interest in it as a student-taught course." 
The course presented the physical, social, and psy-
chological implications of deafness in our society. 
Bill Silva, faculty supervisor for the course, viewed 
it as offering an opportunity for the students to 
"have a continuing relationship with a deaf person 
and benefit educationally from that context." 
Almost every week of the course, there were 
guest speakers on selected topics, a facet of the 
course which was well received by students. The 
lecturers included a psychologist, audiologist, and 
educators from leading schools for the deaf. Class 
lecture and discussion topics revolved around the 
history of the hearing impaired, the physical and bi-
ological causes of deafness, the psychological as-
pects, the experience of deaf peopl~ in the hearing 
world and vice versa, the political implications of 
deafness, including provisions for mainstreaming, 
(Continued on page 22) 
McBride (Continuedfrompage 19) 
"There's a lot of anti-Americanism in Canada," 
he says. "I was raised there, and I feel in a lot of 
ways like a Canadian. I wanted to enlighten Ameri-
cans about Canada. Many Americans don't know a 
lot about other countries in the world. They should 
educate themselves in order to alleviate some of the 
problems in our foreign policy." 
He began planning the content of his course, with 
Associate Academic Dean j. Ronald Spencer guiding 
him through the process. He asked Dr. Rex Neaver-
son, professor of political science, to be the outside 
examiner for the course, and Dr. Stephen Valocchi, 
assistant professor of sociology, to be the faculty su-
pervisor. They gave him guidance with planning the 
timing of assignments in the course and with pre-
paring and grading exams. Then, he looked into 
books that had been recommended to him for the 
course, determined, the main themes in Canadian 
studies to be covered in an introductory course, 
wrote to the Canadian consulate, and talked to pro-
fessors in Canadian studies at other colleges, includ-
ing the University ofVermont. McBride had a good 
working knowledge of Canadian history, geog-
raphy, economics and literature, having studied 
them throughout his schooling in Canada. 
Discussion and assignments in the course re-
volved around several key aspects of Canadian life: 
the political system, the French/English language 
debate, Canadian-American relations, the free trade 
issue, and the history, geography and social history 
of Canada. Students were required to read Maclean's, 
the Canadian news magazine, each week in the 
Trinity library, complete a midterm examination 
and a paper. They also were required to make two 
five-minute oral presentations, including one which 
compared something in the Canadian experience 
with its American counterpart. Then, there were the 
occasions in the class when McBride gave the stu-
dents a briefing paper of several pages and allowed 
15 minutes for them to become "experts." 
The political science major also stressed public 
speaking skills in the class. "I get my thrills from 
standing in front of people, talking," he says. "It's 
good practice." One classroom exercise had the stu-
dents role-playing various elected officials in the 
U.S. and Canadian governments on the free trade 
lSSUe. 
In that exercise each student was assigned a spe-
cific individual- the governor of Maine, the presi-
dent of a log cutters' union, the mayor of St. John's, 
Newfoundland, and the Canadian Finance Minister, 
for example - and given two minutes to present to 
the class that official's position on the issue. Robert 
A. Loeber '88 was particularly compelling in his ex-
temporaneous remarks as the premier of Quebec. 
"What is a country?" was his impassioned plea to 
the audience, as he deplored Quebec's dependency 
on the U.S. and declared that a country should be 
self-sufficient, both economically and politically. 
Loeber says that the course has helped him signifi-
cantly in terms of public speaking skills. "I've 
learned a lot about Canada,'' says the political sci-
ence major. "Some people think of it as the 51st 
state, but it's not part of America. It is its own sepa-
rate entity. Bryant's done a really good job of show-
ing that." 
(Continued on page 22) 
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Maha1JY (Continued from page 21) 
education of the deaf by oralism and sign language, 
and deaf people in the working world. Students 
made trips to schools for the deaf and completed a 
five-to-seven-page paper on personal feelings and 
reflections, among other assignments. 
Students have reacted enthusiastically to the 
course, which Mahaffy hopes to be allowed to teach 
again next fall. Marie Dempsey '90 signed up to 
learn more about her own condition of deafness in 
one ear. She was torn between signing up for this 
course or another, she says. In the end, she decided 
she could take a regularly scheduled course another 
time. "I can always learn other things by reading 
books or taking a course," she explains. "But, you 
don't always have the opportunity to communicate 
with a profoundly deaf person or learn about a par-
ticular handicap. Also, the people who were in the 
class wanted to be there. They weren't there to ful-
fill a requirement or for a major. They wanted to 
learn about deafness. 
"Most of the people in the class really wanted to 
get something out of it, doing the readings and 
working on the papers. You did get the idea of what 
a profoundly deaf person is like, which is very good. 
The benefit is that when you understand him, you 
understand other people and learn how to deal with 
other people, too. You learn to become much more 
patient, knowing him." 
In student-taught courses, the teachers learn, too. 
"For me," Druckman says, "the fact that it's such a 
big responsibility has affected me a lot. A class that 
you are taking you can skip, but when you're teach-
ing, you have to be ready." There was an additional, 
ironic lesson: the students came and complained to 
the teachers about the cost of the books for the 
course! "We assigned three texts and two novels, 
and a few reserve readings," Druckman says. "The 
five books came to almost $100. You don't think 
about it when you're on the other end." 
For Mahaffy, the experience of teaching the 
course has been personally rewarding in different 
ways. "I knew a lot about myself and about deaf-
ness,," he says. "Handicapped people have to accept 
themselves and the course has helped me to accept 
myself. I'm proud that I am deaf. I am success-
ful." • 
McBride (Continued from page 21) 
President of the senior class at Trinity, McBride 
was also president ofhis class at the United States 
Military Academy, which he attended before Trin-
ity. "I like leadership," he says. "It drives me. I like 
to experience different things and try as many new 
things as I can. I just want to be different. I make a 
point of it sometimes." 
The experience of teaching a class was fun for 
him. "The biggest hurdle I had," he says, "was to 
find a proper way of dealing with the student-
teacher relationship. It really, really bothers me 
when people skip classes, so I just refused to bore 
people. I made the reading fairly light and very in-
teresting and I said that I wanted the students to 
have fun and learn things in the class. I stressed good 
content in their papers. I told them, 'I want to be 
entertained when I read it.' 
"The class responded extremely well," McBride 
says proudly. "The students, freshmen through sen-
iors, have been very attentive, and I've been ex-
tremely impressed by their effort. I lifted a lot of the 
formal burdens of classroom structure, and they're 
freer. They let loose without the pressure of per-
forming for a professor. They could challenge each 
other and say things in my class that they wouldn't 
say in others. 
"It's been really neat to see people learn some-
thing and to hear them quoting what I said in class 
and converse on topics," McBride says. "It's a ful-
filling feeling." 
Whether to live in the U.S. or Canada in the fu-
ture does not seem to be an issue bedevilling Mc-
Bride. He came to the U.S. to attend prep school 
because he felt that the possibility for scholarships 
was better. Now, he says, he is applying to graduate 
schools in public policy, looking into the possibility 
of public relations work for a major league U.S. 
team in baseball, hockey, football or basketball, and 
interviewing with firms to work in management 
consulting. "I'll go where the opportunities are," he 
says .• 
DIVERSITY 
a . .. education should 
teach students how to 
serve society) how to 
achieve justice and how to 
eliminate suffering . . . J J 
AND 
By CHARLES VERT WILLIE 
Charles Vert Willie, a sociologist and prifessor if education and urban studies 
with the Graduate School if Education at Harvard University, was the fea-
tured speaker during the College's orientation for freshmen and other new stu-
dents which was held at the start if the 1987-88 academic year. Willie came to · 
Trinity to share his message about current societal issues which included racism 
and sexism in his talk ~itled ((Diversity and Inclusiveness - The Basic Human 
Conditions. JJ 
The freshman class in the audience is notable for its diversity. The Class 
includes members from 36 states plus the District if Columbia and Puerto Rico, 
and 17 from foreign countries. Also, there are 77 minority students, nearly twice 
the 3 9 who enrolled last fall. 
MY ADDRESS TODAY is on diversity and inclusiveness, foundations of 
the human condition. I hope that as a result of some of the things that we'll 
talk about today, your stay here will be enhanced, and that it will help you 
to be better citizens not ~nly of this school but also of this country. 
Let us begin with the basic question. What is the purpose of education? 
You have saved up, your parents have saved up and you have delayed 
doing what you want to do to come to Trinity College. For what purpose? 
Because your parents sent you or because you wanted to get an education? 
Or was it that you came because you wanted to get ahead? There are quite 
a few who believe that the only way they can get a good job is to go to 
college. And so they're here. 
But I would advise you to revise your educational goals. One goes to 
college not for personal enhancement alone. Anyone who came to Trinity 
thinking that one could get ahead regardless of whether the world gets 
ahead is sadly mistaken. Individual advancement and community advance-
ment represent the two-fold goal of education; not one or the other but 
both. So I would advise you to incorporate that second phrase into your 
goal for college education - community advancement. 
You hav_e been told that this is the age of excellence. And that the more 
merit scholars a school has, the higher the average SAT score for the enter-
ing class, the better the school is. You also have been told that excellence is 
more important than equity. You probably would not believe that on some 
college campuses when students meet others, they immediately find a way 
of telling them their SAT scores. Students probably do not do that here at 
Trinity. 
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DIVERSITY AND 
INCLUSIVENESS 
COMMUNITY CONCERN and individual advancement 
were advocated by the orientation speaker (inset). 
But what's in an SAT score when you came here to 
learn how to live life? By the time you have finished, I 
would like to think that you will have forgotten what 
your SAT score is. But I hope you will know some-
thing about life; I hope you will know something 
about justice. I hope you will know something about 
how to get along with people unlike yourself I hope 
you won't be afraid ofblack people; I hope you won't 
be afraid of white people. And I hope you won't be 
afraid of Hispanic people, or short people, or of tall 
people. I hope you will embrace all ofhumanity, be-
cause you're going to need all sorts and conditions of 
people if you want to survive. A basic theme of this 
lecture is, "diversity may save your soul." 
That's why we talk about diversity and inclusive-
ness, as foundations of the human condition. Some of 
you may see your college career as a time to become 
more and more-exclusive, leaving more and more of 
the riff-raffbehind. That's what the suburban move-
ment is all about. Eventually when someone breaks 
into the house in the happy suburb, you say, "How did 
that happen here? I thought I left crime behind in the 
city." That's what exclusiveness leads you into think-
ing. I'm here to tell you that inclusiveness is that for 
which we must aim, even an inclusiveness that makes 
us vulnerable. 
Don't you believe for one minute that excellence and 
equity are incompatible. Let me put it this way: Excel-
lence without a sense of equity could lead to arrogance; 
and equity without a sense of excellence could lead to 
mediocrity. Excellence has to do with standards and 
equity, with fairness. A good college needs both. Any 
school that attempts to attract only the highest achiev-
ers is a school that is in trouble. 
Every category in humanity has solved a problem 
that others need to learn how to solve. It's to your 
advantage to become comfortable with being in the 
presence of people unlike yourself, and to know that 
both excellence and equity link up with each other. I 
know that they link up with each other because I grad-
uated from a little school in Atlanta, Georgia called 
Morehouse College, where the average SAT scores are 
in the 600s. That average includes both verbal and 
quantitative scores. That's the school from which I 
graduated. But also that's the kind of school from 
which Martin Luther King, Jr. graduated. As a matter 
of fact, he was my classmate. So don't quote to me 
your SAT scores anymore. I'll mention to you my 
graduating classmate, Martin Luther King, Jr. 
The point I'm trying to make is that from a school 
like Morehouse emerged a person who united blacks 
and whites in the United States. I'm really trying to tell 
you that there is something valuable about a More-
house College and any college that aspires to graduate 
students with the qualities that Martin Luther King, Jr. 
had. 
((Excellence without a sense of equity could lead to arrogance)· and 
equity without a sense of excellence could lead to mediocrity. J.J 
There is something valuable about a Trinity College 
if it has as one of its goals the dual function of enhanc-
ing individuals and advancing the community. You do 
some things here at Trinity that they do not know how 
to do at Harvard. That is why I like to visit your cam-
pus. I come to Trinity to get refreshed. You teach me 
some things of value. And then I go back and try to 
teach what I have learned from you to others, at Har-
vard and elsewhere. 
Each individual, each group, each institution has 
solved a problem that no other group or individual has 
solved. And so it is important to be in the presence of 
people unlike oneself from whom one can learn. 
Diversity, then, is something of value, and we 
achieve diversity largely through the process of equity. 
I want you to study and to ponder the concept of 
achieving equity during the four years that you are in 
this school so that you can help the establishments 
where you will be in charge in years to come to wel-
come diversity. 
Thomas Jefferson indicated that eJucatioO: in a de-
mocracy is not so much for the purpose of getting 
ahead as it is for the purpose of helping a people attend 
to their common needs. That's why we get educated. 
People need some way of establishing a common deci-
sion-making structure to deal with these and other 
matters. Education ought to enable people to attend to 
their common needs. 
Be~amin Mays, former president of Morehouse 
College, said, education is not so much for the purpose 
of preparing people who are facile in speech and able to 
argue their way through; education should teach stu-
dents how to serve society, and how to achieve justice 
and how to eliminate suffering due to social problems. 
If you learn the principle articulated by Mays during 
your time here at Trinity, you will have gotten a good 
education. 
IF THIS IS THE TWO-FOLD GOAL of education 
- personal enhancement and community advancement 
-what is the method of education that should enable 
us to achieve this goal? First, one should be educated in 
a double culture. One ought to pack one's bags and go 
home right now if one learns that here at Trinity there 
are no poor people. The poor people among us are not 
going to stand up and own up to their status; but 
they're here; and the College is better because of their 
presence. An effective college has both affluent people 
and poor people in its student body. One ought to 
pack up one's bags and go home if one is told that 
there are no black people here at Trinity or no Hispanic 
people. You cannot run a school or the world with 
white people only. If you emoll in a college that only 
has whites and no blacks or browns, pack up your bags 
and go home because you cannot receive a good edu-
cation from such a school. Remember, diversity may 
be the source of our salvation. 
Through the double culture, then, we are immersed 
in diversity. In any social organization there are always . 
two norms. There is the norm of the dominant people 
of power and the norm of the subdominant people of 
power. Let me tell you a secret that you probably did 
not know. Neither dominant people of power nor sub-
dominant people of power know the truth, all of the 
truth, and nothing but the truth. Truth is usually found 
between the knowledge possessed by dominant and sub-
dominant populations. Men do not have truth. The 
truth that they have is always partial. Women do not 
have truth. The truth that they have is always partial. 
Truth is that which emerges between men and 
women. Truth is that which comes out between the 
affluent and the poor. Truth is that which emerges be-
tween the way of life of whites and the way of life of 
blacks and browns. Truth tends to emerge from the 
embracing of different ways of life. And anyone who 
cannot deal with a way of life that is different from 
one's own is one who cannot deal with truth. 
In a sexist society, particularly a United States sexist 
society, males are dominant people of power. They are 
the administrators of most of the institUtions, ·they are 
the chairs of most of the departments. But they don't 
know all that they need to know. They have no right 
to be head of all of the institutions and departments 
because they do not have truth without the wisdom of 
females. Don't you let anyone tell you that men know 
more than women. Incidentally, you know that men 
tend to have higher SAT scores than women but 
women tend to get higher grades in high school than 
men. What does this mean? If you can interpret these 
facts by the end of this year, you will have become a 
good student who understands institutional oppres-
sion. 
Whites have been president of the United States ever 
since there has been a nation. Now, do you think that 
only whites know enough to be 'president of the 
United States? Of course not! You know something 
else? There's never been a woman president of the 
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United States. Do you think that women do not know 
enough to be president of this nation? Of course not! 
There's never been a black president of the United 
States. Why? It's not because men are smarter than 
women. It's not because whites are smarter than blacks. 
It's because whites and males are dominant people of 
power. This is why they have hoarded the most presti-
gious positions in our society. 
This finding leads me to an important statement. If 
you're a dominant person of power you have to realize 
that you don't deserve to be a dominant person of 
power. There are some people in this assembly who 
have grandparents and great-grandparents and great-
great-grandparents who were presidents of the United 
States. And there are some people in here who have 
uncles and great uncles or grandparents who were sen-
ators of the United States. Let me ask you a simple 
. question. Do you deserve to have an uncle or aunt or 
grandparent who was a senator of the United States? 
No. 
stand me when I say I want to create opportunities for 
them to be a minority. They think I'm being mischie-
vous. I'm really being helpful. I serve as a consultant on 
school desegregation programs all over the nation. I 
have created school desegregation plans in which 
whites are a minority so that whites can have the bene-
fit of this experience. The point is that you have to 
become vulnerable as a minority is vulnerable in order 
to learn how to trust humanity. 
Many of us have grown up thinking that the most 
important thing is to be in charge ofhumanity. But no 
one can ever be totally in charge of humanity. One has 
to learn how to trust humanity. 
I know that a homogeneous student body would be 
bad for Trinity College, would be bad for the state of 
Connecticut, would be bad for the United States be-
cause we have historic examples that it is. This year 
we're celebrating the 200th anniversary of the Consti-
tution. And the framers of the Constitution did some 
very wonderful things. They created a political democ-
((Truth tends to emerge from the embracing of different ways of life." 
My grandparents were slaves in the United States. 
Do I deserve to have grandparents who were slaves in 
the United States? No. The point is none of us deserves 
to be whoever we are. We are who we are largely by 
historical accident. I had nothing to do with my con-
ception. Therefore I have no right to boast. Some of 
you live on Beacon Hill in Boston and some of you 
live in Shaker Heights in Cleveland and some of you 
live in Forest Park and some of you live in some other 
hoity-toity places. Do you deserve to live there? No, 
you had parents who took you there. So none of us 
deserves whatever we have. 
I am a tenured professor at Harvard University. Do I 
deserve to be a tenured professor at Harvard Univer-
sity? No. But I'm not going to give it up. The point 
that I'm making is none of us needs to boast about 
who or what we are. Basically, who or what we are is 
due to historical accident. I am grateful for the fact that 
I grew up as a racial minority; it's been a wonderful 
experience. I'm always trying to create experiences for 
whites to be minorities because minority status has 
been such a wonderful experience for me, I don't want 
to deny that privilege to whites. Whites don't under-
racy where no one could have ultimate power. They 
created a political democracy that has checks and bal-
ances. They created a political democracy where the 
people can recall their representatives if they are dis-
pleased with their actions. 
. AND YET, DESPITE THESE NICE THINGS that 
the framers of the Constitution did, they also created a 
mess. When the United States was formed, the framers 
of the Constitution embraced slavery. You cannot cre-
ate a nation state that is both enslaved and free. It was 
three score years after the framers of the Constitution 
tried to create a United States that was both enslaved 
and free that Lincoln had to tell us that. It was three 
score years after they tried to create this contradiction 
that we lost a half million people in the Civil War, a 
war that would not have been fought if, when the 
United States was formed, slavery had been abolished. 
It was written into the Constitution that proposals for 
the abolition of slavery by the federal government 
were prohibited for at least the first twenty years of this 
nation. As a result of that mischief we had the War 
Between the States, in which a half million people died, 
in which there was great destruction of property. That 
happened because we had an opportunity to do what 
was right but did not do what was right. Why did the 
framers of the Constitution not do what was right? 
The answer is fairly simple. Read in your history 
courses about the number of persons who attended the 
Constitutional Convention in 1787 in Philadelphia. 
You will find that at least 55 individuals were delegates 
who participated in one or more sessions of the Con-
stitutional Convention. But read on. You will find that 
all 55 of those delegates were white. You will find that 
all 55 of those delegates were male. You will find that 
half of those delegates were college educated and you 
will find that many of those delegates were lawyers. 
That group was too homogeneous to put together a 
constitution to embrace the interests of all of the people 
who occupied the land that we know as the United 
States. 
So I've come to the conclusion that you should 
never place your trust in a homogeneous group, espe-
cially if that homogeneous group is all-white and all-
male. Don't do it. After sixty years ofliving as a black 
person, I have finally decided that whites without con-
sultation from blacks will not always look out for my 
best interests. I have been male all of my life and I don't 
trust a group that's all-male to look out for the best 
interests of women. And I don't trust a group that's all 
college educated to look out for the best interests of the 
less educated. I don't trust a group in which most of 
the people are lawyers or sociologists or any other 
profession to look out for the best interests of all oth-
ers. 
If there had been women at the Constitutional Con-
vention, I think the Constitution would have been dif-
ferent. Had there been blacks at the Constitutional 
Convention, I know that the Constitution would have 
been different. Black delegates would not have ac-
cepted a constitution that maintained slavery. If there 
were Hispanics at the Constitutional Convention, the 
outcome would have been different. And if there had 
been native Americans, sometimes called American In-
dians, I'm sure the Constitution would have been dif-
ferent. 
We had the difficulty that we had in this nation in 
the middle part of the 19th century simply because the 
framers of the Constitution were a homogeneous 
body. They did not think of all of the possibilities that 
should have been considered and therefore brought 
forth a defective document. · 
The same thing happened to us in the 1950s. The 
Warren Supreme Court in the Brown decision declared 
that segregated education is inherently unequal. Then 
the Court permitted all deliberate speed in ending it 
which compromised the decision. Thirty years after the 
Brown Decision, we still have not ended segregation in 
education. I asked myself why? And I counted again. 
At the time the Warren Court came forth with that 
decision it consisted of nine justices; all nine were 
white, male, and lawyers; all nine were college edu-
cated. Don't put your trust in thatkind of group. Such 
a group ought to have some participants with charac-
teristics unlike the prevailing or majority membership 
- someone to raise a dissenting voice, someone to 
offer a different perspective. 
I'd like to conclude this presentation with five princi-
ples that I hope you will use this year as the guiding 
principles of your life. I call these my five "mega-
principles.'' 
First, be a person for others. You don't have to 
worry about number one. One finds oneself only in 
relationship to others. 
Second, accept yourself as someone significant. 
There is no one else exactly like you. You have an 
experience that Trinity needs. You don't need to be-
have like your roommate. You don't need to act like 
the people from Nob Hill. If you grew up in the 
ghetto, if you grew up on the river flat, if you grew up 
on Nob Hill, each of those experiences is something of 
value that others need to learn. Whatever you are, 
bring it and give it as your offering to this community. 
Third, respect the autonomy and dignity of all peo-
ple. No one has the right to rule absolutely over an-
other - not even men, not even women, not even 
whites, not even blacks. Accept the autonomy and 
dignity of all persons. 
Fourth, be generous and magnanimous. Those who 
are generous give more than they are required to give 
and those who are magnanimous take less than they are 
entitled. Where there are generous people and where 
there are magnanimous people there is a much better 
world. 
Fifth, follow the way ofhumility. Remember, those 
who are humble have the earth for their possession; the 
arrogant are consumed in their own conceit. 
If you will follow these principles and do these 
things, in years to come people will bless you and 
honor your name. • 
Charles Wiliie is a professor of education and urban studies at the Gradu-
ate School of Education at Harvard University. H e is a sociologist and 
author of 16 books including School Desegregation Plans That Work; Race, 
Ethnicity, and Socioeconomic Status, and The Ivory and Ebony Towers. For-
merly , he was vice-president of Syracuse University and chairman of its 
sociology department. His public service work has included an appoint-
ment by President Carter to the President's Commission on Mental 
Health, membership in the United Negro College Fund Corporation and 
trustee of the Episcopal Divinity School. M s. magazine's tenth anniver-
sary issue designated Willie as one of 40 male heroes who have taken 
courageous action in behalf of women. 
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(Continued from page 7) 
ucation. 
Twenty-six undergraduates were 
awarded Capital Area Scholarships for 
this year, including ten freshmen, 
which is twice as many as received the 
scholarships in last year's freshman 
class. Granted annually since 1959, the 
scholarships provide grant assistance to 
the full extent of a student's need to 
outstanding applicants from the greater 
Hartford region. Since 1982, the pro-
gram has been supported by corpora-
tions in the Capital area. 
The Capital Area Scholars in the 
freshman class are: Tara Allen, Bulkeley 
High School, Hartford; Ruthia Balfour, 
Weaver High School, Hartford; Tracey 
Dellaripa, East Hartford High School; 
Kelson Etienne-Modeste, Bloomfield 
High School; Lesley Niego, New Brit-
ain High School; Michael Nyez, South 
Catholic High School, Hartford; Mi-
chael Piper, Conard High School, West 
Hartford; Adil Sanaulla, Windsor High 
School; Shawn Wooden, Manchester 
High School; and Kathleen Y eltema, 
Bulkeley High School, Hartford. 
Illinois Scholarships have been 
awarded to five members of the fresh-
man class. A private fund, Scholarships 
for Illinois Residents, Inc., has enabled 
approximately 265 state students to 
study at Trinity since the fund was es-
tablished in 1948. The scholarships are 
awarded on the basis of financial need 
and personal merit. Currently, 17 un-
dergraduates at Trinity are Illinois 
Scholars. 
Members of the Class of1991 who 
are Illinois Scholars are: Jacqueline 
Bishop, Kenwood Academy; Jocelyn 
Bishop, Kenwood Academy; Monique 
Clark, Alton Senior High School; Ti-
juana Murray, Whitney Young High 
School; and Marcos Sanchez, Francis 
Parker High School. 
Appointments and 
Promotions 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
KATHLEEN O'CONNOR '85 has 
been promoted to associate director of 
annual giving for development and is 
responsible for the Parents Fund and 
President's Circle/Founders Society so-
licitations for parents. Before joining the 
ALONG THEW ALK 
Trinity staff in 1986, she was an admis-
sions counselor at St. Joseph College in 
West Hartford, CT. As a Trinity under-
graduate, she held internships in devel-
opment with the Hartford Symphony 
Orchestra and the New York Philhar-
momc. . 
JUDITH W. WINER '86 has been 
appointed assistant director for admis-
sions, Individualized Degree Program. 
Previously, she was acting director in 
that position and acting assistant direc-
tor for admissions at Trinity. She is also 
the coordinator ofTrinity's Elderhostel 
program. While a student in the Indivi-
dualized Degree Program, Winer held 
several staff positions at the College be-
fore earning her B.S. in psychology 
with honors in 1986. 
Drama and Dance 
Projects Gain Support 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Persian passion drama, and dance 
centered around circadian rhythms, are 
among projects for which Trinity re-
cently received grant support. 
The Connecticut Humanities Council 
has awarded the College a $7,350 grant 
toward "Ta'Ziyeh Drama: A Festival 
and Conference on the Persian Legacy 
ofShi'a Islam." That event, which will 
culminate in a symposium April 30-
May 2, will include the first production 
of traditional Persian drama in the 
United States and the first English pro-
duction anywhere. The Council also 
granted Trinity a two-to-one challenge 
match of$7,200: the College must 
raise $14,400 toward "Ta'Ziyeh 
Drama" to receive the Council's $7,200 
match. 
Visiting lecturer Mohammad B. 
Ghaffari, a Persian living in exile in the 
United States, will direct the Persian 
play, "Moses and the Wandering Der-
vish," as part of this project. In addition 
to the play, "Ta'Ziyeh Drama" will in-
clude a lecture course, seminars, and 
workshops by experts in Near Eastern 
studies; an exhibition of Persian painting 
and objects connected with religious 
processions and plays; and a concert of 
Persian music. The cross-cultural pro-
gram is designed to appeal not only to 
students and scholars but also to mem-
bers of the public who would like to 
learn more about Iranian history and 
culture. 
For a separate project, Nusha Marty-
nuk and Carter McAdams received a 
$5,000 Choreographers Fellowship 
from the National Endowment for the 
Arts. The two artists-in-residence were 
awarded the Fellowship to develop a 
full-evening work titled "Circadian 
Rhythms," which their dance company, 
Partners: Martynuk/McAdams Dance, 
will present May 13 and 14 at Austin 
Arts Center. 
The pair is centering the .work 
around circadian rhythms, 24- to 25-
hour cycles that occur in all living 
things. In preparing the work, they in-
terviewed Holly Gorton and William E. 
Williams, assistant professors ofbiology 
who conduct research on circadian 
rhythms in plants. The dance will ex-
plore various facets of cycles: people's 
relationship to internal rhythms and to 
externally imposed cycles. 
Among the 10 dancers in the perfor-
mance are Martynuk; McAdams; 
Douglas L. Boulivar, visiting instructor 
in theater and dance; Allison Friday '82; 
and senior dance major Laura]. Martin 
of Shelton. 
Trinity Ranked Among 
Most Selective Colleges 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
For the second consecutive year, 
Trinity has earned a place on a list com-
piled by USA Today of the most selec-
tive colleges in the nation. When the 
newspaper published the listing for the 
first time last year, Trinity ranked 31st 
of 4 7 colleges. In the listing which ap-, 
peared in the November 17, 1987 edi-
tion, there were 43 schools, with four 
having dropped from the previous year. 
Trinity ranked 34th on the list. To qual-
ify, a school must accept fewer than 50 
percent of its applicants and must have a 
freshman SAT average of at least 1200. 
The newspaper reported Trinity as ac-
cepting 41.1 percent of applicants, and 
having a combined average SAT total of 
1220. 
The top five institutions, in order of 
ranking, were the U.S. Military.Acad-
emy, the U.S. Naval Academy, Stan-
ford University, U.S. Air Force 
Academy, and Princeton University. 
T R I N T y p E 
The travels and travails of College Organist and Director of 
Chapel Music John Rose would surely fill a book, much of it 
humorous. The book would likely mention his recital in an 
English town where the local music critic was, Rose learned 
from the townspeople, virtually deaf 
The internationally-known organist might also recall practic-
ing in cavernous Westminster Abbey late at night, nursing a 
severe cold but otherwise "alone with the essence ofBritish 
history." Rose had been warned that one wrong step in Eng-
land's national treasure would set off alarms in Scotland Yard. 
There have been touching moments as well, from a recital on 
a tiny baroque organ in an 18th-century log church in Nor-
way, where he was greeted afterwards by children bearing 
armloads of flowers, to the thrill of performing before an audi-
ence of 5,000 at the magnificent Notre Dame Cathedral in 
France. Another special thrill for Rose was a gala evening per-
formance with the San Francisco Symphony in a packed con-
cert hall. 
In a career of nearly two decades that has taken him to 40 
states and three continents, Rose has performed in countless 
cathedrals, churches, and concert halls on instruments of widely 
varying size and caliber. The great variation among organs 
means painstaking practice before a recital. "I can never just 
show up at the last minute and walk out on stage, as a violinist 
does," Rose says. "I have to go several days in advance of a 
concert and practice many, many hours. I literally have to re-
orchestrate all of the music, select all of the appropriate stop 
combinations that are right for that unique instrument and 
memorize that into the score, so that I am mixing those sound 
colors and arranging that specific set of sounds for a particular 
part of a piece on that particular organ. 
"The organ being the instrument of complexity that it is, 
there's always something wrong with it. You have to work 
around that. But, no matter how bad the instrument, and there 
have been some deplorable organs, there is always something 
beautiful on it that you've never heard anywhere else. So, I try 
to find what's beautiful about the instrument and really feel 
positive about that. And, since the organ is not as well-known 
in concert as so many other areas of classical music, I feel almost 
a missionary zeal wherever I perform to bring my enthusiasm 
for it to my audience or to a student." 
Rose can't remember ever not wanting to play the organ. 
Long after the childhood fascination developed, he learned that 
there had been organists in every generation on one side of the 
family. He studied piano and clarinet before beginning organ 
study at age 12. 
"I was very fortunate to have outstanding teachers from the 
beginning," he says. "I didn't get locked into one style of per-
formance or school of interest." Rose's mentor and teacher for 
five years was the great Virgil Fox, who studied with Marcel 
Dupre in Paris. "Interestingly," Rose remarks, "as a pupil of a 
Dupre pupil I carry that link with the French school which my 
predecessor, Clarence Watters, established so firmly with the 
Trinity organ tradition." 
Rose's affinity for French Romantic music is a direct result of 
his having been seated in a French Gothic building in his. first 
professional position as organist of Cathedral of the Sacred 
Heart in Newark, for which he was chosen when he was 
scarcely 20. He transferred to Rutgers University to complete 
his studies while expanding the music program at the Cathedral 
and launching his performing career. 
In 1977 he was appointed to the position at Trinity, succeed-
ing Watters and continuing the Chapel's national reputation in 
organ music. As director of Chapel music he oversees the 
Chapel Singers, a group of 16-20 voices who perform cham-
ber-oriented music, plans the music for Chapel events, arranges 
the annual series of organ recitals, and teaches the organ to 
Trinity students. The latter is difficult, but rewarding work. 
"It's very exciting," he says, "to have a student who started 
out from scratch with me wind up playing a brilliant senior 
recital. Teaching a student any applied music is exhausting be-
cause every moment is analysis and getting into that person's 
mind. And, the way you execute a passage, even physically, 
may be different because of the size of your hands and reach. 
"All of my teachers were incredibly generous and enthusias-
tic about their work," says Rose, "and that excited me. I think 
that's always been true in the history of music- this oral 
tradition and tutorial relationship. If you've been given that 
privilege, it's your responsibility to pass it on." 
Rose feels that his part- time position at Trinity allows him to 
have it all - time for teaching and directing Chapel music and 
for pursuing his successful recording and performing careers. 
His spare-time passions include travel and sampling native 
foods along the way, architecture, and gardening. 
He looks forward to many more years at Trinity. "It has 
been a wonderful place for me to work and to teach and to 
have a home," Rose says. "I've planted a lot of perennials. I 
hope I'll be here for quite a while." -RobertaJenckes 
john Rose's compact disc on Towerhill Records, "The French Ro-
mantics," will be the first classical digital compact disc with subcode 
graphics, when jVC introduces it in january. The subcode graphics 
will provide a video sequence if Parisian scenes, dance impressions and 
impressionistic paintings to complement the music. 
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Campus Candids 
F all was a particularly glorious season on the Trinity campus. National figures in the arts, letters, politics and education were much in 
evidence. Over 100 alumni returned to campus to 
take part in the annual Leadership Conference to build 
bigger reunions and alumni funds. The athletic teams 
added to the good times with a 48-7 thumping of 
Wesleyan in football and a New England champion-
ship for the field hockey team that extended its 
unbeaten string to 38 straight. 
AUIHOR William Styron (above) joined a faculty panel; noted 
art lecturer Rosamond Bernier launched the Henry M. Fuller 
Endowment in the Fine Arts with a talk on "The Picasso I 
Knew." Shown at left following her lecture are Professors Mi-
chael Mahoney and Alden Gordon, Madame Bernier and Henry 
M. Fuller '38. 
Photo by Douglas Penhall 
SOVIET ANCHORWOMAN Svetlana Starodomskaya (above) interviewed Profes-
sors Samuel Kassow (1.) and James West (r.) and taped an intermediate Russian class for 
airing on television in the U.S.S.R. On the left is Senator Albert Gore 
(D-Term), who discussed his presidential aspirations with a campus audience. 
LEADERSHIP LAURELS were awarded by Trustee Chairman Ned 
Montgomery '56 (1.) to Class Agent Steve Lockton '62, who led the 
25th reunion class to a record gift. Below, President English and 
Chaplain Tull watch Sherry Ann Graham of Bow, NH, sign the 
book at the traditional Matriculation Service. 
HOMECOMING (top to bottom) saw 
a standing-room-only crowd at the 
game. Some fans came early to get a 
seat; others enjoyed a pregame tailgate 
picnic or a halftime visit with old 
friends. Photos by Douglas Penhall 
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SPORTS 
Football (6-2) 
Before the 1987 football season began, 
Trinity Head Coach Don Miller was 
cautiously optimistic about his team's 
chances. He had 27 returning lettermen, 
but he had to find a quarterback, two 
halfbacks, and an entire defensive sec-
ondary. The search was so successful 
that the Bantams stirred up thoughts of 
an unbeaten season with a 5-0 start and 
then settled for a 6-2 mark which in-
cluded a 48-7 trouncing of rival W es-
leyan on Homecoming day. 
In the season opener, the Bowdoin 
Polar Bears came to the Summit with a 
victory under their belts and bent on 
ending a three-game losing streak 
against the Bants. Junior quarterback 
Kevin Griffin emerged as the signal 
caller and quickly dispelled any doubts 
about Trinity's quarterbacking situation. 
Using his quick feet and strong arm, 
Griffin led Trinity to a touchdown in 
each quarter. The defense, meanwhile, 
held Bowdoin to 104 yards rushing as 
the Bantams came away with a 28-14 
victory. The real story of the game, 
however, was the play of senior run-
ning backs John Calcaterra and Co-cap-
tain Wally Wrobel. Calcaterra, corning 
off an i~ury-plagued junior year, began 
his final season with 141 yards on 24 
carries and three touchdowns. Wrobel, 
the fullback half of the tandem, contrib-
uted 99 yards on 15 carries. Over the 
past few seasons, Trinity had to rely 
primarily on the passing skills of Joe 
Shield and Dan Tighe. But with Calca-
terra and Wrobel in the backfield, Trin-
ity was a much more balanced team 
during 1987. 
Trinity travelled to Lewiston, Maine 
to play Bates in the second game of the 
season. Down 7-0 in the second 
quarter, Trinity exploded for 21 sec-
ond-quarter points and then held on for 
a 28-21 win. Calcaterra led the way 
with 118 yards rushing and Griffin 
threw touchdown passes of26 yards to 
junior Kevin McCurry and 16 yards to 
senior Don Fronzaglia. Trinity's oppor-
tunistic defense, led by defensive ends 
BANTAM BACK John Calcaterra (29), shown here again!it Bowdoin, closed out his Trinity career with his best running perfor-
mance, gaining 191 yards in the 48-7 Homecoming victory over Wesleyan. 
"========= 
NEW ENGLAND CHAMPS for the fourth consecutive year, the field hockey team 
ran its unbeaten string to 38 games, the longest in the nation and a Trinity record. 
Rob Sickinger '90 and Mark Polinsky 
'88 and linebacker Joe Yamin '89, 
forced 6 fumbles and recovered 4 to 
hold off the Bates offense. 
Trinity faced Williams next and suc-
cessfully avenged a tough 27- 16 loss last 
year with a 28-0 shellacking of the Eph-
men in Hartford. Griffin threw for 2 
touchdowns and ran for another as the 
Bantams dominated Williams on both 
sides of the ball. Junior tight end Bob 
Cioppa caught 3 passes for 121 yards 
including a 45-yarder for the Bantam's 
first touchdown in the second quarter. 
· The next game against defending 
New England champion Tufts was 
billed as the game of the week in the 
region, but when it was all over Trinity 
emerged with a one sided 42-16 win 
and an early lead in the race for the 1987 
crown. The offense racked up 403 yards 
on the day, while the defense held the 
vaunted Tufts wishbone offense to just 
261 yards. Calcaterra paced the Ban-
tams with 142 yards rushing and 2 
touchdowns. 
Week five matched up the only two 
undefeated teams in the New England 
Small College Athletic Conference -
Hamilton and Trinity. Trinity scored on 
a 45-yard pass from Griffin to Fronza-
glia and a 3-yard plunge by Wrobel 
midway through the third quarter to 
provide the winning points in a 14-9 
victory over the Continentals. Trinity's 
5-0 record at that point was the best 
start for a Bantam team since 1955 
when the Blue and Gold went unde-
feated. Talk of another undefeated sea-
son lasted just one week. The boys from 
Coast Guard came to town and pinned 
a lopsided 30-6 loss on the Bantams. 
Although Coast Guard hadn't beaten 
Trinity for nine years, the Cadets had a 
fine team and were emotionally primed 
for the game. 
Trinity took on Amherst at cold and 
blustery Pratt Field in the annual show-
down of the two NESCAC powers. 
Trinity's poor performance against 
Coast Guard ca.rried over into this con-
test and the Lord Jeffs were able to 
come away "with a hard-fought 13- 10 
victory. Trinity scored on a 26-yard 
field goal by sophomore kicker Tim 
Jensen and a 44-yard pass from Griffin 
to Cioppa, but a last-minute drive was 
halted at the Amherst 46 yard line. 
Homecoming was a joy for everyone 
as the Bantams regrouped and de-
stroyed Wesleyan on a bright and sunny 
day at Jessee Field. Trinity jumped out 
to a 34-0 halftime lead and then cruised 
the rest of the way for a satisfying 48-7 
victory. Calcaterra ran for a personal 
best 191 yards and Wrobel closed out 
his outstanding career with 132 yards as 
the Bantams walked all over the 1-7 
Cardinals. Griffin contributed 4 touch-
down passes on the day including three 
to Fronzaglia. 
Trinity completed its eighth straight 
winning season under the guidance of 
Head Coach Don Miller who ran his 
career mark to 110-55-3 in 21 seasons 
at Trinity. Coach Miller will lose 15 
players at Commencement this coming 
May. The biggest loss will be felt on 
offense where Wrobel and Calcaterra 
will be hard to replace. The graduation 
of Co-captain John Morrissey, an All-
America nominee at offensive tackle, 
and guard Sean McHugh will leave 
some big holes in the offensive line. 
Lost too are tight end l3ob U golik and 
flanker Fronzaglia. Fronzaglia led the 
team in receiving for the third straight 
year and finished his career with 102 re-
ceptions. On defense, tackles Dave 
Hutchinson and Kevin Walsh will be 
picking up their diplomas along with 
defensive backs Tony DeNicola, Scott 
Semanchik, and Jim Siebert. Although 
the loss of the senior class will be sub-
stantial, there is plenty of talent in the 
other classes and the Bantams should be 
well represented in 1988. 
Field Hockey (13-0-1) 
Combining the offensive prowess of 
Co-captain Ellie Pierce and Jen Brewster 
and the impenetrable defense of Co-cap-
tain Laura von Seldeneck, Celinda Shan-
non, Alyssa Kolowrat, the Trinity field 
hockey team capped another undefeated 
season with an unprecedented fourth 
consecutive Northeast Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference championship. 
Trinity, which has the longest current 
unbeaten streak in the nation, has not 
lost in 38 straight games dating back to 
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the 1985 season. 
In typical fashion, the Lady Bants 
swept through the regular season with 
relative ease despite some new faces in 
the lineup. Freshman Louise van der 
Does took over the goal cage for Coach 
Robin Sheppard, while Nan Campbell 
'89 and Robin Silver '90 moved in at 
wing and link respectively. In the season 
opener, the Lady Bants faced a veteran 
Bowdoin team and came away with a 
4-1 victory. Pierce scored three goals 
and Brewster added one as Trinity 
quickly set the tone for the remainder of 
the season. The Lady Bants disposed of 
Southern Connecticut 4-0 before travel-
ing to Tufts for a thriller in Boston. In a 
closely contended back and forth game 
Tufts took a 1-0 lead into the second 
half as the Tufts goaltender continually 
thwarted Trinity's offensive opportuni-
ties. Trinity finally got the equalizer on a 
shot by von Seldeneck with 30 minutes 
left to play. Both teams threatened to 
take the lead, but it was Pierce's shot at 
the 25:19 mark that proved to be the 
game winner in the 2-1 decision. Wins 
over Mt. Holyoke and Amherst set up a 
showdown with rival Williams. Both 
teams entered the game undefeated and 
Trinity's large Parents Day crowd in-
tensified the action. Trinity started off 
slowly and once again it was the oppo-
sition that grabbed the early 1-0 lead. 
That lead didn't hold, however, as Trin-
ity scored on goals by von Seldeneck 
and Amy Folta to take a 2-1 halftime 
lead. Pierce added two goals in the sec-
ond half to seal the 4-1 victory. 
. The only blemish on the Trinity re-
cord came in a 1-1 tie with Connecticut 
College. Trinity controlled the action 
and enjoyed a big advantage in shots on 
goal, but Conn tied the game in the sec-
ond half and played defensive hockey 
the rest of the way. The tie with Conn 
sparked the Lady Bants and they went 
on to close out the season with wins 
over Wesleyan 5-1, Clark 5-0, and 
Keene State 3-2 to set the stage for the 
N.I.A.C. championship tournament. 
As the top seed, Trinity hosted· the 
1987 tournament and drew Tufts in the 
first round. Coach Sheppard and the 
team were admittedly apprehensive 
about the game because of their difficult 
win over Tufts during the regular sea-
son. When Tufts tied the game at 2-2 
just seconds before the half, the Lady 
Bants knew they would have to play 35 
solid minutes in the second half to reach 
the finals. Brewster scored three second-
half goals and Silver added one as Trin-
ity completely dominated the remainder 
of the game to take a 6-2 dec-ision. In 
the other semi-final matchup, number 
two seeded Williams dropped Bowdoin 
on penalty shots after a scoreless tie to 
set up a Trinity-Williams rematch in the 
finals. 
After some early back and forth play, 
Trinity came alive to take a 2-0 halftime 
lead on the strength of goals by Camp-
bell and Brewster. The Trinity defense 
took control in the second half allowing 
just four shots on goal. Brewster got the 
clincher with 1:08left as the Lady Bants 
took the title with a 3- 0 victory. 
Robin Sheppard, who ran her record 
to 123-30-11 in 14 years at the Trinity 
helm, will lose seven players to gradua-
tion. Pierce (45 goals, 18 assists) and 
Brewster ( 41, 15) finished their careers as 
two of the top scorers in Trinity his-
tory. Other losses include links Amy 
Folta and Diane Christie and the entire 
back line of von Seldeneck, Shannon, 
and Kolowrat. The key to Sheppard's 
success, however, has been her ability to 
develop talent through Trinity's junior 
varsity program. With plenty of talent 
on thej.v. roster, the field hockey team 
should add to its amazing string of vic-
tories in 1988. 
Men's Soccer (3-8-2) 
After opening the season with a 3-1-
2 record, the men's soccer team suffered 
seven straight losses to finish with a 3-
8-2 mark. Although the season was 
frustrating for Head Coach Robie 
Shults, there were some good signs and 
bright moments. 
Trinity took on Coast Guard in the 
season opener. Junior goaltender Carl 
Fier, playing in place of the injured 
E.G. Woods, was exceptional on the 
day making save after save. The of-
fense, meanwhile, applied constant 
pressure to the Coast Guard goalie, but 
the score remained tied at 0-0 well into 
the second hal( The Bantams' efforts 
went unrewarded, however, when a 
Coast Guard attacker slipped behind 
the Trinity defense and got a clear shot 
past Fier with just 5:24 remaining. 
Trinity made a valiant comeback at-
tempt, but time expired with the Bants 
on the attack. 
Undaunted by that tough loss, Trin-
ity defeated Nichols and M .I.T. to im-
prove the ledger to 2-1. Trinity 
dominated Nichols and took a 3-1 de-
cision on the strength of goals by Matt 
Gandel '89, Scott Isaac '89, and fresh-
man sensation Craig Hyland. Hyland 
provided the winner in a 1-0 victory 
over M .I.T., while Fier kept the techs-
ters off the board with eight saves. 
Trinity battled Quinnipiac 0-0 and 
W.P.I. 1-1 to ties to set up a show-
down with intrastate rival Eastern 
Connecticut. Trinity kept powerful 
Eastern out of the regional playoffs 
with a 1-0 win during the 1986 season, 
and the upstaters were bent on evening 
the score. In the most exciting game of 
the year, Gandel scored with just 6:20 
left in overtime to give the Bantams a 
1-0 upset victory. 
The win over Eastern proved to be 
the highpoint of the season as Bantams 
lost their next seven games. A lack of 
scoring punch and difficult competition 
against the likes ofWilliams, Connecti-
cut College, and Amherst proved to be 
Trinity's downfall. Even though the 
Bantams finished with a sub-.500 re-
cord, Coach Shults loses just 4 seniors. 
Co-captains George Manthous and 
Durkin Barnhill as well as Michael 
Daly and Bernie Lee will be hard to 
replace, but an outstanding freshman 
class and a newly instituted junior var-
sity program will help. 
Women's Soccer (4-6-2) 
The women's soccer team, under first-
year Head Coach Maureen Pine, im-
proved a great deal, but still finished on 
the short end of a 4-6-2ledger. After a 3-
1-1 start that saw the Lady Bants out-
score their opponents 15-5, the offensive 
well went dry. The team was shut out in 
its next five games, but salvaged a win 
and a tie in the final two games to end the 
season on a positive note. 
The Lady Bants took the field against 
nationally-ranked Bowdoin in the season 
opener. Bowdoin dominated the early 
going and took a 1-0 lead before Trinity 
had a chance to get over the pre-game 
SOPHOMORE 
STRIKER Kathy 
Ennis led the wom-
en's soccer team in 
scoring for the sec-
ond year in a row, 
with six goals and 
three assists. 
jitters. The Lady Bants, however, turned 
the tables on the talented Polar Bears and 
took control of the game midway 
through the first half While junior goal-
tender Julie Sullivan stopped everything 
that carne her way, Trinity forwards, Ka-
thy Ennis '90, Chris Lindsay '91 and 
Kattya Lopez '91 continually tested the 
Bowdoin defense. Lopez tied the game 
early in the second half, and only a superb 
effort by the Bowdoin goalie prevented 
Trinity from winning the contest that 
ended in a 1-1 tie. The Lady Bants vented 
their frustration in an 11-1 shellacking of 
Manhattan ville. Co-captains Betsy Karet-
nick '88 and Layne Pomerleau '89 both 
scored goals and Lopez added a hat trick 
as Trinity recorded its biggest offensive 
production since 1981. Trinity continued 
its hot streak with 1-0 wins over Am-
herst and Wesleyan before taking on 
powerful Curry College. In the most ex-
citing game of the year, the upstart Trin-
ity team grabbed an early 1-0 lead on a 
goal by Ennis. The 1-0 lead held up until 
midway through the second half Curry 
carne on to score three straight for a 3-1 
lead. Trinity's Lindsay closed the margin 
to 3-2, but was unable to score the equal-
izer before time ran out. 
The success of the 1987 team was 
due mainly to the determination of the 
five seniors who started the program 
four years ago. Debbie Smith, Chever 
Voltmer, and Liz Breiner, along with 
Strauss and Cadelina have played key 
roles for the volleyball team on and off 
the court. Although the loss of these 
five seniors will take a large toll, Trinity 
has a fine nucleus of underclassmen 
ready to continue the tradition of suc-
cess. 
Women's Tennis (3·8) 
The final record doesn't show it, but the 
women's tennis tearri made dramatic im-
provement over the course of the season. 
A 9-0 victory over Mt. Holyoke in the 
final match combined with a ninth-place 
finish in a field of twenty-five teams at 
the New Englands gives Head Coach 
Wendy Bartlett reason to be optimistic. 
The team was decimated by gradua-
tion last year, and Bartlett was forced to 
move four freshmen into the top six. 
Courtney Geelan, Maria Nevares, 
Heather Watkins, and Anne Nicholson 
combined wii::h seniors Beth Cottone and 
Captain Margaret Driscoll to give the 
Lady Bants a talented, but inexperienced, 
singles lineup. While Trinity was in every 
match, they lacked that something extra 
against the tougher teams on the sched-
ule. In addition to the victory over Mt. 
Holyoke and the fine finish at the New 
Englands, season highlights included vic-
tories over Wellesley and Conn. College 
by identical scores of6-3. Against 
Wellesley, Nevares #2, Watkins #4, and 
Driscoll #Sled the way, while Geelan #1, 
Cottone #3, and Nicholson #6 were in-
strumental in the win over Conn. Col-
lege. Over the season sophomore Chris 
Laraway and senior Susan Till were also 
key components for the Lady Bants in 
both singles and doubles competition. 
Although Bartlett will lose Cottone, 
Driscoll, Till, and Liz Hardman to gradu-
ation, the outstanding freshman class and 
the rest of the Lady Bants will be a force 
to be reckoned with in years to come. 
Water Polo 
The Trinity water polo team, after win-
ning the New England Small College 
Water Polo Conference championship in 
1986, continued its string of success as 
one of the top teams in the region. The 
team finished the regular season with a 
6-1 record and then placed 3rd in the 
N .E.S.C.W.P.C. tournament. The ducks 
jumped out to a 4-0 record with wins 
over Bates, W.P.L, Colby, and Clark. 
Those wins upped the team's consecutive 
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win streak to 13 games dating back to ' 
last year. The streak, however, came to a 
crashing halt in a disappointing 14-12 
loss to Bridgewater State. The team com-
pleted the regular season with wins over 
Holy Cross and Wesleyan before place-
ing third at the conference tournament. 
The team was led once again by the 
powerful shot of senior Nick Clifford 
and the consistent play ofjunior Captain 
Chris Coxon. Those playing key roles 
for the Bants include sophomores Loren 
Strand and Alex Paidas and freshmen 
Frank Monaco and Jon Knapp. 
Cross-Country 
The men's cross-country team ef!ioyed its 
first winning season since 1983. Behind 
Captains Matt Donahue and Craig Gem-
mell the team completed the 1987 season 
with a impressive 12-7 record. 
"I am very satisfied with the way 
things turned out," said Head Coach 
Alex Magoun. "Even though we suffered 
a number of injuries to our top runners, 
the team's overall depth enabled us to 
compensate." 
Highlights on the season included a 
second place finish at the Vassar Invita-
tional. Trinity's point total of 60 topped 
opponents such as Fairfield, Queens Col-
lege, New York University, King's Col-
lege, and New Paltz, but came up short 
of the standard set by host Vassar. Trinity 
also placed second in meets at Clark and 
Williams. Gemmell led the way through-
out the season proving himself to be one 
of the top harriers in New England. He 
was undefeated in dual meets and finished 
17th in a field of 180 at the Division III 
New England meet, the second-best fin-
ish ever by a member ofTrinity's men's 
team. Although coach Magoun loses 
Gemmell and Donahue, he has a tremen-
dous group returning. Juniors Chris 
Dickerson and Sam Adams lead Ma-
goun's corps of returnees along with 
sophomores Bruce Corbett, Mike Joyce, 
Mike Fagan, Steve Anderson and fresh-
men David Payne and Matt Maguire. 
The women were equally as impressive 
with an 18-8-1 record, their best since 
1983. Led by Tri-captains Gail Wehrli 
'89, Jen Elwell '88, and Shana Pyun '88, 
the team jumped out to a 5-0 record with 
a first-place finish at the Vassar Invita-
, tional. The squad followed that perfor-
mance with a 5th-place finish at the 
Connecticut lntercollegiates which in-
cluded the likes ofY ale and the Univer-
sity of Connecticut. The highlight for the 
women, however, was defeating Wes-
leyan three times during the course of the 
season. Wehrli emerged as Trinity's top 
runner with second-place finishes at the 
Amherst and Mt. Holyoke lnvitationals 
and a third at the N.E.S.C.A.C. meet. 
Her 14th-place finish at the Division III 
New Englands qualified her for the Na-
tionals scheduled to take place at Hope 
College in Holland, Michigan. With 
Wehrli,JenMoran '91, Kay McGowan 
'89, Brooke Raymond '90, and Sue Kinz 
'89 returning next year, Coach Magoun 
hopes to improve upon the team's suc-
cess. 
FALL SCOREBOARD 
FOOTBALL (6-2) FIELD HOCKEY (13-0-1) Wesleyan 3-6 Vassar 2-0 
Bowdoin 28-14 Bowdoin 4-1 Mt. Holyoke 9- 0 Fairfield 3- 1 
Bates 28-21 s.c .s.u. 4-0 Conn. College 2- 0 
Williams 28- 0 Tufts 2- 1 W-SOCCER (4-6-2) Albertus 
Tufts 42- 16 Mt. Holyoke 5- 0 Bowdoin 1- 1 Magnus 2-0 
Hamilton 14- 9 Amherst 3- 1 Manhattan ville 11-1 Roger Williams 2-1 
Coast Guard 6-30 Williams 4-1 Amherst 1-0 Williams 0- 2 
Amherst 10-13 w.c.s.u. 6-0 Wesleyan 1-0 Smith 0- 2 
Wesleyan 48-7 Smith 2.:.o Curry 2-3 Mt. Holyoke 2- 1 
Conn. College (OT) 1-1 Smith 0-2 Hamilton 0-2 
M-SOCCER (3-8-2) Wesleyan 5-1 Williams 0-1 St. John Fisher :kO 
Coast Guard 0- 1 Clark 5-0 Clark 0-2 Siena 2-0 
Nichols (OT) 3-1 Keene State 3- 2 Conn. College 0- 3 Kings College 2-0 
M .I.T. 1-0 Tufts* 6- 2 Mt. Holyoke 0-1 Manhattanville 2-1 
Quinnipaic (OT) 0-0 Williams** 3-0 Wheaton (OT) 3- 2 Coast Guard 2-0 
W.P.I. (OT) 1- 1 Tufts (OT) 1- 1 Wesleyan 2-0 
E .C.S.U . (OT) 1- 0 W-TENNIS (3-8) Williams 0-2 
Williams 0-5 Hartford 4-5 VOLLEYBALL (20-7) Bard 2- 0 
Tufts 0-1 Wellesley 6-3 Emerson 2-0 Dowling 1- 0 
A.I.C. 2-4 Amherst 2-7 Emmanuel 2-0 Union 2-0 
Conn. College 0- 2 Conn. College 6- 3 Wesleyan 2- 1 Bates 0-2 
Clark 1-3 Tufts 3- 6 Albertus Quinnipiac 3-1 
Wesleyan 0-2 HolyCross 0-9 Magnus 2-0 
Amherst 1-3 Smith 2- 7 Conn. College 3-0 
Williams 3-6 Amherst 1-2 *N.I.A.C. SEMI-FINAL 
UConn 2-7 
**N.I.A.C. FINALS 
CLASS 
NOTES 
ENGAGEMENTS 
1975 
JAMES KIRSCHNER and Janet L. Su-
mers 
1978 
JOHN P. GIOV ANNUCCI and Susan H. 
Brown 
1981-1983 
TIMOTHY P. MACKIN and ANN H. 
OBERHAUS 
1982 
DIANE E. BROUDER and John R. Har-
ris 
SARAH W. GILLILAND and Daniel P. 
Lawler 
1983 
MARGARET S. RANDALL and Chris· 
topher T. Brodeur 
1984 
JAMES C. KOLOWICH and Susan M. 
DiMenna 
1987 
REGINA M. NINER and Kent M. Pierce 
WEDDINGS 
1962 
THOMAS BUNDY, JR. and Marilyn 
Royce, October, 1987 
1973 
SARA W. LADEN and James A. Grutz-
macher, July 18, 1987 
STANLEY A. TWARDY, JR. and Cyn· 
thia A. Hannah, September 12, 1987 
1976 
CHARLES D.F. COHN and Linda S. 
Schwartzman, October 24, 1987 
JAMES S. MARSH and JODONNA S. 
SCALA, August 22, 1987 
1977 
EDWARD J. GLASSMAN and Lise 
Hendlisz, August 23, 1987 
1979 
ARTHUR B. ABOWITZ and Lisa J. 
Bothwell, August 14, 1987 
SARAH M. WRIGHT and David D. Neal, 
August 8, 1987 
1980 
BETTINA E. BERNSTEIN and Alan H. 
Lieblich, November 16, 1986 
JEFFREY S. COOLEY and LISA N. 
HALPERN, May 18, 1986 
CHRISTINE LABAN and Henry S. Ni-
shihira, April 9, 1987 
ROBERT P. NERO and Susan B. Miller, 
July 18, 1987 
1981 
TIN P AU HO and Mai Thi Tran, October 
3, 1987 
ROBERT D. MALKIN and Julie J. Gold-
berg, June 21, 1987 
ROBERT ORENSTEIN and Amy E. 
Foxx, May 30, 1987 
1982 
STEPHANIE PAPPAS and Karl Ste-
phan, August 22, 1987 
1983 
ALISON A. BENZ and Bertrand G. 
Czuchra, June 27, 1987 
KERYN A. GROHS and Kenneth L. 
Lane, August 15, 1987 
HELEN A. PAGE and Stephen L. Ken-
drick II, August 1, 1987 
1983-1984 
WENDY W. KERSHNER and GREG-
ORY D. HASSON, June 27, 1987 
1985 
CAREY ALLEN and Angela M. Wing, 
October 24, 1987 
1986 
ANDREW ALDEN and LAURA 
WHITNEY, October 17, 1987 
ANN ALFORD and ANDREW KIT-
TROSS, September 12, 1987 
ROBIN L. COHN and DouglasS. Eben· 
stein, September 6, 1987 
PETER J. DEPATIE and LISA B. 
HOFFMANN, May 1, 1987 
VIRGINIA MURTAGH and William C. 
Day, October, 3, 1987 
ELIZABETH SMART and Patrick D. 
Gustafson, August 22, 1987 
1987 
SHARON LARSON and Gregory W. 
Schmidt, June 20, 1987 
Masters 
1973 
DAVID J. SULLIVAN and Ann M. Mi-
chaud, September 19, 1987 
1978 
JAMES TALBOT and Maria M. V. 
Reyes, September 27, 1987 
BIRTHS 
1966-1980 
RANDOLPH and TRACY BODINE 
LEE, son, Trevor Gage, August 24, 
1987 
1970 
Mr. and Mrs. CHRIS MACCARTHY, 
son, Evan Gordon, August 31, 1986 
Mr. and Mrs. GERARD R. RUCCI, son, 
Matthew, October, 1986 
1970-1976 
WILLIAM J. III and WENDA HARRIS 
MILLARD, son, Benjamin Harris, 
September 26, 1987 
1976 
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN P. CLIFFORD, JR., 
son, John P. III, May 25, 1987 
Tony Gilroy and SUSAN EGBERT, son, 
Samuel Breadon Gilroy, February 18, 
1987 
PHILIP MEISTER and ROCHELLE 
HOMELSON-MEISTER, son, Benja-
min Bertrand Homelson-Meister, 
March 26, 1987 
Mr. and Mrs. MELVIN R. SHUMAN, 
daughter, Rachel Lynne, April 15, 
1987 • 
1976-1977 
MICHAEL L. ROY and GAIL BOGOS-
SIAN, son, William Zeke Roy, Sep· 
tember 5, 1987 
1976-1978 
MARK ECKMAN and MARGARET 
FREDRICKSON ECKMAN, daugh-
ter, Laura Eliana Eckman, July 21, 
1987 
1977 
WILLIAM and Carolyn HORN, son, 
William Armstrong, December 22, 
1986 
1977-1978 
JAMES H. and SANDRA BUNTING 
ARNOLD, son, Geoffrey Hastings, 
June 29, 1987 
1977-1982 
CHARLES and ELIZABETH EN-
GELKE POOLE, son, Harold Riker, 
June 1, 1987 
1978 
RANDOLPH and Josanne PEARSALL, 
son, Brett Randolph, June 22, 1987 
1979 
George B. and E. JEAN BLACKMAR 
ADAMS, son George Bell III, July 31, 
1987 
1980 
DAVID and Susan G. DOE, daughter, 
Emily Johanna, April6, 1987 
Peter Klestadt and PATRICIA MAIRS-
KLESTADT, daughter , Alexandra 
Helen, July 10, 1987 
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD M. LUCHT, 
son, Richard, Jr., February 24, 1987 
1980-1983 
ANNE SICES and ROBERT PIGUE, 
daughter, Kaitlin Toni Pigue May 1, 
1987 
1981 
MICHAEL and Kathryn PETERS-
RODBELL, son, Daniel Aaron, Au· 
gust 7, 1987 
1982 
Scott William and MARY ELLEN MA-
HONEY HICKES, son, Edward 
Thomas, August 7, 1987 
Mr. and Mrs. PETER F. MARTIN, son, 
James Thomas, December 20, 1986 
ALBERT E .R. and JOCELYN 
MCWHIRTER ZUG, son, Albert Ed-
ward Roussel, Jr., September 13, 1987 
I 
I 
1980 
Masters 
Mr. Towsner and RITA KATZ TOWS-
NER, son, Ean Julian, February 19, 
1987 
II James A. Calano 35 White St. Hartford, CT 06114 
DOC LUKE CELENTANO was hon-
ored by Archbishop John F. Whealon of 
Hartford for his generosity to Catholic 
schools and St. Raphael Hospital of New 
Haven. Luke was made a knight of the 
Order of St. Gregory the Great along 
with 12 other Roman Catholic men at the 
Cathedral of St. Joseph, Hartford, dur-
ing a ceremony held on September 13. 
Five Catholic women also were honored 
by receiving the Pro Ecclesia et Pontif-
ice medal. (Thought I should mention 
that also; otherwise I'd have dozens of 
militant women on my neck!) The entire 
group was singled out for significant 
contributions to the Catholic Church. 
Class Agent: Sereno B. Gammell 
GEORGE HAY serves on the vestry 
of the Church of the Transfiguration in 
Derry, NH. He is also a member of the 
state legislative committee for A.A.R.P. 
JACK WARDLAW notes that Septem-
ber 1987 marks the beginning of four 
generations of Wardlaws at Trinity. His 
grandson, Alex, is a member of the 
freshman class and on the junior varsity 
football team. On Saturday of Parents 
Weekend in October, Jack played his 
banjo and entertained on the Cave patio 
to the delight of onlookers. 
Class Agent: Belle B. Cutler 
II The Rev. Canon Francis R. Belden 411 Griffin Rd. South Windsor, CT 06074 
Elsewhere in this issue there is word 
of RONALD REGNIER's death (see In 
Memory). He was known to everyone in 
this Class and to many other · Trinity 
graduates. Each has his own thoughts. 
Ron always went the extra mile. He 
worked hard to be able to attend college. 
He worked extra hard as a student, lit-
erally making one eye do the work of 
two. His college vacations were work pe-
riods. But he enjoyed it all. Life was a 
privilege and he lived fully. 
Almost 30 years ago someone suffered 
a severe loss. Not long afterward there 
was a knock at her door. Outside was 
Ron Regnier, just to ask, " Is there any-
thing I can do, anything at all?" There 
wasn't at the time, but how wonderful to 
know someone was able and willing to 
help. That was Ron Regnier; the world 
is a better place because he lived. 
The Boston Herald recounts an expe-
rience of our classmate, FATHER JO-
SEPH GAUTHIER. He was on an 
aircraft over Cape Canaveral, FL before 
noon on January 28, 1986. The hostess 
came to him, crying, and saying the space 
shuttle, Challenger, had just blown up. 
Outside was a large white vapor cloud, 
the remnants of the cataclysmic explo-
sion. Everyone was stunned. "Would the 
priest say a prayer?" asked the hostess 
as she handed him a microphone. To this 
day Father Gauthier cannot remember 
what he said except that he read the 23rd 
Psalm. Tears were shed, emotions 
stirred and people were pulled closer to-
gether; moments he will never forget. 
Ill 
CHARLES JACOBSON notes, "My 
career in medicine was exciting and re· 
warding, but retirement has been sheer 
pleasure and a combined delight. 
Class Agent: George A. Mackie 
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m Julius Smith, D.M.D. 142 Mohawk Dr. West Hartford, CT 06117 
DAVE GALINSKY, who retired over 
a year ago after 50 years of practicing 
medicine in Hartford, says he still gets 
calls from former patients for advice. 
"They find it hard to break away after 
so many years of close relationship." 
HUGH and Sally CAMPBELL con-
tinue their frequent travels, with a New 
Mexico trip in June and a September 
journey with an A.A.R.P. group in Sep-
tember. They started in Wyoming and 
ended in San Francisco, with such inter-
esting places in between as Bryce and 
Grand Canyons, Yellowstone, San Sim-
eon, etc. 
Kitty Zazzaro tells us that "MIKE" is 
very much active as New England Den-
tal Examiner and dental consultant to 
the Connecticut State Health Commis-
sion. 
And YOUR SECRETARY was hon-
ored recently at his 50th Tufts Dental 
Reunion. Looking forward, with Lillian, 
to our winter in Florida, once again. 
Class Agent: Nathaniel Abbott 
II William H. Walker 97 West Broad St. Hopewell, NJ 08525 
MIMI MARQUET is reported back on 
the mainland at Marathon, FL, having 
given up life on a houseboat. Rumor has 
it that his hip(s) are giving him trouble. 
Mimi, join the club with IKE, JACK AM-
PORT and me, and how many more out 
of '35? How about HANK SAMPERS? 
Did you ever get yours? 
PIERCE and Eileen ALEXANDER 
are reported to have made a cross-coun-
try junket in which they visited the Mar-
quets. Tell us about it, Alex ... who else 
was on your list? 
BILL ANGUS reports that he was 
struck by a golf cart that didn't do one 
of his ankles a great deal of good. When 
last heard of, he was maneuvering 
around on crutches. Let us know what is 
new with you. 
Class Agent: John J. Maher 
II James M. F. Weir 28BrookRd. Woodbridge, CT 06525 
Plans.are shaping up for our _approach-
ing 50th Reunion in June. STAN MONT-
GOMERY, BOB O'MALLEY, LOU 
WALKER and JIM WEIR are hard at 
work to ensure that this gathering is a 
memorable occasion. 
Class Agent: Lewis M. Walker 
111 Edward C. Barrett 52 Sowams Rd. Barrington, RI 02806 
Our congratulations to LEONARD 
KEMLER who has been made associate 
clinical professor of surgery at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut School of Medi-
cine. 
In a note to the Alumni Office, JOHN 
REINHEIMER writes, "Living in 
Western North Carolina, 'The Land of 
the Sky.' A graduate of the Episcopal 
Seminary, my life's work was divided be-
tween the parish ministry and headmas-
tering an Episcopal preparatory school I 
founded in the Washington, D.C. area. 
Golf, duplicate bridge, travel, and inces-
sant chores (and joys) of home ownership 
along with supply work more than fill my 
days." 
YOUR SECRETARY has been made 
an honorary member of the board of 
trustees of St. Andrew's School, Bar-
rington, RI, after retiring from the board 
which he had served some 25 years. 
Class Agent: Ethan F. Bassford 
Dr. Richard K. Morris 
214 Kelsey Hill Rd. 
Deep River, CT 06417 
JACK F. HAZEN, JR. is still at his 
triathlon training and mountain climb-
AREA ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 
HARTFORD - President Michael B. Masius '63, Tel: 203 523-
4080 
The Trinity Club of Hartford sponsored its second annual Con-
necticut River Cruise with alumni from Williams and Wesleyan 
on September 13. Despite a driving rainstorm, event organizer 
Mary Ann Corderman Hardy '84 and thirty other Trinity alumni 
attended the cruise, complete with slickers, and enjoyed the band 
"Inca Junction." All were reported to have had a great time. 
Hartford alumni kicked off their annual downtown luncheon se-
ries at Frank's Restaurant on September 15. Over 40 alumni 
turned out to hear Trinity coaches Don Miller and Robin Sheppard 
speak on the prospects of the football and field hockey teams. The 
second downtown luncheon of the year was held on October 29 
and featured Hartford City Councilman Roger Ladd '50. 
NEW YORK- Treasurer Scott W. Reynolds '63, Tel: 201 783-
7649 
New York welcomed the Class of '87 to the Big Apple with a 
young alumni party at the International Center on September 29. 
Event organizer Nancy Katz '84 threw another successful bash, 
which attracted 105 members of the classes of 1980-87. 
BALTIMORE- President Jeffrey H. Seibert '79, Tel: 301 243-
8563 
The newly-reorganized Trinity Club of Baltimore conducted its 
annual meeting on October 1, at which its officers for 1987-88 
were elected and its committee assignments made. Under the 
leadership of President Jeffrey Seibert '79 and Vice President for 
Admissions David Clark '80, the club made admissions its top 1 
priority for the year. Elected to the Executive Committee were 
Vice President Ward Classen '82, Secretary Jane McDonough '85, 
and at-large members Don Carroll '62, Doug Frost '59, Michael 
Preston '79, Herbert McLea '54, Joe Martire '64, Ellen Garrity 
'87, and Chip Shutt, Parent '88. The club kicked off its social 
schedule with its first-ever young alumni party on October 22. 
Ellen Garrity '87 and Diane Deros '87 coordinated the reception 
at the University of Maryland-Baltimore Law Library. The event 
attracted nearly 20 members of the classes of 1975-87, as well as 
Assistant Alumni Director Lee Coffin '85 and C. J. Menard, assis-
tant director of annual giving. 
WASHINGTON- President Robert T. Sweet '60, Tel: 301 229-
0493 
The Trinity Club of Washington began its new season with an 
informal cocktail party at the Old Ebbitt Grill on October 29, in 
which area alumni gathered to make plans for the upcoming year. 
Alumni also honored Bill Schweitzer '66, a past president of the 
Club and the National Alunmi Association, who was recently ho-
nored by the Council for the Advancement and Support of Edu-
cation as its 1987 Volunteer of the Year. Area President Bob 
Sweet '60 and Past President Tom Casey '80 also attended 
CASE's awards dinner at the Willard Intercontinental on October 
25, at which Bill was the honored guest. 
PHILADELPHIA - President David V. Peake '66, Tel: 215 836-
2745 
The Trinity Club of Philadelphia welcomed incoming members of 
the Class of 1991 at a picnic for freshmen and their parents at the 
home of Joe Colen '61 in Gladwynne. The annual event was held 
on August 19. 
CLEVELAND - President Richard G. Mecaskey '51, Tel: 216 
371-3572 
Area President Dick Mecaskey '51 continued his very successful 
admissions work in the northeastern Ohio area again this year. 
The Trinity Club of Northeastern Ohio sponsored a picnic supper 
for incoming freshmen and their parents, as well as area alumni, 
at his home in Cleveland on August 23. 
BOSTON- President Thomas R. DiBenedetto '71, Tel: 617 581-
5627 
In Boston, which can claim more members of the Class of 1991 
than any other region, Ernie Haddad '60, vice president for ad-
missions for the Trinity Club of Boston, sponsored a welcoming 
picnic for freshmen and their parents at the summer home of 
Gordon Ramsey '61 on Wingaersheck Beach on August 24. On 
October 17, alumni gathered for a tailgate party before the Trin-
ity-Tufts football game at Tufts Stadium, which attracted nearly 
200 Bantam boosters. Three days later, Marilyn Weiss '86, Lori 
Davis '85, and Matt Golding '84 coordinated a record-setting young 
alumni party on October 20. The event, held at the Links Club 
disco, attracted 110 members of the classes of 1983-87, making it 
the largest young alumni event to date. 
NEW LONDON- President Francis A. Pugliese '51, Tel: 203 
443-3036 
Nearly 25 alunmi from the southeastern Connecticut area gath-
ered at the home of Tom Wadlow '33 in Stonington for the Trinity 
Club of New London's fall picnic on September 10. Lee Coffin '85, 
assistant director of alumni relations, and Miyuki Kaneko '85, 
assistant director of annual giving, attended the reception. Also 
in attendance was former Trinity Athletic Director Karl Kurth. 
ing. He has succumbed to condo living 
and finds it gives him more time for his 
children and grandchildren. His new ad-
dress is 925 Todd Preis, V 406, Nash-
ville, TN 37221. 
DR. ALBERT VAN DUZER, retired 
Bishop of New Jersey, is keeping busy 
with church affairs, making special vis-
itations for the Episcopal Bishops of New 
York and New Jersey. He is an active 
member of the board of trustees of the 
Cooper University Medical Center, along 
with two other Trinity alumni, RABBI 
FRED NEULANDER and G. WIL-
LIAM FOX, both Class of '63. 
DR. GUSTAVE ANDRIAN is begin-
ning to adjust to his new retirement sta-
tus. He recently visited his sister-in-law 
in Maryland, and, with his wife, PEGGY 
(M.A. '66), enjoyed a cruise aboard DICK 
MORRIS'. boat, "Oh Well," on the Con-
necticut River at the height of the au-
tumnal foliage. 
YOUR SECRETARY has been unable 
to reach your president, AL HOPKINS, 
and his old friend, HERB BLAND. News 
from them would be most welcome. And 
what would we do without them? 
Class Agent: Stephen Riley, Esq. 
m Frank A. Kelly, Jr. 21 Forest Dr. Newington, CT 06111 
HERBERT CHAUSER retired from 
his dental practice last June. 
HARRY MOODY retired in Decem-
ber, 1985. He is presently doing part-
time work for H.U.D. (Housing and Ur-
ban Development). At the time he wrote, 
he was expecting a fourth grandchild. 
Class Agent: Donald J. Day 
m John R. Barber 4316 Chambers Lake Dr. Lacey, WA 98503 
HANK GETZ (The Rev. Henry B.), put 
Rip Van Winkle to shame by appearing 
in Hartford with wife M'Lou in Septem-
ber. What makes this news is that he had 
not seen our campus since the hallowed 
year 1942! The Rev. Hank got the red 
carpet tour from the hosting DON 
VIERINGs and was properly amazed at 
the expanded and modernized Trinity. 
As one of the late Clarence Watters' 
chapel choristers, Hank was especially 
impressed with the Chapel's new ambi-
ance and pew ends. A mini-reunion party 
Don and Marie gave for the Getzes 
rounded up a score of old grads and 
spouses including MARTY WOOD, JOE 
BEIDLER, BILL SCULLY, OLLIE 
COLTON, BOB NICHOLS, DICK BES-
TOR, GUS PETERSON, and DREW 
MILLIGAN '45. 
Hank settled in Sun City, AZ, after 
retiring from the parish ministry a few 
years back. He has been active in the 
healing Order of St. Luke and travels 
about extensively as one of its prime 
movers. The Getzes have sons and 
daughters in Idaho, California, Texas and 
Vermont. He says, "I've been told that 
at age 70 I should begin to slow down." 
Like many of our '42ers he has shown no 
signs of this. 
REPRESENTATION AT INAUGURATIONS 
E. WADE CLOSE '55 
Installation of Oscar E. Remick 
President of Westminster College 
PROFESSOR GEORGE C. HIGGINS, JR. 
Installation of John W. Shumaker 
President of 
Central Connecticut State University 
PROFESSOR RICHARDT. LEE 
Installation of David H. Porter 
President of Skidmore College 
JOHN BOND wrote me just prior to 
our 45th reunion to say that he retired 
in 1984 from teaching political science in 
Pueblo, CO. He and wife Alice moved to 
Lawrence, KS and enjoy their four 
grandchildren there. John spent a month 
in Australia and New Zealand last win-
ter and spoke highly of life "down un-
der," however it's not certain whether 
he had any influence on the political sit-
uation in those countries. 
KEN ALBRECHT contacted me re-
cently in a unique way: as a fellow ham 
radio operator, he talked to a local oper-
ator who knew me. I hope to set up a 
radio sked with Ken so as to bring you 
up to date in the next Reporter. !haven't 
heard lately from another "ham," my 
1940 Jarvis roommate FRANK STITES, 
but trust he'll find some esoteric way to 
communicate. There's an airstrip two 
miles down the road, Frank. 
I'd really appreciate hearing from each 
member of the Class of '42. Your activi-
ties, comments and histories are valu-
able and interesting to all of us. In our 
small pre-war class we were all at least 
aware of each other, if not close friends 
or acquaintances. It's fun to compare 
what we were as young men to our sta-
tus and achievements as, well, old men. 
Ruth and I extend an invitation to all to 
let us show you our bit of the magnifi-
cent Northwest; this is Olympia, our 
state capital, a grand little city and port 
on a southern inlet of Puget Sound. 
When you write or phone, say when, and 
if we're not traveling then, y'all come! 
Class Agent: Charles F. Johnson II 
II John L. Bonee, Esq. One State St. Hartford, CT 06103 
DICK TULLAR writes that he' retired 
as director of operations of the San Diego 
Union Tribune in December of 1986. 
Thereafter, he and his wife, Ruth, took a 
trip around the world by way of Singa-
pore, India, Nepal and London, and he 
says the he rode elephants at "Tiger 
Tops." Dick states that he is chairman of 
the San Diego Convention and Tourist 
Bureau this year, that he is preparing 
for Super Bowl XXII in January of 1988, 
and, hopefully, America's Cup Defense 
in 1990-91. Finally, Dick writes that 
classmate BOB BECK, publisher of the 
Roswell New Mexico Record, and his wife, 
Marge, will visit the Tullars later on this 
year. 
Mark W. Levy 
290 North Quaker Ln. 
West Hartford, CT 06119 
PAUL KINCADE '46 authored legis-
lation to be heard by the California State 
Assembly to again permit hypnosis -re-
freshed recall of information in criminal 
investigations. This privilege is pres-
ently afforded defendants under a State 
Supreme Court ruling. 
Class Agents: Siegbert Kaufmann 
Andrew W. Milligan 
David J. Kazarian, Esq. 
Irving J. Poliner 
ll Charles I. Tenney, CLU Charles I. Tenney & Assoc. 6 Bryn Mawr Ave. Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
MARV FISHMAN reports he has a 
new job as consultant for gas turbine re-
pair with G.E. International Power Gen-
eration Repair Shops. It's nice to know 
there are a few of us workers out there. 
How about some news? 
Class Agent: Joseph A. DeGrandi, 
Esq. 
1m Robert Tansill 270 White Oak Ridge Rd. Short Hills, NJ 07078 
RALPH LASHER lives in Houston 
and works for the Foxboro Co. as per-
sonnel manager. After 30 years, he has 
resumed work as a clergyman on a part-
time basis. 
JIM PERRY returned from London to 
Washington, D.C. Jim is with the Wall 
Street Journal. 
DAVE BELLIS retired in March after 
31-plus years with Bell of Pennsylvania 
and AT&T. He expects to resume work 
in persom'lel in the Washington, D.C. 
area. He advised me that JOHN GRILL 
remains active and plays tennis and skis. 
BILL WADSWORTH returned to 
Farmington, CT from Brookings, SD 
where he is professor of chemistry, for 
the transfer of eight acres on Rattle-
snake Mountain to the town of Farming-
ton by his family. 
Class Agent: John G. Grill, Jr. 
m Douglas C. Lee Box3809 Visalia, CA 93278 
DOUGLAS ORMEROD retired from 
the I.R.S. last January. He had been di-
rector of the tax administration advisory 
services office. 
With FRANK STONE's appointment 
as C.E.O., his agency, M.S.I. & Assoc., 
"has now become an integral part of 
Stone Enterprises International." 
Class Agents: William M. Vibert 
Nicholas J. Christakos 
Anthony W. Angelas-
tro 
IJ Paul A. Mortell 757B Quinnipiac Ln. Stratford, CT 06497 
JOHN BIRD has been appointed assis-
tant director of education/counseling at 
Oakland, California's Merritt-Peralta 
Institute for addiction and recovery. His 
daughter, Stephanie, was married in 
June of 1986, and his son, John, in April 
of 1987. In addition, his daughter, Em-
ily, has been elected to the honor society 
at St. Mary's College where she is num-
ber two in her junior class. 
Class Agents: Peter B. Clifford, 
D.D.S. 
Joseph B. Wollen-
berger, Esq. 
II Theodore T. Tansi Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1 American Row Hartford, CT 06103 
WINFIELD CARLOUGH writes that 
he "recently pooled resources with part-
ner Clara Bond and purchased house to-
gether" in Burlington, CT. 
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ARTHUR WILSON notes that his son, 
Dirk, is finishing his second year of law 
school at Berkeley. He will attend law 
school in London next year and will clerk 
for Judge Jerry Williams in 1988-1989. 
Arthur is still senior member of the tech 
staff at Texas Instruments and manages 
advanced package research and devel-
opment. His hobby is sailing which he 
enjoys at his yacht club in Heath, TX. 
Class Agent: Dwight A. Mayer 
m E. Wade Close, Jr. 622 West Waldheim Rd. Pittsburgh, PA 15215 
MOUNT ARCHER is retired and lives 
in Roswell, GA. 
ALAN BRODY retired from the C.I.A. 
in March of 1986. He is now doing part-
time contract work in the national secu-
rity area and working "hard and long 
hours at my new vocation, potting. I've 
come late but with joy to working with 
clay," he writes. 
In June, 1986, LEIF CARLSON and 
. Cora Lee moved to a condominium, Bal-
brae, in Bloomfield, CT. He says, "It's 
wonderful to see someone else shoveling 
snow and mowing the lawn." 
R.D. WOOD notes that "nothing much 
is new in a tough economy." He lives in 
Eagle River, Alaska. 
Class Agents: William F. LaPorte, Jr. 
David Dimling 
II Bruce N. Macdonald 1116 Weed St. New Canaan, CT 06840 
FRANK FOLEY told me recently that 
he celebrated his 25th wedding anniver-
sary with his wife, Simone, and that the 
two of them had successfully raised five 
children. One is a graduate of George-
town University, one is a student at the 
University of Richmond, and three are 
in high school in Bronxville, NY, where 
they live. Frank is a consultant for man-
ufacturers of building materials and has 
both large corporations and small firms 
as clients. 
We learned, indirectly, that BOB 
HAMMAKER is taking a year sabbatical 
leave from the chemistry department at 
Kansas State University. For the next 
year he will be living and working at the 
University of California in Riverside. 
PHIL STILES, who is professor of 
physics at Brown University, is teaching 
less and administering more. 'He told me 
that he has three jobs: dean of the grad-
uate school, dean of research in physics, 
and teaching just four Ph.D. students. 
His area of research and expertise is in 
condensed matter physics. When he has 
time, which must be seldom, he turns to 
music. Phil plays the recorder and has 
his own musiCal group called "Americi 
Musicae." It is a group of eight musi-
cians who play early instruments (re-
corders, lutes, etc.) and perform for the 
University and in Providence. Phil and 
his wife, Elisee, have six children, three 
boys and three girls, all of whom have 
gone out on their own. 
Please send your information to the 
College for the next issue. 
Class Agent: Richard S. Stanson 
m Paul A. Cataldo, Esq. c/o Bachner, Roche & Cataldo 55 W. Central St., Box 267 
Franklin, MA 02038 
B. GRAEME FRAZIER III is now 
president of the Hirshorn Company, an 
insurance brokerage firm. He retired as 
president of the Philadelphia Cricket 
Club last April. He notes that he is a 
"grandfather, and loving it!" 
Class Agents: Frederick M. Tobin, 
Esq. 
Richard L. Behr 
The Rev. Dr. Borden W. 
Painter, Jr. 
110 Ledgewood Rd. 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
GEORGE BOGERT retired from the 
Air Force in February, 1987. 
Having had a "splendid winter moun-
taineering trip to Scotland," C. PETER 
FISH took his family over in the summer 
of '86 for "more mountains and Clan 
Macpherson festivities." He is the New 
York commissioner for the Clan Mac-
pherson Association in the U.S. His 
daughter, Kirsten, is a freshman at Kim-
ball-Union Academy in Meriden, NH. He 
writes that he is a reader, acolyte and 
vestryman at St. Eustace Episcopal 
Church in Lake Placid, NY. 
D.H. NEVINS has been promoted to 
vice-president of insurance systems and 
services at MONY, Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company of New York. 
STEVE SEE is now the administra-
tive director of Highland Memorial Park 
in Centredale, RI. He left the Episcopal 
ministry in 1985, was divorced, and is 
now living with his wife, Sue, and step-
daughter, Missy, in Cranston, RI. 
Class Agent: Joseph J. Repole, Jr. 
ll PaulS. Campion 4Red0akDr. Rye, NY 10580 
BOB BRIAN is "happy to write that 
my son, Paul, is a member of the Class 
of 1990. I'm senior vice-president at 
Conning and Company and have ac-
quired an old beach house in Scituate, 
MA that I'm enjoying fixing up." 
TIMOTHY HORNE took his company, 
Watts Industries in North Andover, MA, 
public last August. The company has 
been a leading manufacturer of safety 
and control valves for industrial, water-
works, and plumbing markets since 187 4. 
Class Agent: William J. Schreiner 
Robert T. Sweet 
4934 Western Ave. 
Chevy Chase, MD 20816 
As the fall season begins, I've heard 
from the academic world. JERE BACH· 
ARACH has been named to a five-year 
term as chair of the department of his-
tory at the University of Washington in 
Seattle. Jere continues as director of the 
Middle East Center, as well. 
SAGE SWANSON left Pelham for 
Taylor '64 To 
HeadCIGNA 
Corp. 
Wilson H. Taylor '64 has been chosen to fill the 
top posts at CIGNA Corp., the nation's second 
largest stockholder-owned insurer, with assets of 
about $50 billion and more than 50,000 employees 
worldwide. He will assume leadership of the cor-
poration on March 1, 1989, when Robert D. Kil-
patrick, the current chairman and chief executive 
officer, retires. 
Most recently president of CIGNA's property 
and casualty division, the corporation's largest 
unit, Taylor in October was named vice chairman, 
chief operating officer and a member of CI G N A's 
board of directors, effective January 1. 
Taylor began h~s career with Connecticut Gen-
eral Insurance Corporation ofBloomfi.eld, CT 
shortly after graduating from Trinity as valedicto-
rian and member of Phi Beta Kappa. Connecticut 
General merged in 1982 with the INA Corp. of 
Philadelphia to form CIGNA. 
In his 23-year career Taylor has gained experi-
ence and been advanced in several departments of 
the corporation: reinsurance, group pension oper-
ations, actuarial, individual insurance operations, 
group insurance operations, and Aetna Insurance 
Company, which was its property and casualty af-
filiate at the time. He was appointed actuary in 
1972, vice president and actuary at Aetna Insur-
ance Company in 1975, vice president with re-
sponsibility for several departments at Connecticut 
General in 1977, and senior vice president in 
charge of financial operations in 1980. In 1983 he 
was appointed executive vice president in charge 
ofCIGNA's property and casualty business. He 
has been widely praised for his work in turning 
around the property and casualty division, which 
is now the corporation's biggest money maker. 
Taylor was named to Trinity's Board of Fellows 
in 197 4. He is currently a member of the Board 
of the American Insurance Association, the 
Philadelphia Orchestra and Temple University 
Hospital. • 
Washington, D.C. where he is president 
of Capitol Video in the Nation's Capital. 
Sage informs me that the a's and o's are 
correct in the prior sentence. 
KEN LYONS, who lives in Slinger-
lands, NY, took part in the swimming 
competition for the 45-49 age group at 
the Empire State Games last summer. 
He placed third in the 50-meter back-
stroke and fifth in the 50 and 100-meter 
freestyle races. 
Class Agents: Robert G. Johnson 
Richard W. Stockton 
IIBillKirtz 26WymanSt. Waban, MA 02168 
Brooklyn native CLIFF BERNSTEIN 
has made the big move into Manhattan: 
50 West 67th St., to be exact. KIT IL-
LICK has relocated from Pennsylvania 
to New England: he's living in Rumney, 
NH (Box 483A, RFD #1) and working 
with the Clarendon Group in Boston. 
It's 'freshperson city' for many par-
ents among us, and at least three of our 
offspring have started 'neath the elms. 
DOUG TAN SILL, in . these parts al-
umni chairman of the national Campaign 
for Trinity, reports that his daughter, 
Peyton; MIKE KAUFF's son, Russell; 
and RED RAMSEY's son, John; are 
members of Trinity's Class of 1991. For 
Red, who predicted John's enrollment in 
the 25th reunion book, it's his second 
child at Trinity. 
The Tansills and the NEIL NEW-
BERGs were planning a New York City 
get-together when Neil comes north from 
his Florida medical practice. "DALE 
PEATMAN's daughter, Elizabeth, is en-
joying her first year at Vanderbilt, and 
YOUR HUMBLE SCRIBE is looking 
forward to seeing MAC WIENER while 
visiting daughter Katie, who started at 
the University of Chicago last fall. 
It's hard to believe that there's not 
more doing than this. Please keep class-
mates informed; we'll even depart from 
current mainstream press practices and 
protect confidential sources. 
Class Agents: DaleN. Peatman 
Peter Kreisel 
The Rev. Arthur F. "Skip" 
McNulty, Jr. 
Calvary Church 
315 Shady Ave. 
Pittsburgh, P A 15206 
ALLAN RUDNICK reports that he 
and his wife, Paula, have two daughters, 
ages two years and eight months. They 
Jive in Encino, CA where Allan is senior 
vice-president of Pilgrim Group, a mu-
tual fund money management firm. Paul 
is an independent television producer. 
SHEP SPINK writes that he was sorry 
that he had to miss our 25th reunion but 
he was in the midst of a transfer \vi thin 
Citibank which would relocate him in 
Hong Kong. 
ROSS HALL tells us that his new job 
title with Northeastern University in 
Boston is director of international ex-
change programs. 
BILL and NANCY RICHARDSON 
gathered FRED (our new Class presi-
dent) and Barbara PRYOR, DON and 
Ann CARROLL, DAVID and Mary El-
len STRAWBRIDGE, and YOURS 
TRULY and my wife, Kitsy, to State 
College, Pennsylvania in October to see 
the former national champion football 
team beat Temple. Bill is the Provost of 
Pennsylvania State University. 
A September 18th Hartford Courant 
article is entitled "Archbishop honors 18 
state Catholics." Among those recog-
nized by the Catholic Church in the name 
of Pope John Paul II_ was ROBERT C. 
McNALLY, of Simsbury, CT. He was 
honored for various contributions includ-
ing the fostering of the development of 
secular spirituality. 
Please send me information about 
yourself whenever you can. 
Class Agents: Thomas F. Bundy, Jr. 
Judson M. Robert 
Timothy F. Lenicheck 
25 Kidder Ave. 
Somerville, MA 02144 
Upon leaving the chairmanship of the 
finance department of the Wharton 
School, MARSHALL BLUME became 
director of the Rodney Z. White Center 
for Financial Research, also at Wharton. 
LEE CHIRGWIN has been promoted 
to director of sales and account manage-
ment for Homequity Inc. 
KENNETH DALZELL left Fostoria 
Glass in January, 1978 and founded Dal-
zell Corp. in March of that year. In addi-
tion, he purchased a glass factory in New 
Martinsville, WV in April, and notes that 
he "is looking at other acquisitions." 
LARRY ROBERTSON has joined Tom 
Brennan Real Estate as a sales agent. 
He will work out of the Fairfield, CT 
office and will focus on residential real 
estate. 
JOHN W. WARDLAW, JR. has re-
tired from the Air Force Office of Spe-
cial Investigations where he was 
command representative to Headquar-
ters Strategic Air Command, Offutt Air 
Force Base, Nebraska. He and his wife, 
Ellen, will reside in Raleigh, NC where 
he will be employed in the Wardlaw In-
surance Agency. 
Class Agent: Michael A. Schulenberg 
Keith S. Watson, Esq. 
8520 River Rock Ter. 
Bethesda, MD 20034 
ALBERT E. HOLLAND, JR. is vice-
president in institutional sales for the 
equities division of the NIKKO Securi-
ties Co. International, Inc. in New York 
City. 
Following a year in Toronto where he 
was creative supervisor for an advertis-
ing agency, DAVID B. HOROWITZ 
moved to Ann Arbor, MI, and started 
T.B.F. Creative Services. His company 
will work with local advertising agen-
cies, as well as individual corporate 
clients. In addition, he will be teaching a 
writing class at Washtenaw Community 
College. 
BRUCE STEVENS writes that BILL 
COULSON recently received a five-year 
appointment as director of the American 
School of Classical Studies in Athens, 
Greece. 
Class Agent: Kenneth R. Auerbach 
It Peter J. Knapp · 20 Buena Vista Rd. West Hartford, CT 06107 
TOM GARSON reports that his new 
Headliners 
For the seventh year in a row, Dr. 
John R. Thibodeau '68 of Al-
bany, NY, was honored with the 
outstanding teacher award from 
Albany Medical College. An asso-
ciate professor of psychiatry at the 
College, he teaches and supervises 
medical doctors and Ph.D.s in the 
fields of psychiatry and psychol-
ogy, and also works with in-
patients. 
O.F. "Smokey" Forester Ill '69 
of New York, NY directed a series of 
six half-hour television programs ti-
tled "The U.S. Constirution" which 
aired on PBS stations last Septem-
ber. The series was produced by the 
Agency for Instructional T echnol-
ogy in association with 33 state de-
partments of education. In addition, 
Forester recently completed work as 
coordinating producer of "The 
Health Cenrury," a series of four one-
half hour documentaries on the 
progress of biomedical science in the 
past 100 years. Forester is the owner 
of Smokey Forester Productions. 
job is going well. Last year he was ap-
pointed executive vice-president and 
head of the newly-formed mass mer-
chandising division of NCC Industries, a 
leading manufacturer and marketer of 
women's intimate apparel. The product 
line developed for discount stores is sell-
ing well, according to Tom, and the re-
sults are gratifying. Tom and his family 
recently vacationed abroad with stops in 
Amsterdam, Munich and London. A truly 
moving experience was a visit to the Da-
chau concentration camp. 
JAMES HIATT writes that he re-
ceived his doctorate in music theory from 
Indiana University in August and con-
tinues as assistant professor of music at 
James Madison University in Harrison-
burg, VA. His new address is 953 Chi-
cago Ave., No. 7, Harrisonburg, VA 
22801. 
That's all for now, and remember to 
send me your news. 
Class Agents: PhilipS. Parsons, Esq. 
Richard Roth 
Thomas S. Hart 
20 Kenwood St. 
Boston, MA 02124 
SCOTT PLUMB is currently serving 
as a local coordinator of the A.A.R.P.'s 
taxaide program in the Arlington, MA 
area. Does this mean I have to retire 
before I can get him to help me with my 
taxes? I have this problem ... but I won't 
bore you with that. 
Instead, let me pass along more excit-
ing news, also from up this way -RICH-
ARD GAINES, who's been editor of the 
Boston Phoenix for the past eight years, 
has shrewdly come out with a new book 
about our governor, Michael Dukakis, at 
this writing a front runner for the Dem-
ocratic presidential nomination. The 
book isDukakis and the Democratic Pas-
sion, co-written with Michael Segal, and 
since the Duke may be headed your way 
on the campaign trail, you ought to rush 
down to your neighborhood bookstore 
and get a copy. When not digging into 
politics or directing Boston's leading 
weekly newspaper, Richard can be found 
in nearby Belmont, with his wife of 19 
years, Lynne, · and their two children: 
Ben (six) and Rachel (two). 
SANDY MASON reports a new job -
he's now the librarian at Immaculate 
Conception High School in Elmhurst, IL. 
As of midsummer, he was looking for-
ward to it - now you'll have to let us 
know how things are going out there, 
Sandy. 
And RICHARD LOMBARDO has 
checked in from Rogersville, MO, to let 
us know that he sold his family practice 
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Kendrick Sculpture Comes To Campus 
A piece of cast bronze sculpture by Trinity alumnus, Mel Kendrick '71 of 
New York, NY, has joined the College's art collection. "Five Piece Purple 
Heart Bronze" is a gift from the Class of 1987 and Kendrick. One hundred 
forty-nine class members contributed $3,500 toward the class gift. This sculp-
ture is related to Kendrick's work entitled "Five Piece Mahogany" that is in 
the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and is on display in the 
twentieth century wing. 
In the spring of 1989, the College will mount the first exhibition of Ken-
drick's work on campus since his undergraduate days. Kendrick, who entered 
Trinity with the intention of majoring in math, explains that he soon became 
interested in art history and film and wound up as a studio arts major. "The last 
work I showed at Trinity was for the senior show. The work I showed then 
was pop-inspired; I did a lot of sewn sculptures and worked with plastics and 
fiberglass," Kendrick recalls. 
After graduation, Kendrick went on to earn an M.A. from Hunter College in 
Photo by Alden R. Gordon '69 
New York City. Since 1980, he has 
been represented by the John Weber 
Gallery. His work has been included 
in such major museum exhibitions 
as "An International Survey ofRe-
cent Painting and Sculpture" presented by 
the Museum of Modern Art, and the 1985 
Biennial Exhibition at the Whitney Mu-
seum in New York. 
"Mel Kendrick has created an important 
body of abstract object sculpture reflecting 
t~e more personal, immediate approach that 
characterizes the art of the 1980s," said He-
laine Posner, director of the University 
Gallery at the University of Massachusetts, 
which last year organized the first univer-
sity gallery touring exhibition ofKen-
drick's recent sculpture. • 
late last year to his partner and has en-
tered emergency medicine .full time with 
Spectrum Emergency Care, Inc. He's 
medical director of the emergency de-
partment at Springfield Community 
Hospital as well. 
As for the rest of you - hope I've 
heard by the time you read this! With 
luck, I'll have seen a few of you at Home-
coming ... 
Class Agents: William H. Schweitzer, 
Esq. 
Mason G. Ross 
m Robert E. Brickley 20 Banbury Ln. West Hartford, CT 06107 
Last March CHARLES KURZ II was 
appointed a director of the Philadelphia 
Port Corporation. He was also appointed 
to the finance committee of the Ameri-
can Steamship Owners Mutual Protec-
tion and Indemnity Association in New 
York where he has been a director for 10 
years. 
ROBERT MOORE writes that he 
withdrew from the firm of Verrill & Dana 
to become counsel to Maine's governor, 
John R. McKernan, Jr. 
Class Agent: Bradford L. Moses 
Edward F. George, Jr. 
19 Eastern Ave. 
Arlington, MA 0217 4 
STUART BLUESTONE writes that 
he has been in Santa Fe, NM for the past 
three years, serving as director of the 
Attorney General's Consumer Protec-
tion Division. He is now leaving, with his 
new wife, Judy, and new six-year-old 
daughter, Tahlia, for a year in Boston. 
He will be working on a master's degree 
in public administration at the Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard. He 
notes that he hopes to have a chance to 
see old Trinity friends in Boston since 
"not too many come to Santa Fe." 
KJELL HOLE is section manager of 
the oil and gas group's planning depart-
ment at Norsk Hydro in Oslo, Norway. 
DAVID LAURETTI is executive vice-
president of the Development Resources 
Corporation in Hartford. 
RAYMOND MADORIN's law firm, 
Friedle, Madorin and Ustach, recently 
purchased a beautiful but abandoned 
brick Victorian home at 25 Court Street 
in New Britain, CT. They rehabbed it for 
their offices and would welcome visitors. 
ROBERT PINE is moving to New 
York City where he has a new job as 
treasurer of New York Hospital/Cornell 
Medical. 
Class Agent: Richard P. Morris ) 
Frederick A. Vyn 
1031 Bay Rd. 
Hamilton, MA 01936 
LAURENCE ACH recently joined La-
zard Freres as vice president and folio 
manager. 
PETER BERGER is program man-
ager at St. Luke's Behavioral Health 
Center in Phoenix, AZ. His three sons 
are Austin, age eight; Nickolas, age four; 
and Kyle, age two. · 
WERNER LOW, JR., has been elected 
C.E.O. of Envision Corporation, a Bos-
Headliner 
Gunnar S. Overstrom, M.A. '74 
of West Hartford, CT, has been 
named president and chief execu-
tive officer of Hartford National 
Corporation. The corporation, 
which was created by a merger be-
tween Hartford National and 
Shawmut Corporation, is New 
England's third largest bank hold-
ing company with assets of more 
than $9.5 billion. A graduate of 
Babson College and Suffolk Uni-
versity Law School, Overstrom 
received his M.A. in economics 
from Trinity. He was elected pres-
ident of Connecticut National 
Bank, Hartford National's princi-
pal subsidiary, in 1986. 
ton multi-media production company. 
DR. WILLIAM ROSENBLATT is 
chairman of the legislative committee of 
the New York County Medical Society. 
FRED UEHLEIN is president of Mas-
sachusetts Development Corporation 
and also maintains his managing part-
nership position at Ricklefs, Uehlein & 
Watson. 
Class Agent: W. Frederick Uehlein, 
Esq. 
Em John L. Bonee III, Esq. One State St. Hartford, CT 06103 
JAMES BOLAN notes that he is "still 
thriving in Boston, despite the Red Sox. 
Whoever said provincialism is foreign to 
New England?" He is practicing law in 
Boston as a partner with Chaplin & Mil-
stein and representing a number of doc-
tors and particularly lawyers in 
connection with disciplinary proceed-
ings. He says he saw ALAN GIBBY last 
baseball season, "who likewise seems to 
be thriving." He requests anyone up his 
way to call and say hello. 
PAUL HERRON was transferred by 
DuPont from Conoco in Ponca City, OK 
to the medical products department. He 
is the senior business analyst in the di-
agnostic imaging division located in Bil-
lerica, MA, His job entails financial 
analysis and consulting for DuPont's 
growing nuclear medicine business. He 
is living in Nashua, NH. 
GERARD RUCCI is an attorney 
with Suisman, Shapiro, Wool, Brennan 
& Gray in New London, CT. He and his 
wife have a new son, Matthew, who was 
10 months old in August. 
Class Agents: Alan S. Farnell, Esq. 
Ernest J. Mattei, Esq. 
fiJ William H. Reynolds, Jr. 5909 Luther Ln. Dallas, TX 75225 
MICHAEL DOWNS has been pro-
moted to second vice-president and gen-
era! manager of the claim division at 
Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance Co. He 
notes that he went to his 20th high school 
reunion with Amy and TOM SASALI. 
RUSS KELLEY III has moved from 
San Francisco to Paris where he is still 
with Schlumberger. 
KENNETH WINKLER, associate 
professor of philosophy at Wellesley Col-
lege in Massachusetts, has been named 
Whitehead Associate Professor in Criti-
cal Thought, a rotating professorship he 
will hold for the next two years. The 
Chair was initiated to promote teaching 
of critical theory and to provide support 
for faculty development and visiting pro-
fessors. 
Class Agent: John P. Reale, Esq. 
JEFFREY BROWN's research enti-
tled "Physicians take treatment of tri-
geminal neuralgia 'to heart' " was 
recently the subject of an article in the 
national news journal, Physicians' 
Weekly . 
KEVIN HAILS, M.D. is director of 
consultation/liaison service at Albert 
Einstein Medical Center's Psychiatry 
Department in Philadelphia. 
Class Agents: Harvey Dann IV 
William A. Fisher III 
fl Kenneth M. Stone 2221 Empress Dr. St. Louis, MO 63136 
GEORGE BROOKS-GONYER has 
joined First Federal Bank Corporation 
of New Haven as controller of both the 
bank holding company and its subsidi-
ary, First Federal Bank of Connecticut. 
He was also appointed to the position of 
senior vice-president. His job will be to 
set up appropriate accounting systems 
for any new products developed by FFB 
Corp. 
CHARLES GRISWOLD, JR. asso-
ciate professor and acting chairman of 
the philosophy department at Howard 
University in Washington, D.C., is the 
author of two recently published arti-
cles. "The Immorality of 'Animal 
Rights,'" and "Part of Jefferson's Leg-
acy We Shouldn't Forget," appeared in 
The Washington Post, and The Wall 
Street Journal, respectively. 
JONATHAN NEUNER of Seekonk, 
MA has joined Citizens Bank as vice-
president in the asset-based lending di-
vision. 
SARA LADEN is deputy sheriff of 
Fairfield County and lives in Bridgeport. 
TERRIE ROUSE is director of the 
New York City Transit Exhibit, a mu-
seum attached to the New York City 
Transit Authority. 
DANIEL RUSSO has joined Phoenix 
Mutual Life Insurance Company in 
Hartford as counsel in the law depart-
ment. He is responsible for federal, state 
and local tax planning and compliance 
matters. 
Reunion Gift Co-Chairmen: 
Daniel Korengold 
H. Jane Gutman 
II James A. Finkelstein c/o The Wyatt Company 9339 Genessee Ave., Suite 300 
San Diego, CA 92121 
DUNCAN SMITH writes of a new job 
developing sales training programs for 
Digital Equipment Corporation. Duncan 
is in the same training group as JEFF 
PRINCE '72. 
MARGARET BAIN HUOPPI notes 
that she was recently named assistant 
director for information at the alumni/ 
development office at Pomfret School. 
Margie, husband RICH '75, and sons Pe· 
ter (eight) and David (five), spent 10 days 
skiing in Switzerland last spring. 
We understand that LESLIE SIM-
MONS is working as an administrator 
for the Centro Cultural in San Jose, 
Costa Rica. She married Carlos Vargas, 
an attorney, and has a daughter, Sarah. 
News is getting sparse ... but with 
the anticipation of our fifteenth reunion 
in less than two years, I hope you will all 
get the pens out and jot me a line! 
Class Agent: Stacie Benes 
fit Gary Morgans, Esq. Fed. Energy Regulatory Commission 825 N. Capitol St., NE 
Washington, D.C. 20426 
MARLENE CONNOR is now a liter-
ary agent for her own agency. Her client 
list includes the Simplicity Pattern Com-
pany, Woman's Day, many fiction writ-
ers, and "several talented newcomers." 
She says "hello" to all her Trinity 
friends . 
JAMES KIRSCHNER has been pro-
moted to the position of director of stra-
tegic planning for the YMCA of greater 
New York. 
RUDOLPH MONTGELAS is living in 
Lock Haven, P A where he is manager of 
new products development for fiber op-
tics at GTE Products Corporation. 
CHRISTOPHER MOONEY has joined 
the staff of the Stamford office of John-
son & Higgins of Connecticut as an assis-
tant vice-president and senior consultant 
in the employee benefit department 
where he will also coordinate production 
benefits. 
Class Agents: Benjamin Brewster 
Ellen Weiss, Esq. 
Charles P. Stewart Ill 
R.D.#2 
Barron Rd. 
Ligonier, PA 15658 
I don't know about you, but the mo-
ment I receive the Trinity Reporter I turn 
to the "Class Notes" for the Class of 
1976. This is not just because I write 
them. I used to read them even when 
ROBIE PORTER was our Class scribe. 
I guess I read them because it never 
hurts to have too many connections. I 
was always taught, "It's not what you 
know, it's whom you know." I think 
whoever taught me that was right. 
Just imagine. I might be run over by a 
car in the Bronx. I need a surgeon. I look 
up in· my Trinity Reporter for surgeons 
in the Bronx and find STEVEN 
ABRAMS, M.D. at Montefiore Hospital. 
He'll give me a second chance. If hewer-
en't there, I wouldn't know whom to call. 
Or suppose I have a pet dolphin who 
needs some legal advice. I simply call up 
my classmate DONALD BAUR, general 
counsel for the U.S. Marine Mammal 
Commission, and get instantaneous ad-
vice from someone I can trust. 
You just never know when or where 
you are going to call upon the services of 
an old friend . What if I have sent a very 
important package to a customer and it 
absolutely, positively has to get there the 
next day, but it doesn't. Why, it's so sim-
ple. I pick up the phone, call my old class-
mate, NICK BRADY, JR., v.p. quality 
assurance at Purolator Courier Corp., 
and Nick will see to it that I don't lose 
my customer. Unfortunately, Nick will 
probably have to call his father who is 
the only one who can really get things 
done in that company, but Nick is mov-
ing up. 
So, you see there are a myriad of in-
stances when having the Trinity Re-
porter at your fingertips can save your 
life, your pet or your company. 
I cannot stress enough the importance 
of connections. 
Suppose you needed to know exactly 
how many books are kept in the library 
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
No problem. Call LYNN GARNETT 
CALVIN. As reference librarian for the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, she 
would have an answer for you in millise-
conds. 
There are many other practical ways 
to use the services of classmates. Specu-
late for a moment that I am a squealer 
on the Mafia and need to change my looks 
and my identity. Simple. I go to BARRY 
DOUGLAS, M.D., plastic surgery fellow 
at Mt. Sinai Hospital and say, "Barry, 
they're coming to get me. I need a new 
face ." As a fellow classmate, I am cer-
tain Barry would be glad to help. 
These situations happen and they hap-
pen fast. You have to be ready with your 
backdated "Class Notes." I can easily 
foresee an instance where I am in the 
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. I have 
strayed slightly frorri my buoy in the 
Hyannisport Harbor and am now des-
perately lost at sea. The waves are 
crashing over my transom. I get on my 
ship-to-shore radio and call in to MAR-
GARET R. JOHNSON-ORRICK. As 
chart operations manager for Naviga-
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tion Sciences Inc., she should certainly 
be able to bail me out of a jam like that. 
Now that you can see how handy 
"Class Notes" can be, read these: 
CHARLES D.F. COHN is president of 
his own advertising agency, Charles 
Cohn and Co. in NYC. At press time, he 
was scheduled to marry , Linda Sue 
Schwartzman on October 24 (see Wed-
dings). 
THOMAS KORENGOLD, CHIP 
GOODE and DAVID RAHM were picked 
up in New York for heisting the Statue 
of Liberty following JIM SOLOMON's 
engagement party at Trader Vic's. They 
said they would have gotten away with 
it, but the torch stuck out from the back 
of the station wagon. 
SUSAN EGBERT has finally admit-
ted to marrying Tony Gilroy in June, 
1984. They have a son, Samuel Bread on 
Gilroy (see Births). 
MELVIN R. SHUMAN (MEL) was 
elected to junior partnership at Hale and 
Dorr on June 1. His and Robin's new 
daughter, Rachel Lynne (see Births), 
adds to the flock. Their first daughter, 
Lauren Beth, was born 2/20/85. 
PETER M. MAY has no regrets that 
he is not an "esquire" and would instead 
prefer to have the credentials of Donald 
Trump. He is senior real estate project 
manager in the corporate real estate de-
partment for Combustion Engineering, 
Inc. in Windsor, CT. 
MACKENZIE CARPENTER has re-
ceived a master's in studies of Jaw at the 
Yale Law SchooL She will be the political 
reporter for WFSB, Channel 3, in Hart-
ford. 
SUSAN CHURCHILL BOWMAN and 
husband, Woody, had their first child, 
David Woodbury Bowman, on February 
22, 1987. Their whole crew has moved to 
Martha's Vineyard. 
Class Agent: Daniel W. Lincoln 
fB Mary Desmond Pinkowish 101 Ellenwood Ave. Mount Vernon, NY 10552 
DAVID BEERS writes that he and his 
wife, MARGARET '82, live in West 
Hartford with their daughters, Parker 
and Daphne. David is a construction su-
pervisor for a remodeling and home-
building firm. 
JACK SANTOS was recently pro-
moted to a new, officer-level position at 
Aetna Life and Casualty. Jack says he 
enjoys the time spent with his three-year-
old son and one-year-old daughter, who 
incidentally, shares her dad's birthday! 
JAMES DAVENPORT has a new job 
as a staff nurse at Boston City HospitaL 
As of August of this year, MARTY 
KANOFF has opened a private practice 
in Berlin, NJ. He is assistant director of 
the prenatal clinic at West Jersey Hos-
pital in Voorhees, NJ and was the 1986-
87 winner of the Frank E. Gruber 
Award. 
LYNN GRAY writes that she has 
spent the last six years Jiving near Mar-
seilles, France. She returns to Nan-
tucket during the summers to direct the 
children's art program at the Nantucket 
Island School of Design and the Arts. 
Lynn has a three-year-old daughter, Joy. 
Someone finally heard from FRANK 
GRUBELICH! He is completing a car-
diology fellowship at the Boston Veter-
an's Administration Medical Center and 
Jiving in East Haven, CT. 
DEBRA J. YOUNG is the afternoon 
news anchor and a reporter for WICH/ 
WCTY in Norwich. She continues as a 
part-time reporter at WTIC AM/FM in 
Hartford. 
Since January of this year, BRIAN J. 
DONNELL has been a partner in the 
Hartford Jaw firm of Halloran, Sage, 
Phelan, and Hagarty, where he spe-
cializes in contract litigation and coun-
seling, especially in the construction and 
design industries. Brian and his wife, 
KAREN W ACHTELL DONNELL '80, 
live in West Hartford. 
I was lucky enough to run into JOHN 
VECHHIO at a medical meeting in NYC 
in early October. John is finishing his 
infectious disease fellowship at Yale. For 
the benefit of any of you in the midst of 
your first fellowship year, John reports 
that the second year is a piece of cake. 
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THE TRINITY CHAPEL was the site of the wedding of David N. 
Duncan '79 and Susan E. Saltonstall '79 on April11, 1987 followed by a 
reception at the Hartford Club. Alumni/ae attending were: (I. to r.)first 
row - Judy Feinberg McGhee '79, the bride, Susie Saltonstall, Amy 
Katz Bilgore '79; second row - Ron Kaufinan '79, the groom, Dave 
Duncan; third row - Tim Michno '79, Seth Price '79, Peter Davis '79; 
fourth row - Will Fomshell '79, Tom Casey '80, the groom's father, 
Donald Duncan '49. Missing from the photo are Stuart Kerr '78 and 
Eleanor Wenner '80. 
Well, almost. John was attending the 
meeting as a participant and I was there 
covering the goings on for Patient Care 
magazine and the Medical Economics 
Company. 
Please keep writing. And if you are 
ever in the New York area, give a call-
my husband, Peter, and I are still living 
in Mt. Vernon. 
Class Agent: Mary Stodolink Cheyne 
fl Gretchen A. Mathieu-Hansen 128 College Ave. I Flourtown, P A 19031 
TOBY CHAMBERLAIN has com-
pleted his first year of the two-year mas-
ter's program in public and private 
management at the Yale School of Or-
ganization and Management. 
MICHAEL and CYNTHIA COHEN 
have moved to Orlando, FL where they 
built a house. He is with Gilpin Peyton & 
Pierce, an advertising agency, where he 
is supervising several accounts. He notes 
that business takes him to Boston and 
St. Louis periodically. Ted, their four-
year-old, enjoys Disneyworld, and Cindy 
is volunteering at the Science Center. 
"Any Trinity alums coming to see the 
Mouse?" he asks. If so, give them a call, 
or drop a line. 
DAN DOERGE is president of the 
Bank of Westminster in Denver, CO. 
BARBARA SANBORN FAUROT 
writes that her husband, Charles, is as-
sistant vice-president in the U.S. card 
products group at Citicorp in New York. 
After over six years in Latin America 
with the Department of State, ROSS and 
KATHERINE NEWLAND and their 
two children left Costa Rica in Septem-
ber to return to Washington. 
CLAY PHILLIPS left the U.S. Navy 
in 1984, graduated from Columbia Busi-
ness School in New York City in 1986, 
and is currently working for General Mo-
tors Corporation in international mar-
keting and business development. 
MARGARET SCHOTT and her hus-
band moved to Pittsburgh in 1985. 
ANN HESTER SOKOLOV is an at-
torney with Zusmann, Small & White, 
P.C., in Atlanta, GA. 
BEN THOMPSON is in private prac-
tice in clinical social work and also is 
emplo_x~ as a clinical social worker for 
the PrOtestant Social Service Bureau in 
Quincy, MA. He writes that he and 
CHARLOTTE MERYMAN '81 recently 
bought a house in Arlington, MA. 
Class Agents: George Smith, Esq. 
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JANE ABRAHAM and her husband, 
Joe, are living in West Redding, CT. She 
recently celebrated her fifth anniversary 
with Emery Worldwide in Wilton, CT. 
She and her husband share season tick-
ets for the New York Mets and, at the 
time of her note, were looking forward 
to another exciting season. 
CATHERINE GRAUBERT is a phys-
ical therapist at Children's Hospital and 
Medical Center in Seattle, W A. 
JAMA GULAID has completed his 
Ph.D. at the University of Minnesota and 
now works at the Center for Disease 
Control. 
RONALD PELLETIER received his 
doctor of medicine degree from the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati College of Medicine 
on June 14, 1987. 
In the fall DEBBIE SIL YERMAN be-
gan a new job with Enterprise Social In-
vestment Corporation. This is one of the 
groups established by James Rouse after 
he left the Rouse Company to do socially 
responsible development. She will be 
working on projects featuring the new 
low income tax credit, packaging syndi-
cations for projects throughout the coun-
try. 
HOLLY SINGER is an associate in the 
marketing department of Merrill Lynch 
Money Markets, Inc. in New York City. 
She joined the company in August, 1987, 
after completing her M.B.A. degree at 
New York University. 
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KATRINA ABBOTT continues to 
work with Outward Bound and Sea Ed-
ucation Association. In her spare time, 
she helped with a two-week trip through 
the Grand Canyon and spent a month 
rock climbing in Southern California. She 
notes that her life is "full of adventures 
and good folks.'' 
GILBERT BENZ is economic consul-
tant at A. Gary Shilling & Co. in New 
York City. 
BETTINA BERNSTEIN-LIEBLICH 
is a fellow in child psychiatry at Hahne-
mann University Hospital in Philadel-
phia. 
DAVID BROOKS is studying for his 
Ph.D. in Latin-American history at 
UConn. 
DAVID DOE is an actuarial associate 
with Hanover Insurance Company in 
Worcester, MA. 
LESLIE FINCH is a cost accountant 
for a savings and loan association in Ar-
kansas. 
ROBERT FLAHERTY is a trust offi-
cer with Bank of New England in Bos-
ton. 
LISE HALPERN-COOLEY is prod-
uct manager/advanced systems for Hae-
monetics Corp. Husband JEFFREY is 
attending physician at Lemuel Shattuck 
Hospital in Boston. 
SAMUEL HEED is a teacher at The 
Haverford School in Haverford, P A. 
LEONIE HERSHFIELD is assistant 
vice-president for Bank of Boston/Con-
necticut and is located in Waterbury, CT. 
She notes that she is now a member of 
the "landed gentry, having just pur-
chased a condominium." 
THOMAS A. HUNTER writes that in 
January he and his wife, Laura, pur-
chased TAB of Southern Maine. Their 
home is in Kennebunkport. 
THOMAS G. HUNTER has been pro-
moted to senior analyst, marketing re-
search. He's working on chewing gum 
products for American Chicle division of 
Warner -Lambert Company. He planned 
to run in the Jersey Waterfront five-mile 
race in April. 
ROBERT KEYES is an attorney as-
sociated with O'Connor, McGuinness, 
Conte, Doyle, Oleson and Collins in 
White Plains, NY. 
CHRISTINE LABAN is a chemical 
engineer with 3M Diagnostic Systems in 
California. 
PAMELA LORCH is an attorney with 
Sabatini and Budney in Newington, CT. 
RICHARD LUCHT has transferred to 
San Diego and is supply department head 
on a tour aboard U.S.S. Bristol County. 
PETER LYONS received his M.B.A. 
degree from Babson College in Decem-
ber, 1986 and is now working as a finan-
cial analyst in the national sales 
department at Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company. 
LISA PARKER has moved to the Bos-
ton area after spending two years in 
product management at Frito-Lay in 
Dallas, TX. She is now working in Mal-
den, MA as the marketing manager for 
SCL Corporation, a paint and coatings 
manufacturer. She is living in Belmont, 
MA. 
FRANCES PLOUGH recently moved 
from Denver to the Tampa Bay area in 
Florida. 
ANITA SPIGULIS is a sales repre-
sentative with Newsweek in Boston. 
JOAN STEUER left the magazine, 
Chocolatier, and started a consulting 
business, "Chocolate Marketing, Inc.," 
specializing in new product development 
and marketing for chocolate and dessert 
companies. 
SUSAN WILKINS has recently re-
signed from the Baltimore law firm 
where she was an attorney in real estate 
and has joined her family's business, 
Wilkins Buick and Wilkins Yacht Sales. 
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JOSEPH BIERMAN recently moved 
into New York City and began working 
as an account executive at a small public 
relations agency. He notes that he'd 
"rather be living in Boston and working 
as a product manager in a major pack-
Headliner 
Dr. Keith W. McAteer '82 of 
Dallas, TX is one of 25 doctors 
nationwide who were chosen to 
receive the Berlex Resident Edu-
cation A ward. The first program 
of its kind, the award is designed 
to encourage talented young doc-
tors to pursue research into fertility 
and reproductive medicine. 
aged goods company. So much for ambi-
tion." 
ALISON BRENNAN is vice-president 
of First Union Bank in Greensboro, NC. 
ELIZABETH CARRIGAN is working 
in institutional corporate bond sales at 
Rodman & Renshaw in New York City. 
SHAUN FINNEGAN is vice-presi-
dent in Connecticut National Bank's as-
set-based lending office in Boston, where 
he is a commericalloan officer. 
DR. ROBERT ORENSTEIN and his 
new wife, Dr. Amy E. Foxx (see Wed-
dings), continued their medical training 
in suburban Detroit this summer. 
PAUL ORLANDO is editorial associ-
ate for the Philadelphia Orchestra. At 
the time he wrote, he was planning a 
three-week vacation in Europe. 
JEFFREY OSBORN writes that he 
moved back to New England from Santa 
Barbara "with a California wife." 
KRISTIN PETERSON is a teaching 
fellow at Harvard University. 
CLAY '78 and KATHERINE RAE 
PHILLIPS are "getting settled in De-
troit" where they've been for a year. 
Katherine notes that she is "taking the 
slow route towards a degree in architec-
ture and working at the architectural 
firm of Mimoru Yamasaki Associates. 
"East coasters will know at least one 
group of our buildings - theW orld Trade 
Center," she writes. 
MARIAN DAVIS PIERCE has moved 
to Leominster, MA. She has a new job as 
immigration specialist for Wang Labo-
ratories in Lowell, MA. 
ROBERT POLLIEN has purchased a 
home in South Portland, ME. 
THOMAS ROCHE, JR. has moved 
from NYC to Stamford and is "excited 
about new position with Johnson & Hig-
gins." 
TOPPER SHUTT and his wife, ALI-
SON BRENNAN, moved to Greensboro, 
NC in July where he is the weekend me-
teorologist for WFMY-TV, the CBS sta-
tion there. Alison is a vice-president with 
First Union Bank. 
LYNN SUSMAN has been promoted 
to director of development at New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music in Boston. 
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ROB AHRENSDORF has been pro-
moted to assistant product manager on 
child cereals at General Mills. 
BRUCE BYRNE was recently pro-
moted to United States training man-
ager of the software services division at 
Digital Equipment Corp. in Maynard, 
MA. 
LINCOLN COLLINS is studying for 
his M.B.A. on a fellowship at Boston Col-
lege. 
DAVID CONGDON graduated from 
the Wharton Business School in May, 
1987. He began working for First Bos-
ton Corp. in real estate finance in Sep-
tember, 1987. 
SANDY CONNELLY writes that her 
husband, George, is enjoying his new job 
at Reliance Insurance Company. They 
are living in Philadelphia. 
ANDREW FOX returned to Omaha, 
NE to resume his sales representative 
position with Stone Container Corp. 
LEILA GORDON has been promoted 
to senior investment officer in the trust 
division of Provident National Bank in 
Philadelphia. 
AMINDA PICKERING HALSEY has 
been promoted to assistant vice-presi-
dent in the foreign exchange services de-
partment at Morgan Guaranty. 
MARK ITALIA has completed his 
Ph.D. in chemistry and writes that he is 
"gainfully employed ... finally!" 
MARG01' KEENE KERNS is en-
rolled in Xavier University's M.B.A. 
program in Cincinnati, OH. 
ROBERT LEAVITT is in his second 
year of pediatrics residency at Brown 
University's program at Rhode Island 
Hospital. 
PETER MARTIN is sales/marketing 
manager representing the E & J Gallo 
Winery in the United Kingdom. 
GWEN ILLICK NEUMANN is- cur-
rently working as a therapist for a foster 
care agency in Allentown, P A. She 
earned her M.S.W. degree in 1986. 
IDP graduate SARAH PAUL is a fam-
ily therapist, having obtained her M.S.W. 
from Adelphi University in 1984. She has 
a small private practice in a rural com-
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munity near her home. She is also in-
volved in some speculative real estate 
and various community activities. 
JOHANNA PITOCCHELLI is work-
ing at Bryn Mawr Travel as sales repre-
sentative and escorted a trip to Rome in 
November. 
DOUGLAS ROLLINS graduated from 
UConn Dental School in May, 1987. In 
July he started a two-year residency in 
orthodontics at UConn. 
RIMA SIROTA is an attorney with 
Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Han-
dler in Washington, D.C. 
JUDY MERCER TAYLOR is a con-
sultant with Longview Associates in New 
Fairfield, CT. 
DONNA WAITE is associate with 
Kornblum, McBride, Kelly & Herlihy in 
San Francisco. 
In June RUSSELL WILLNER grad-
uated from the M.B.A. program at the 
University of Chicago. He has taken a 
position with Analog Devices in Limer-
ick, Ireland for the next few years. 
ALBERT and JOCELYN ZUG have 
moved to Sewickley, P A. In September 
Bert entered the master of divinity pro-
gram at Trinity Episcopal School for 
Ministry in Ambridge, P A. Bert is a pos-
tulant for ordination in the diocese of 
Pennsylvania. 
r------
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Well? Did you get your letter? Are you 
excited? Are you thrilled? Have you 
packed yet? Do you have any idea what I 
am talking about? The REUNION, of 
course! I am just trying to drill into your 
heads that a mjaor reunion is on its way, 
and I want you all to be prepared for this 
party. So call your friends, make your 
reservations, and block out your calen-
dar for June 9-12, 1988. 
After a delightful chat with SCOTT 
NESBITT the other night, I realized just 
how good it will be to see everyone again. 
Scott is now a student at the Wharton 
Business School in Philadelphia, having 
left the world of high-car-finance. At-
tending with him are DOUG SPARR, 
LANCE CHOY, and TIZA LONDON. 
While business school is slightly more 
laborious than expected, it must be re-
assuring to see familiar faces slogging it 
out in the library beside you. 
Scott had some scoops for me. ROBIN 
FINS is on a new track. She has left arts 
We want to keep in touch with all our classmates and 
alumni friends. So, if you have changed your address, let 
us know in the space below. A special plea to the class of 
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management to raise money for a new 
cause - Planned Parenthood. She is ap-
parently enjoying her career switch and 
this new challenge. My apologies to DAN 
MOALLI who is, in fact, still in arts 
management, having never left it for any 
other career. (From what I hear, Dan 
never even touches garbage if he can help 
it.) 
In other news, MARK BRONSKY will 
be attending a residency program in or-
thodontics at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and will graduate 
this June. (When you come to Reunion, 
can members of our Class make appoint-
ments for dental check-ups? We could 
arrange to set up a chair right on the 
Quad!) DAVE NAGLE is currently 
working as a publicist in the communi-
cations department at ESPN, the cable 
television network in Bristol; DAVID 
WALKER is a research analyst with 
State Street Research in Boston; 
WENDY GORLIN has just moved into 
her own apartment in the Bay section of 
Manhattan and is happy to be roommate-
less! LAURA MECKE was married this 
summer to David Midgley, and is living 
in Brookline. 
In the world of education, SALLY ER-
ICKSON is a student at the University 
of Maine Law School; KIM THACKER 
recently graduated from medical school 
and will begin her internship in internal 
medicine at Danbury Hospital; and RO-
BERTA SCHERR received a doctor of 
medicine degree from Hahnemann Uni-
versity School of Medicine. She will be 
completing a family medicine residency 
at Hunterdon Medical Center in Flem-
ington, NJ. 
Finally, SUE FISKE is living in Med-
ford, MA. Following a stint as a parale-
gal manager in Boston and a brieftrip to 
Europe, Sue is currently working in the 
sales department of the general publish-
ing division at Addison-Wesley Publish-
ing Co. 
That's it for this column. You have 
probably all been so busy getting your 
act together for our upcoming Home-
coming weekend and the Reunion, that 
you haven't had time to write. Well, if 
you don't have time to write about your-
self, at least fill out that little "yes, I 
want to go to the Reunion" card and 
start getting psyched. (Come on. Admit 
it. You're just dying to see which of your 
roommates lost a) his hair b) his youthful 
charm c) her mind d) your address, and 
that's why he/she hasn't written.) So 
keep those cards and notes coming in! 
Looking forward to seeing you all soon. 
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If nothing else, writing this column 
forces me to go through the piles of pa-
per on my desk four times each year. 
While I still haven't succeeded in clear-
ing off the desk, I have gone through the 
stuff on top. If I start wandering off giv-
ing you the mileage balance in my fre-
quent flyer account, you'll know why. 
CYNTHIA BRYANT wrote recently. 
She's living in Park Slope in Brooklyn 
with MARTIN BIHL '85. They were en-
gaged last February and plan to be mar-
ried next June. Cynthia now works as a 
circulation analyst for Hearst Maga-
zines. Cynthia requests MARC ACK-
ERMAN's address at Duke (you 
remember him ... we've discussed his 
personal history at length in this col-
umn). 
NICK DEPPEN reports his December 
graduation from the American Graduate 
School of International Management 
("Thunderbird") with a master's in in-
ternational management. Nick spent the 
year after Trinity graduation teaching 
English and studying Chinese in Beijing. 
Despite the fact that he was paid in non-
convertible Chinese money, he hopes to 
return to China in the employ of a com-
pany doing business in China. 
CHERYL DAHLBERG wrote me a 
happy note reporting her engagement. 
Life in St. Louis is certainly looking up! 
JACQUELINE KIM is in sales liaison 
for Shearson Lehman Brothers, Inc. 
In the "receiving degrees" category, 
WENDY PERKINS now holds a mas-
ter's in creative arts in therapy from 
Hahnemann University in Philadelphia. 
She works as an art therapist at Moss 
Rehabilitation Hospital and Evergreens 
Episcopal Home for the Aged. 
JIM ERMILIO graduated from law 
school at American University in Wash-
ington last May. He took the bar in July 
and now works at Bingham, Dana & 
Gould in Boston. The word on the street 
is that he's under heavy consideration 
for a new starring role in "Beantown 
Law" (which you'll remember from the 
last Reporter). 
KIRSTEN HERTZ moved to San 
Francisco after graduating from the 
University of Buffalo Law School in May. 
In June, she was thinking of pursuing job 
possibilities in women's rights/public in-
terest law. I'm looking forward to an up-
date! 
Watch the Atlantic Monthly for work 
by FRANCIE NORRIS. 
PATRICIA ANN KISER began work-
ing as database coordinator for the Cap-
ital Region Library Council last April in 
Windsor, CT. Her job combines work as 
a librarian and as a systems analyst. 
Did I tell you JOHN MANAK is pur-
suing a Ph.D. in biology at Columbia? 
His area of specialty is developmental 
molecular biology. (Since we all benefit-
ted from a liberal arts education, I must 
admit that reminds me of the oft-re-
quested Mose Allison rendition of "Mo-
lecular Structure" ... ). 
SUE SHERRILL was married in Sep-
tember, but before she was married, she 
had a rendezvous with LAURA DARBY, 
MARTHA BELCHER '84, ROLLY 
DANDO '86 and MARTHA ERSKINE 
in New York. 
I think I mentioned running into 
BRUCE NEWMAN in the New York 
subway last spring. He was on his way 
to look at an apartment. He was success-
ful; he moved from Rye to Brooklyn 
Heights in May. He's an assistant ac-
count executive for O&M Direct Re-
sponse. 
NANCY MEADE took the Alaska bar 
exam after working for a law firm in San 
Francisco. She was married in August, 
took a honeymoon in the Caribbean, and 
headed back to Anchorage to her job as 
a clerk for the Supreme Court in Alaska. 
Talk about frequent flyer mileage! 
MIKE HAVARD has relocated to 
Washington to pursue an M.B.A. at 
Georgetown. 
CHRIS STAN SON left her job at Peat 
Marwick last fall to become a consultant 
and controller with Securities Software 
& Consulting (which speicalizes in finan-
cial services industries) in Bloomfield, 
CT. 
As promised, the scoop on PETER 
STINSON's recent life transition (you 
remember, he specializes in them). He's 
teaching at the Wyoming Seminary. It 
isn't in Wyoming. It isn't a seminary. 
Yup. 
ANN BURCROFF began a master's 
program in biology at Central Connecti-
cut State University. 
BILL GREGG ("Mr. Chicago") is a 
government bond trader, and, I am 
pleased to report, an active soul in Trin-
ity alumni activities in the Windy City. 
MATT GOLDING had a party in Sep-
tember. I showed up in a towel after 
spending the day windsurfing. Matt had 
just been to a Ray Charles concert so he 
kept singing "Georgia." CAROL SAW-
YER was there - she's working as a de-
velopment assistant at the JFK School 
at Harvard. ART RICE was at the party, 
too. He's still jetting around the country 
looking for investment opportunities. Oh 
yes (should I say "oui"), Matt's fine. It 
was a fun party. 
DEB CRONIN also hails from Boston 
these days. She's a junior account exec-
utive in public relations at Conover & 
Company. 
CYNTHIA WILLIAMS is the assist-
ant manager of the Telephone Center at 
the market research firm, Response 
Analysis Corporation, in Princeton. 
Congratulations to JIM KOLOWICH 
(see Engagements). He and Susan will be 
married on May 27. 
MIKE LIEBER began work with Rud-
nick & Wolfe in Chicago after graduat-
ing from the University of lllinois College 
of Law. 
This next section comes to you via the 
attendees at LINDA KAPNEK 
BROWN's beautiful wedding in Octo-
ber. If some of this is misreported, it's 
because I was laughing too hard at 
DALE SINDELL's rendition of the "La 
Bamba" dance (if you want to catch her 
appearance, ask Linda about the video -
Dale flew in from Spain just to do this!). 
BOB ROCHELLE and HILARY 
BRAVERMAN '86 are engaged. 
The Class of '84 was well represented 
by LANEY LYNCH, BRUCE NEW-
MAN, TED WHEELER, and KAREN 
WEBBER at the New York young al-
umni gathering this fall. LORRAINE 
SAUNDERS paid but she didn't go. 
MARY ACUNZO is in a six-year pro-
gram in clinical psychology at Clark Uni-
versity in Worcester. 
MARC SEL VERSTONE moved to 
Stanford. He had dinner with NANCY 
KATZ and the above-mentioned Lor-
raine Saunders one night in New York. 
He took them two roses. They had a 
brawl over them. Marc laughed. 
AMY SNYDER reports that LESLIE 
WICKS is back in Philadelphia doing 
"something with money ... no, wait, 
something to do with investments." 
(Amy's an attorney now.) 
LAURA HAGAN is engaged to Geof-
frey Spillane. 
TODD KNUTSON (back in Philadel-
phia) spotted an article about a road race 
organized in part by DEB VTNNICK. 
Also in Philadelphia, you can find JOHN 
HAMBLETT. He's still working for 
First Boston. Todd and I drove by 
GRAEME and BECKY FRAZIER's 
house in Philadelphia. 
By the way, I was recently appointed 
vice-president for admissions for the Na-
tional Alumni Executive Committee. I'm 
looking forward to strengthening the al-
umni admissions support program this 
year; I hope many of you will get in-
volved through area alumni associations. 
Please make a special effort to let me 
know your thoughts about this very im-
portant area for Trinity. You can help 
the College a lot! 
Drive by my humble home (and neigh-
boring hot dog stand) in Hartford next 
time you're in the Northeast. Or contact 
me via dogsled, reindeer, homing pi-
geon, telephone, U.S. mail, mental tele-
pathy, aura, or just drop down my 
chimney. 
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Hello again! This issue should find 
everyone reading the Reporter in front 
of the fireplace with a mug of hot choco-
late as snow falls outside. (For those of 
you who live in warm climates: just use 
your imagination!) 
The Head of the Charles, Homecom-
ing, and many area alumni events have 
taken place, affording us the opportu-
nity to catch up on what's been happen-
ing in the lives of the members of our 
Class. Well, if you haven't had enough 
already, there's more! 
I've run into SUE GRANGER several 
times, and each time I see her she's doing 
something else! Almost all of her free 
time is now occupied by the novel she's 
writing. Cambridge certainly is the per-
fect place for her to be living! 
ANN KEZER writes that she and 
STEVE LAZARUS are engaged and 
plan an August 1988 wedding (after the 
bar exam) in Maine. Steve is in his third 
year at the University of Cincinnati Law 
School and Ann has been promoted to 
college relations coordinator/senior em-
ployment specialist for SAMI/Burke. 
ANNE HAY GURIN '84 and STEPHEN]. TALL '84 were marri.edonJune 20,1987 on the farm of the 
bride's parents in Richlandtown, PA. Trinity alumni/ae attending were: (1. tor.) Rhonda Kaplan '86, Mich-
elle Parsons '84, Peter B. Yearley '84, Mary Katelyn Starkey '84, Peyson Potter '85, A. Marc Ackerman '84, 
Lauren Hargraves '85, Beverly Ravalese '84, Roberta Glaser '85, the bride, Anne Gurin Tall '84, the groom, 
Stephen John Tall '84, Stephen B. Klots '84, Robert Sansonetti '84, David O'Donnell '85, David Barry '85, 
Louisa Wright '85, Joseph Wire '85, Anne Malabre '85, Krister Johnson '85, Andrew Merrill '85 and Erica 
Thurman Merrill '85. 
(For those of you who don't know, it's a 
marketing research firm and a subsidi-
ary of TIME, Inc.) Steve had a black-tie 
bash and ESTE STIFEL, PAUL 
KIPNES and ANDREW NASH all 
trekked to the Midwest for the big event. 
Ann said they're all doing well. 
EILEEN DURKIN has moved to Mas-
sachusetts and is studying at Harvard's 
School of Education. She, BARBARA 
ELIA (who's been promoted to market 
research supervisor at Cushman and 
Wakefield}, JON MILLER (Mr. B.U. 
Law), JOE SHIELD (Mr. Gallo Wine), 
and I discussed the Meaning of Life a Ia 
Monty Python one rainy night in Charles-
town while consuming mass quantities 
of junk food . 
STEVE DREW is with Procter & 
Gamble in Boston, and last I heard, he 
was training for a triathlon. I tried to 
verify this at the Head of the Chuck, but 
I couldn't make it through the throngs 
of people around Steve (he had enough 
food for an army!). 
SARAH RAGLAND is doing well. I 
ran into her at a Mexican restaurant and 
we bored her poor friend to tears while 
we talked about Trinity stuff. She's now 
editing and writing the corporate publi-
cation for John Hancock in Boston. Her 
former roommate, LESLIE COHN, 
headed for the mountains and is now 
teaching at the Grayland School in Den-
ver. 
SALLY WEISSINGER is pursuing an 
M.A. in classics at Tufts while teaching 
Latin and Greek part-time at the Brooks 
School - right around the corner from 
NORM PRICE at G.D.A. 
KATE KAPTEYN is now living in 
Boston and working as an advertising 
assistant at Raben Publishing. 
BROOKE SOUTHALL is doing dou-
ble duty- working full time at V.R. 
Business Brokers of Cambridge and part 
time as a coach at Belmont Hill. 
PETER MATHIEU and GLENN 
WILSON recently moved into a house 
outside of Boston and tell me that they're 
like Felix and Oscar in "The Odd Cou-
ple." I never did find out who was play-
ing what role, but only that Glenn is 
almost through at Tufts Dental School, 
and Pete was enjoying a very interesting 
position with the Dorchester D.A.'s of-
fice. 
In Rhode Island, some newsworthy 
items have cropped up. MARIA FOR-
MISANO has a new address in Provi-
dence (write me if you need it) and is still 
loving advertising. LINDA BOWER-
MAN is pursuing a master's in botany at 
the University of Rhode Island. VICKIE 
COX has just entered U.R.I.'s M.S. pro-
gram in psychology. Any other "Ocean 
State" people we should know about? 
JEFF HANDELMAN is an assistant 
investment adviser for Meyer Handel-
man Co. in Purchase, NY. He writes, 
"After nine months on my own, I've con-
cluded that I need two things - a house-
keeper and a wife." (Me, too, Jeff!) 
MARTHA ERSKINE and MARTHA 
BELCHER '84 are living together in 
N.Y.C. Martha#l is working as an assist-
ant literary agent. 
CHRIS ELLIOT is completing his M.S. 
in biomedical engineering at R.P.L in 
Troy. 
Finally, way out in Ojai, CA, DAVID 
RODNEY has joined the faculty of the 
Thatcher School as a physics teacher. 
Thatcher was the first boys' boarding 
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school west of the Mississippi (I always 
have to sing that song when I spell Mis-
sissippi!) 
Keep me updated (and the Alumni Of-
fice!) on your whereabouts so that you 
may enjoy the thrill of seeing your name 
in print. Thanks to all of you who wrote 
or called - it certainly makes my job 
easier and more interesting! 
Okay, we interrupt Lori's report for 
this addendum. Santa LORI DAVIS got 
her Christmas loot in right at the buzzer 
for this issue, and I, LEE COFFIN, being 
the diligent elf that I am, had already 
written the following portion which Lori 
didn't cover. So, in the true holiday spirit, 
'85 has a double entry . . . 
Ho ho ho and season's greetings, 
everyone. 
Oh, but where to begin . .. well, I see 
in my file that SANDY MONAGHAN 
has moved from Hartford to Philadel-
phia to join Cushman & Wakefield in 
their financial services division. PAM 
VON SELDENECK has also moved 
back to Philly, although I can't remem-
ber what she'll be doing when she gets 
there. 
I was at a young alumni party in Bos-
ton in October and I saw MEG BISHOP 
who has moved to Boston and is living 
with FRANCIE NORRIS '84. Meg has 
recently been hired as an assistant ad-
missions representative at a Boston 
business school and when I saw her, she 
was preparing for a fun-filled training 
session in Pittsburgh . . . okay, so it 
wasn't so fun-filled, but at least she got 
to go to Pittsburgh!! No big deal, huh? 
JOE SHIELD was there also. Joe had 
several inquiries from a few NFL teams 
during the strike but he opted to keep 
his sales job with Gallo Wines rather than 
become a scab. TONY CONSTANZO is 
now working at' Fidelity in Boston be-
fore returning to law school next year. 
CAROLINE COCO and JEANNE 
DEVELIN were also at the Boston 
party, although I didn't get a chance to 
say hello and so, not surprisingly, that's 
about all I can say about the two of them. 
SUSAN CLARK, an assistant pub-
lisher at H.R. Reporter in L.A., says she 
survived the Los Angeles earthquake 
with only a few cracks in her ceiling ... 
She says the quake felt like being on a 
subway in New York. 
I got a postcard recently from DAVE 
BLYN, which showed him looking like 
Mad Max in front of a rather imposing 
motorcycle. He said he had just arrived 
in San Francisco after a nine-week, 
8,000-mile drive from Connecticut. The 
picture of him was taken on an Amish 
farm, where he says he spent a week 
"working and eating and getting the 
hang of buggies, carriages, buckboards, 
and farm wagons." At the time, he was 
debating whether a horse or a motorcy-
cle was a bigger hassle! 
JOHN MOLNER has also taken to the 
pertipatetic life . John left his job at First 
Boston last spring and has been a nomad 
ever since. So far he has traveled through 
Europe, canoed through Canada, 
prowled around New York and Chicago, 
and he even crashed for a week on my 
couch in Hartford. You know you're be-
coming a wanderer when a week on a 
couch in Hartford looks good! Anyway, 
John says he is re-evaluating his career 
path, and has crashed occasionally at the 
home of newlyweds Amanda and LOU 
SHIPLEY. John, Lou, and I went bowl-
ing at Bowl-0-Rama on the Berlin Turn-
pike while Amanda was at a shower. It 
brought back memories. The patrons of 
Bowl-0-Rama, for any of you who care, 
have apparently forgiven Trinity and 
those associated with Trinity for the 
Kappa Kappa Gamma shoe heist of our 
senior year because no one sneered at 
me when I went in with a Trinity sweat-
shirt. 
RICK ANDREOLI and CARY AL-
LEN turned up at a wedding in the Trin-
ity Chapel in October. Rick is enjoying 
his third year of law school at Wake For-
est while Cary married Angela Wing on 
October 24! DAVE DISCENZA was also 
at the wedding, and he is hanging in 
there in his fight with brain cancer. 
The young alumni party in New York 
back in September was also attended by 
a pretty fair number of our classmates. 
DAPHNE V ANDENHOECK and her 
new beau were there. Daphne has been 
working in the advertising field in New 
York, and she was, as usual, quite the 
life of the party. LUKE BELSON did 
another tour as a roadie with Joe Cocker. 
He is still at Banco di Roma, where he 
says he is having a great time. My sieve-
like memory is failing me again, but I 
think Luke is planning another tour in 
the near future. He had been sharing his 
parents' New York apartment with 
STEVE O'BRIEN and ALLISON BER-
LINGER but I hear that Allison has 
flown the coop to write a novel in Ver-. 
mont! She's been watching too much 
"Newhart." 
MARK "STICK" VIKLUND is an 
MBA student at the University of Chi-
cago. JOHN WILSON, who is still at Ad-
vest in Hartford, spoke to him recently 
and Mark told him that Chicago was 
"big, cold, and flat." Stick always did 
have such a way with words. Since my 
last spin at the "Class typewriter," I 
have discovered that RON PRUETT is, 
in fact, alive and well in Chicago. The 
column seemed to lure him out of hiding. 
He is working at American International 
Life Insurance and he says he really en-
joys what he's doing. 
In Hartford, I saw BILL DETWILER, 
a staff accountant at Price Waterhouse, 
at an alumni career panel at Trinity in 
which I actually heard the ultimate party 
man proclaim, in public, that "account-
ing is not boring." Remember, you heard 
it here first. He went on to say that he 
really finds accounting to be very chal-
lenging and that he doesn't even mind 
working Saturdays! I rest my case. 
KATHI O'CONNOR, one of my co-
horts in academe and crime here at Trin-
ity, was recently promoted to associate 
director of annual giving in the Devel-
opment Office. KO is now responsible 
for the Parent's Fund and other as-
sorted giving type goodies. KO has been 
quite the happy traveler these days, hav-
ing toured England and France in Sep-
tember and Italy in November. On a 
somewhat related giving noted, our erst-
while Class Agent, STEVE NORTON, 
has moved to Washington, D.C. to pur-
sue a career in politics. I know, it's incon-
ceivable, isn't it? At this time, I haven't 
heard any reports as to which lucky 
branch of government has claimed him. 
I also hear that LOUISE WILLIAMS 
was recently married down in D.C., al-
though I don't think he went to Trinity. 
I hear it through the grapevine that 
LAUREN HARGRAVES, another 
seemingly lost soul, has started working 
on her master's in international affairs 
at Columbia. MARTHA BONNEVILLE 
has taken a job with Purina and has 
moved to St. Louis. MIYUKI KANEKO 
visited -Martha back in August and 
echoed Mark Viklund's sentiments about 
Chi'cago: she said St. Louis was "big, flat, 
and hot." 
MARY REILLY turned up at a happy 
hour in Hartford that JANE MELVIN 
'84 sponsored. Mary has just moved to 
Hartford from New York, and she did 
not seem like a happy pup to be back, 
despite my persuasions that Hartford 
wasn't such a bad place to live. I think 
she's stuck here though, since she is en-
gaged to a Hartfordian and will be mar-
ried next spring. 
STEVE KISH, another Hartfordian (I 
just invented that term ... I think I like 
it) has started a new all-male singing 
group, a la After Dark. The quartet is 
called "Big Men Off Campus" and fea-
tures Steve, DOUG ROLLINS '82, and 
two other guys who did not have the 
honor of attending Trinity. So, if any of 
you are in need of a good men's quartet, 
give Steve a call. His business card says 
that they travel to every northeast state 
except Massachusetts, although I can't 
figure out why the Bay State has been 
purged. All you residents of the Com-
monwealth, make him an offer he can't 
refuse and see what happens. 
I also hear from TED COXE that he is 
organizing the 50th reunion of the Trin-
ity Pipes next spring. So all you ex-Pipes 
(do you ever really become ex-Pipes, 
though?) give Ted a call if you'd like to 
help him out. 
At the time I'm writing this, I have 
also received three responses from the 
letter Lori and I sent out in October. 
MILES ESTY gets the award as the first 
one to return his update card. Miles is 
attending New York Law School and ex-
pects to get his J.D. in 1989. MURIEL 
CASTADOT came in second. She is now 
an assistant trader at DEFERCO, a steel 
import/export company in New York. I 
was number three. (Hey, if I don't an-
swer my own mailings, who will?) You all 
know my story ... still assistant direc-
tor of alumni at Trinity. Since I'm going 
into year three here, I have finally moti-
vated myself enough to start taking 
courses toward a master's in history. I've 
got one under my belt and I am targeted 
to become a double-alumnus in 1991 ... 
I just hope that doesn't call for a double 
gift to the Alumni Fund. 
So, that's all for now. I will defer back 
to Lori for future correspondence. 
Class Agents: Elizabeth G. Cass 
Stephen J. Norton 
Howard Jay Sadinsky 
II Regina J. Bishop 4 Kimball Circle Westfield, NJ 07090 
Hello All! In case any of you noticed 
the lack of my presence in the last Re-
porter, I heartily apologize. Not to make 
excuses, but it was all the Post Office's 
fault! Anyway ... I'm back, six months 
older and wiser to give you the latest 
updates on our classmates' activities. If 
some of the news seems dated, that's 
because it is! 
KATHRYN GALLANT writes that 
she has fled secure Hartford for the 
"land of the eternal tan" - Costa Mesa 
in Orange County, California. She is hop-
ing that the big break into writing will 
come along soon and that she'll have a 
limo by Christmas! Meanwhile, she's 
working on a great tan. Best of luck! 
As reported in the last issue, the De-
partment of the Navy has announced 
that Marine 2nd Lt. SCOTT T. GOW-
ELL was graduated from the Basic 
School, located at the Marine Corps De-
velopment and Education Command in 
Quantico, VA. He was prepared for as-
signment to the Fleet Marine Force and 
given the responsibility of a rifle platoon 
commander. Prior to this, he received 
his "wings of gold" marking the culmi-
nation of 18 months of flight training. 
Likewise, Marine 2nd Lt. PETER J. 
DePATIE (after a swinging wedding in 
the beginning of May, see Weddings) was 
similarly graduated and commissioned. 
A correction from a previous issue ... 
KATE LAND is working at the Univer-
sity of California at San Francisco Med-
ical School (not Law School). She's a staff 
research assistant to a geneticist. Kate 
reports that SALLY LABAHN had been 
out to visit her in Hercules and that Sally 
will be starting grad school at Smith in 
the fall. Also ... BILL MACAULEY is 
working in NYC at the Rockefeller Insti-
tute as a research assistant to a Nobel 
Laureate. (My, my - such impressive-
ness everywhere!) Thanks for the up-
dates, Kate. 
MIKE MORRIS has called me to re-
port that he is peddling Ben & Jerry's 
throughout the halls of Chemical Bank's 
corporate headquarters. (Just kidding!) 
LYNN DANN, who we reported as 
having a great time at Cone Communi-
cations in Boston, had the honor of win-
ning a Bell Ringer A ward - the highest 
honor for the public relations industry in 
New England. My congrats, Lynn! 
It's exciting to see that our classmates 
all have such varied careers. You cer-
tainly lose sight of that in New York 
where everyone is a banker of sorts! 
From Senegal, West Africa, JENNI-
FER MALONEY reports that she is 
serving as a Peace Corps volunteer in 
the animation program. She completed 
four months of training and then moved 
to a village where she'll be living for two 
years. The village is inhabited by an eth-
nic group called the Mandikos. Jennifer 
would love some mail and anyone inter-
ested in joining the Peace Corps should 
write to her at: B.P. 311, Ziguinchor, 
Senegal, West Africa. 
ROBIN SILVER made a recent trip to 
San Diego, CA for Raytheon where she 
installed mechanical equipment on a de-
stroyer, the USS David R. Ray. She had 
time to make a run up to L.A., too, and 
visit Disneyland, Universal Studios, etc. 
She even sent me a postcard of a blond 
hunk on the beach! 
ANDREW LAVALLEE has begun 
work in Monroe, CT, at Jake Curtis and 
Associates - urban designers, site plan-
ners, and landscape architects. 
GARY LARAMEE writes that he is 
employed by the UConn Health Center's 
pathology department as a research as-
sistant. 
AMY LIMPITLA W has a new job as a 
program coordinator for the Leukemia 
Society of America. 
DENISE ROSANO is still trading 
wheat at Louis Dreyfus Corp. in Over-
land, KS. (Denise, please write and tell 
Students, Parents and Alumni: 
Show Your School Spirit! 
The Class of 1988 is now selling Trinity banners: 
• Custom-made - can be adorned with any class ye:;tr 
• A full36" X 60" 
• Heavy, high-quality wool felt fabric 
•"Old Gold" (a mustard-colored gold) lettering 
stitched onto a navy background 
• Brass eyelets for easy wall mounting 
• A great gift for graduating seniors and alumni 
All profits will go towards the 1988 Senior Class Gift. 
Note: Each banner is custom-made, so please order soon. 
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me about Kansas!) 
LAURA SILVERSTEIN is entering 
her second year at NYU Law School. 
JEFF BEER has returned to the Foote 
School to teach again this fall. He writes 
that he is working across from the Yale 
Divinity School where BILL PFOHL has 
set up his bed in the library. 
THOMAS CRIMMINS reports that he 
is working on the Time Magazine ac-
count at Young & Rubicam and that it is 
very fun! 
SUE BURKHARDT was recently pro-
moted to assistant account director at 
WFC/W estcom Advertising and Public 
Relations in Tucson, AZ. Her accounts 
include CIGNA Healthplan, Red Robin 
Restaurants and Coldwell Banker Com-
mercial Real Estate Services. 
In June the Air Force reported that 
2nd Lt. DAVID W. HANAK graduated 
from the undergraduate space training 
course at Lowry Air Force Base in 
Texas. Dave will be working on the Air 
Force's and NASA's space program in 
Colorado Springs. 
LILI SANDLER is attending the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania's Graduate Eng-
lish Program. 
Our star classmate this quarter is 
ERIC ROSOW. Eric, accompanied by his 
three boatmates, led the United States 
rowing team to a gold medal in the light-
weight fours without coxswain at the Pan 
American Games! Eric and teammates 
are members of the Pioneer Valley Row-
ing Association in Narragansett, RI. 
Coach Bob Gilette commented that Eric 
"has some intangible ability to make a 
boat win." Congratulations, Eric! 
DOREEN RICE, faithful correspond-
ent, reports that she has moved to NYC 
and is now the membership assistant at 
the Southstreet Seaport Museum. Her 
office overlooks the bars and shops, so 
she can easily observe all the comings 
and goings of Trin grads on Wall Street. 
Hey, have you seen me? 
This past summer, PEGGY DOWN-
ING and EILEEN HALL hosted a mar-
velous party at their house in Newton, 
MA. The affair was a smashing success, 
and though there were too many '86ers 
there to list them all, let it suffice to say 
that if you weren't there, you missed a 
great time! 
In the beginning of October, I at-
tended the wedding of Bill and VIR-
GINIA DAY (MURTAGH)- see 
Weddings . A great time was had by all, 
and I didn't even cry. 
As I write this, I am on the train to 
Hartford for LAURA WHITNEY and 
DREW ALDEN's wedding (see Wed-
dings). Let you know in the next issue 
how it goes ... 
As for me, I have no plans for mar-
riage, and am still working at Chemical 
Bank. I was promoted in September and 
can now drop the "junior" from my title 
of corporate trust administrator. Yeah! 
Take care, everyone. 
Class Agents: Olive L. Cobb 
William Markowitz 
Elizabeth B. Peishoff 
II Ellen Garrity 3800 Canterbury Rd. Baltimore, MD 21218 
Welcome! Welcome! Welcome! (And 
happy, happy, happy (though belated) 
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holidays to all! And a happy, happy happy 
(though again belated) birthday to 
JOANNE JACOBSON. Joanne's birth-
day was omitted from last December's 
87*Up birthday list. Joanne, I hope you 
will forgive me now! 
So here we are . .. eight months out of 
college. Many of you are gainfully em-
ployed, many of you are pursuing a grad-
uate or professional degree, and many of 
you have yet to look for a job, answer a 
classified ad, or write up a resume. 
Whichever category you fall into, just 
make sure that you are enjoying yourself 
and are not taking life in the world of 
grownups seriously! 
Enough of that ... Here's the gossip 
that you've all been eagerly awaiting. 
DEBBIE LIANG has left Laura Ash-
ley (I guess the job of my dreams wasn't 
the job of Debbie's dreams!) and is at 
present pursuing a career in the inter-
national sector. 
For those of you who think BILL 
HATCH is teaching in Kenya, you're 
quite wrong. Bill is living in London and 
is employed at Orme & Company, a 
money management firm . 
JAMIE HARPER was quite pleased 
to announce that not only had he confis-
cated his first whoopie cushion, but that 
he is also teaching at Friends Academy 
in Locust Valley, NY. Jamie spent the 
summer teaching English and coaching 
sailing at the Hotchkiss Summer School 
Program. 
Congratulations to DAN TIGHE! Dan 
was named the 1987 New England Col-
lege Athletic Conference/Bank of Bos-
ton Male Athlete for Divison III. The 
A ward was based upon athletic achieve-
ment, academic achievement, and citi-
zenship. Dan is now attending law school 
at N.Y.U. as is WENDY WALKER. 
Other '87ers in law school include PA-
CIFICO DeCAPUA (Georgetown), 
JOHN DUGGAN (Pepperdine), EVER-
ETT SUSSMAN (Dickinson), CLAUDE 
BROUILLARD (UConn), and DAVE 
JENKINS (Dickinson). 
Although law school has attracted (?) 
quite a number of you, our Class does 
have a few aspiring doctors; PETER 
FERLISI is enrolled in med school at 
UMass, while ELISE BOELHOUWER 
is at UConn. 
ELLEN ANDERSON is pursuing her 
master's in- I think- clinical psychol-
ogy at Columbia. KEN SANGIACOMO 
is attending UConn's School of Dental 
Medicine. JOSEPH SPADARO is at-
tending the University of New Haven 
and plans to walk away with an M.B.A. 
He is also an accountant at Yale's Medi-
calSchool. 
Staying close to our home away from 
home in Hartford are a number of '87ers. 
MARK GASP ARINO is working for Ar-
thur Andersen. PAUL DESLANDES 
and ROBIN WENTZ are both at Con-
necticut National Bank. CERONNE 
BERKELEY is at CIGNA. CAMERON 
MUIR is teaching biology at Kingswood-
Oxford School. PAM SIAFLAS is at The 
Travelers. BILL BITTERLI is em-
ployed in the research department at 
Conning & Company. BRENDA KUHL 
is working for Planned Parenthood of 
Connecticut. 
The August 19 issue of the Hartford 
Courant describes a computer model de-
veloped by ALEX STEIN and associate 
professor of engineering and computer 
science, David Ahlgren. International 
attention has been focused on the model 
which tracks and forecasts the spread of 
AIDS. 
In nearby Torrington, MARIA 
BORGHESI is quite an entrepreneur: 
she is co-owner of Pony Express Gifts, a 
business specializing in gift items and 
gourmet foods in baskets. Also in Tor-
rington, BRAD BABBITT is assistant 
office manager at T.C. Babbitt Archi-
tects. 
Back to Hartford . . . DANE MIL-
LETTE is a computer programmer/sys-
tems installer at Bond Press Inc. , a 
printing company. VIRA MAMCHUR is 
an administrative assistant at the Con-
necticut Fund for the Environment. 
NANCY GOLDING is living with KA-
THY LAWLOR and is at G. Fox, joining 
JANE SWIFT and STEPHANIE LEE. 
CHRIS BOST is doing some sort of re-
search - psychology related, I be-
lieve -at the UConn Health Center. 
PETE BRADLEY is a systems pro-
grammer at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 
TIM ANDERSON is a manager trainer 
with Footlocker Inc. Tim is scheduled to 
have his own store by August 1988. 
JEB DOGGET and JOHN MAGGIO NT 
survived the Wall Street roller coaster 
in October. They are both employed at 
Alex Brown & Sons in Baltimore. Jeb is 
living with CHIP LOWRY '86. John tells 
me that RAY FALTINSKY and JEFF 
MUNESES are traveling cross country. 
Ray plans to attend law school at Yale 
next fall. 
ALICE STOREY was married to 
David D. Thorpe on September 12. 
JIM MURPHY is working for a San 
Diego law firm; he, too, plans to attend 
law school next fall. 
News from Beantown ... KATIE 
TOPPER tells me that she is having lots 
of fun living in Boston. She is contem-
plating a career as a brain surgeon. 
PRISCILLA PAYNE is working in Inc. 
magazine's editorial department. 
GINNY VOGEL is a service representa-
tive at City Sports magazine. Ginny is 
living with ERICA LEWIS and LISA 
CADETTE. Erica has joined several 
'87ers at the Bank of New England. 
Other '87ers there include DAVE 
HUGHES, RUSTY FEARING, ROB 
HOROWITZ, and JULIE KIM. Lisa is 
working for Harvard's development of-
fice where she is classes and areas offi-
cer. 
EVE STREISAND, just back from 
London, is living with ANNE BAKER in 
Boston. ANISHA DAYAL, still at Rizzo 
Simons Cohn, is "barely surviving in the 
hectic world of advertising." JULIE 
BERNSON is assistant to the director at 
Clark Gallery, an art gallery in Lincoln, 
MA. 
MIKE DO NOV AN is associate direc-
tor of Lambers CPA Review. GEOFF 
JUDGE is an internal controls analyst at 
Digital Equipment Corporation. JIM 
ROSSMAN is working for Arthur D. Lit-
tle in Cambridge. PETER VOUDOURIS 
is a research assistant at Fidelity Man-
agement & Research Company. 
CARRIE LONG is a development of-
ficer at the U.S.S. Constitution Museum. 
Carrie is living with NANCY HOCHS-
TIM and KAT! MALABED. WENDY 
GOODRICH can also be found in Boston 
as can KATHY GRAHAM and BETSY 
BOTHWELL while LISA CORRIN is 
living with MARTHA LAY and ELLYN 
STIER. EILEEN MARIE VARGAS is 
working toward her master's degree in 
French at Boston College. "Boston is 
definitely the place to be!" she writes. 
In nearby Worcester, BETSY McKAY 
is teaching at Worcester Academy; she 
is coaching soccer, too. I understand that 
Betsy may be running in this year's Bos-
ton Marathon. Good luck! Also in 
Worcester, ROD BOGGS is a claims ex-
aminer at Paul Revere Life Insurance 
Company. 
In the Big Apple . .. MEREDITH 
LYNCH is at Security Pacific, just one 
floor away from JOHN SELF. ANITA 
WALIA- still at Bloomingdale's - is 
living with LYNNE SAWYER. Lynne is 
working for Citibank. CHRIS McCOY is 
at Macy's. JOE GOGAS is at Manufac-
turer's Hanover, while his roommate, 
STEVE POULIN, is an officer trainee 
at Chemical Bank. Once again, JOHN 
DALSHEIM and DOUG KIM are room-
mates. MATT ALLEN, at Chase Man-
hattan, is living with SCOTT 
SHERWOOD. TOM SWIERS is a para-
legal at a Wall Street law firm . He is 
living with LUCIUS PALMER. CATH-
ERINE NEMSER is working for Show-
time/The Movie Channel. She writes that 
"It's a foot in the door, finally!" ROB 
LUTON is a business analyst at General 
Electric Credit Corporation. RICH 
MERHIGE is employed with Regency 
International, an importer of artificial 
flowers and Christmas decorations. 
· SCOTT ZOELLNER is at National 
Westminster Bank. GINNY ROWAN 
writes that she is working at Morgan 
Stanley as a sellside assistant in the 
mergers and acquisitions department. 
She saw CHRIS LARSIN and BILL 
EASTBURN the night before they were 
headed for four months of European va-
cationing. Their first stop was Paris. She 
reports that ANN COLEMAN worked 
for NBC News this summer and is get-
ting together a tape for TV reporting. In 
addition, she sends news that MARO 
GYFTOPOULOS is teaching upper level 
French in Andover, NH at Proctor 
Academy and GREG MARIO is selling 
medical supplies outside of Boston. 
LIZ BURNE is assistant to the master 
at Millbrook Hunt Club. 4 
STEVE GERBER is teaching at 
Dwight-Englewood School in New Jer-
sey. SHARON LARSON SCHMIDT is 
an administrative assistant for the New 
Jersey Chamber Music Society. 
In the world of advertising, LISA VAN 
RIPER is a marketing assistant at Paul 
J . Cowley & Associates in Syracuse. 
PATTIE NEUMANN is embarking 
upon a new career as an account execu-
tive at the Baltimore Business Journal 
in our nation's capital. 
Also in our nation's capital ... BETTY 
ANDERSON is an intern on Capitol Hill 
at Congressman Stud's office. CAROL 
HELSTOSKY and HOPE WILLIAMS 
are living together in Dupont Circle. 
Carol is working for an animal rights 
group, People for the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals. Hope is working for Com-
mon Cause. STEPHANIE BLESSEY 
and LUCY NALLE are living together 
in Georgetown. 
TYLER BARNES is way down south 
in Atlanta. He is working in the Atlanta 
Falcons' public relations department. 
JEFFREY DURMER is living in Jack-
sonville, FL and working as a high school 
and junior high school science teacher 
and head crew coach. 
I understand that SARAH COUCH 
and Melissa Moore '88 threw quite a 
house party on Martha's Vineyard this 
summer. I hear it was "a ve-ry Trin week-
end." Guests included CAMERON 
MUIR, Caren Dunn '88, RUSTY FEAR-
ING, ERICA LEWIS , Tracy Moore '88, 
GEOFF BOWEN, PETE BRADLEY 
and others. The non-Trinity guests" .. . 
thought we were nuts - hiking through 
the woods with wine glasses," Melissa 
writes. 
JOANNE GALLO has been in Japan 
since August. She is teaching English to 
Japanese business executives for Time-
Life English Services. 
WILLIAM WHALEN will be studying 
theology at North American College in 
Vatican City for the next four years. 
BRIAN DURKIN is a second lieuten-
ant in the United States Marine Corps. 
He is stationed in Quantico, VA. 
In the "last heard" department: 
MARTHA KOLINSKY was in Mon-
tana; 
DEBBIE WHITE was in California; 
DIANE DEROS survived her first se-
mester of law school at the University of 
Maryland; 
JOHN THEODORACOPULOS was in 
Vancouver; 
CHRISTINE CAREY was in Egypt; 
HUGH MORGAN was in Cheyenne, 
WY. 
The results are in! Here's the "Best of 
our Class" as tabulated by Assistant Di-
rector of Alumni Relations LEE COF-
FIN. If you don't like it, keep in mind 
that I had nothing to do with it - for 
once! 
Done Most for Trinity: DAVE RUB-
INGER, MISSY BRONZINO; Most 
Likely to Succeed: RAY FALTINSKY, 
LISA CADETTE; Most Popular: DAN 
TIGHE, SARA MAYO; Most Athletic: 
DAVE BOONE, GINNY VOGEL; Most 
Respected: KEVIN SMITH, ISABELLE 
PARSONS; Best Looking: SCOTT 
CHISHOLM, GINNY ROW AN; Best 
Dressed: CAMERON MUIR, STE-
PHANIE LEVIN; Best Body: DAVE 
SCRANTON, THEMIS KLARIDES; ' 
Class Clown: TONY SIRIANNI, STE-
PHANIE BLESSEY; Best Personality: 
MARK CASPARINO, LISA CAD-
ETTE; Class G1'ind: RAY FALTIN-
SKY, SUSANNE HUPFER; Class Flirt: 
JIM LOUGHLIN, TRACY MORGAN; 
Most Off The Wall: BILL EASTBURN, 
PHOEBE McBRIDE; Most Intellectual: 
CHIP RHODES, MARO GYFTOPO-
LOUS; Class Politician: TYLER V AR-
TENIGIAN, NANI MARCHAND; Most 
Likely to Get Lost: VICTOR RHEE, EL-
LEN GARRITY; Best Actor/Actress: 
JON POTTER, PHOEBE McBRIDE; 
Biggest Socialite: DAVE STEDT, 
TRACY KILLOREN; Class Chatterbox: 
JOHN DALSHEIM, LISA VAN RI-
PER/ELLEN GARRITY. 
Even though we've been alumni for 
less than a year, some of you have 
dropped off the face of the earth. This is 
inexcusable! If this applies to you, sit 
down now and write to me. Even if it 
doesn't apply to you, write to me just the 
same. Former roommates, classmates, 
and drinking buddies are surely ques-
tioning your continued existence in life. 
See you in three months or so! Keep 
the mail coming. 
Class Agents: Stephanie E. Blessey 
Laura E. Danford 
Isabelle C. Parsons 
MASTERS 
1959 
MARIETTA PANE is the new chief 
staff officer at the Naval Education and 
Training Center in Newport, RI. 
1969 
A postcard from COLONEL AN-
THONY H. SHOOKUS describes his 
cross-country bike trip. He began in Se-
attle, WA and, at the time of his note, 
had covered 3,660 miles. His destination 
was Bar Harbor, ME. In addition, on 
September 26, he was inducted into The 
Ancient Order of Saint Barbara and Ar-
tillery Order of Molly Pitcher. 
1970 
STUART LAVIN's poem, "Perdido," 
appears in Stand Magazine, New Castles 
Upon Tyne, England. 
1972 
RALPH ARCARI has been named an 
assistant vice-president at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut Health Center. In his 
new position, he will oversee the Lyman 
Maynard Stowe Library, continuing ed-
ucation, auxiliary services and biomedi-
cal communications. He has been 
director of the Health Center's library 
since 1977 and still retains that title in 
addition to his new one. In the spring, he 
was named librarian of the year by the 
Connecticut Library Association. 
JOHN T. BROWN is associated with 
UNIMAX in Schaumburg, IL. 
1976 
RICHARD COSMA is a product man-
ager in research and development for the 
Wangner Product Line at Wang Labo-
ratories in Lowell , MA. 
1977 
DONNA ANDERSON is computer co-
ordinator for the South Portland School 
Department in South Portland, ME. 
1981 
GEORGE BLAIR is currently study-
ing at Yale Divinity School in its master 
of divinity program. 
JANE MOODY is teaching at St. 
Paul's Lutheran School in Kingsville, 
MD. 
V-12 
H.J. HOSKINS is president of Capital 
Broadcasting Company in Springfield, 
IL. 
The first book ever written covering 
the nationwide V-12 program was pub-
lished in August by Houghton Mifflin 
Company of Boston, MA. Written by 
James G. Schneider, a V-12 trainee, the 
book is titled The Naey V-12 Program: 
Leadership for a Lifetime. 
The 596-page book describes the work-
ings of the training program for the Navy 
and Marine Corps initiated by the Navy 
at 131 colleges and universities across 
the nation. Under the careful guidance 
of Lieutenant Commander Arthur Stan-
ton Adams, the Navy V-12 program was 
a model of military-civilian cooperation, 
as the author relates. 
The book includes photos and facts 
from each of the V-12 schools and fol-
lows the careers of hundreds of V-12s 
into the top echelon of American leader-
ship in the postwar era. Schneider offers 
much anecdotal material about the pro-
gram and its participants, photographs 
and a page profile and history of the V-
12 at each participating institution, in-
cluding Trinity, and reports on the activ-
ities of some Trinity V-12 graduates. 
The book's price in $29.95. 
HONORARIUS 
In February, 1987, THE RT. REV. 
LYMAN C. OGILBY retired as Bishop 
of Pennsylvania. He writes, "Still plenty 
of good things to do." 
In Memory 
LOUIS MARIUS D'ESOPO, 1924 
Louis M. D'Esopo of Tarrytown, NY 
died on September 6, 1987. He was 86. 
Born in Hartford, CT, he graduated 
from Hartford High School before at-
tending Trinity. He received his B.S. de-
gree in 1924. In 1928 he received his 
M.D. degree from Yale School of Medi-
cine. 
A retired staff member of Phelps Me-
morial Hospital, he had been a practicing 
physician in Tarrytown, NY for 53 years. 
He had also been a member of Rotary 
International in Tarrytown. 
He is survived by his wife, Helen L. 
Sweet D'Esopo, of Tarrytown, NY; a 
daughter, Ann Phillips, of Tarrytown, 
NY; three sisters; three brothers; three 
grandchildren; and a great-grandchild. 
HENRY MITCHELL GLAUBMAN, 
1924 
Henry M. Glaubman of Hartford, CT 
died on March 29, 1987. He was 84. 
Born in Hartford, he graduated from 
Hartford Public High School before at-
tending Trinity where he received his 
B.A. degree in 1923. In 1927 he received 
his M.D. degree from Yale University 
School of Medicine. Subsequently, he 
studied pediatrics at the University of 
Pennsylvania Graduate School of Medi-
cine. 
Until his retirement in 1978, he was a 
pediatrician in Hartford, having served 
on the staffs of McCook Hospital, Mt. 
Sinai Hospital, St. Agnes Home, and the 
Hartford Dispensary. 
Among his survivors is his brother, 
Louis J. Glaubman '39, of Williamsville, 
NY. 
DAVID MOORE HADLOW, 1925 
David M. Hadlow of Sherman, CT died 
on August 6, 1987. He was 84. 
Born in Geneva, NY, he graduated 
from Keystone Academy in Factoryville, 
P A before attending Trinity with the 
Class of 1925. At Trinity he was a mem-
ber of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity. He 
received his B.S. degree in 1940. 
He began work at the Fancy Hill Coal 
Mines in Point Marion, PA. In 1928 he 
became a district sales manager for the 
Koppers Coke Co. in Hartford. He joined 
the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection 
and Insurance Co. in a sales position in 
1942. He later became a vice-president 
of marketing, and in 1967 he was elected 
executive vice-president. He also was a 
member of the board of directors until 
his retirement in 1970. 
A corporator of Hartford Hospital 
since 1945 and a corporator and director 
of the Institute of Living, he was also a 
director of the former Dime Savings 
Bank and past president of the 20th Cen-
tury Club. He was a member of the Ves-
try of Trinity Episcopal Church in 
Hartford, and later a vestryman at St. 
James Episcopal Church in Farmington, 
CT. An avid hunter and fisherman, he 
was a member of the Limestone Trout 
Club in Canaan, CT. 
A loyal alumnus, he was active in Trin-
ity affairs and seldom missed a College 
football game, home or away, in 60 years. 
Surviving are his wife, Mary M. Patti-
son Hadlow, of Sherman, CT; a son, 
David M., Jr., of Farmington, CT; two 
sisters; six grandchildren; and two great-
grandchildren. 
WILLIAM AARON GLAUBMAN, 1930 
William A. Glaubman of Hartford, CT 
died on March 13, 1987. He was 77. 
Born in Brooklyn, NY, he graduated 
from Hartford Public High School be-
fore attending Trinity where he received 
his B.S. degree in 1930. He received his 
medical degree from the University of 
Edinburgh in 1938. 
A captain in the U.S. Army Medical 
Corps from 1940-1943, he was a gradu-
ate student at Rotunda Hospital in Dub-
lin, Ireland in 1944. 
He served as house physician in a New 
York City hospital until his retirement 
in 1974. 
Among his survivors is a brother, Louis 
J. Glaubman '39, of Williamsville, NY. 
JOSEPH RONALD REGNIER, 1930 
Joseph R. Regnier of West Hartford, 
CT died on August 11, 1987. He was 81. 
Born in Manchester, NH, he gradu-
ated from Hartford Public High School 
in Hartford, CT before attending Trinity 
where he was a member of Alpha Chi 
Rho fraternity. He received his B.A. de-
gree in 1930 and in 1933 he received his 
LL.B. degree from Yale University. 
Admitted to the Connecticut Bar in 
1933, he then began private law prac-
tice, rising to senior partner in the firm, 
Regnier, Taylor, Curran and Langen-
bach. 
He was a member and former presi-
dent of the Hartford County and the 
Connecticut State Bar Associations, the 
American Bar Association, a fellow of 
the American Bar Foundation, a charter 
member of World Peace Through Law, 
Asylum Hill Congregational Church, a 
member and former president of the 
University Club of Hartford, a member 
and former president of the Hartford 
Golf Club, a member and former presi-
dent of the Connecticut State Seniors 
Golf Association, and a member of the 
20th Century Club. He was formerly a 
director ofthe Hartford YMCA and was 
currently serving as a trustee. He was a 
former director of Phoenix Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. of Hartford and former 
judge of the Town Court of Glastonbury. 
In 1966 he received the "Man of the 
Year" award from the Yale Law School 
Association of Northern Connecticut. 
A loyal Trinity alumnus, his many ac-
tivities, offices and awards at the Col-
lege included Secretary of the Alumni 
Association, member of the Alumni Fund 
Council, member of the New Constitu-
tion Committee, member of the Grants-
in-Aid Committee, member of the Al-
umni Loan Fund Administration Com-
mittee, member of the "Mainstream 
Program" Executive Bequest Commit-
tee, member of the Alumni Reunion 
Committee, Chairman of the Nominat-
ing Committee of the Alumni Associa-
tion, a Senior Fellow, Chairman of the 
Board of Fellows, Class Agent, Presi-
dent of the 'Trinity Club of Hartford, and 
a member of the Alumni Committee on 
Endowment. In 1963 he was awarded 
the Alumni Medal of Excellence. 
He is survived by his wife, Kathleen 
Gates Regnier, of West Hartford, CT; 
two sons, Roger J. , of Wellesley, MA, 
and Paul S., of Norwalk, CT; and two 
daughters, Marcia Marks, of Brooklyn, 
NY, and Gwen L. Regnier, of Cam-
bridge, MA. 
WILLIAM PORTER PAGE, 1939 
William P. Page of Glastonbury, CT 
died on October 7, 1987. He was 68. 
Born in Hartford, CT, he graduated 
from Kingswood School in West Hart-
ford before attending Williams College 
in Williamstown, MA. Subsequently, he 
entered Trinity with the Class of 1939, 
leaving in 1940 to attend Lafayette Col-
lege where he received his bachelor's de-
gree in 1942. 
A U.S. Navy veteran of World War II, 
he had been a member of the Glaston-
bury Grange. 
He retired as a manager of the Nu-
Way Tobacco Company in South Wind-
sor after many years of service. 
He leaves his wife, Vera Carlson Page, 
of Glastonbury, CT; three daughters, 
Melinda Fadden, of San Jose, CA, Eliz-
abeth Pointer, of Hollister, CA, and 
Margaret Urbanowski, of Broad Brook, 
CT; a sister; a brother; and seven grand-
children. 
DAVID HARVEY CUNNINGHAM, 
M.D., 1941 
David H. Cunningham of Carmel, CA 
died on November 17, 1982. He was 63. 
Born in Hartford, CT, he graduated 
from Hartford Public High School be-
fore attending Trinity where he was a 
member of Sigma Nu fraternity. Here-
ceived his B.S. degree in 1941. He sub-
sequently received his M.D. degree and 
was a surgeon for many years. 
Surviving are his wife, Eleanor K. 
Cunningham, of Carmel, CA; and a son, 
David, of Los Angeles, CA. 
SOLOMON ZALMAN BROMBERG, 
1943 
Solomon Z. Bromberg of West Hart-
ford, CT died on August 24, 1987. He 
was 65. 
51 
-
52 
-
Born in Hartford, CT, he graduated 
from Weaver High School in that city, 
before attending Trinity with the Class 
of 1943. At Trinity he was a member of 
Pi Gamma Mu fraternity. He received 
his B.A. degree from Trinity in 1945 and 
his LL.B. degree from the University of 
Connecticut Law School in 1951. 
An Army Air Corps veteran of World 
War II, he had been a partner in the law 
firm of Bromberg & Appleton in Hart-
ford. He was an attorney trial referee 
for the State of Connecticut. A founding 
member of Beth El Temple of West 
Hartford and a former trustee of the 
Congregation Ados Israel, he was past 
president of Jonathan Welfare Society, 
a past noble grand of Jonathan Lodge 
No. 66 IOOF and a member of the Hart-
ford County and State of Connecticut 
Bar Associations. 
Surviving are his wife, Sylvia Seiler 
Bromberg, of West Hartford, CT; a son, 
Louis J., '81 , of Newington, CT; two 
daughters, Fern, of East Granby, CT, 
and Cynthia, of Richardson, TX; two sis-
ters, and a granddaughter. 
ROBERT THOMAS CASEY, 1945 
Robert T. Casey of Forestville, CT died 
on September 14, 1987. He was 67. 
Born in Portchester, NY, he gradu-
ated from Bristol High School in Bristol, 
CT before attending Trinity where he 
received his B.S. degree in 1945. He re-
ceived his LL.B. degree from the Uni-
versity of Connecticut in 1950 and was 
admitted to the Connecticut Bar. In 1954 
he became patent attorney for General 
Electric Co. in Plainville, CT. He retired 
in 1973. 
An Army veteran of World War II, he 
had been a member of St. Matthew's 
Church, Mensa, the Connecticut Writers 
League and the Connecticut Bar Associ-
ation. 
He leaves a son, Jefferson, of Puyal-
lup, WA; two daughters, Sharon Carroll, 
of East ·Hampton, CT, and Deborah Es-
tep of Federal way, W A; two brothers; a 
sister; and seven grandchildren. 
CLIFTON CYRIL CHERPACK, 1949 
Clifton C. Cherpack of Wayne, PAdied 
on August 28, 1987. He was 61. 
Born in New Britain, CT, he gradu-
ated from high school in that city before 
attending Trinity where he received his 
B.A. degree in 1950. At Trinity he was a 
member of Sigma Nu fraternity, the 
Modern Language Association, and Phi 
Beta Kappa. He received his M.A. de-
gree in 1951 and his Ph.D. degree in 
1953, both from Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. 
During World War II, he served as a 
sergeant in the Army Medical Corps in 
the Philippines. 
In 1958 he studied in France as a Ful-
bright Scholar. He had taught at Johns 
Hopkins, Wesleyan and Duke Universi-
ties, and had been head of the romance 
languages department at the University 
of Pennsylvania for nine years. 
He was the author of three works on 
French literature: The Call of the Blood 
in Classical French Tragedy in 1958, an 
essay entitled Crebillion Fils in 1962, 
and the book Logos in Mythos in 1983. 
A member of the Modern Language 
Association, he spent his spare time res-
toring the Victorian house in Wayne in 
which he and his wife lived. 
He is survived by his wife, Margaret 
Bryan Cherpack, of Wayne, PA; and two 
sons, Peter and Mark. 
THADDEUS JOSEPH RITER, 1950 
Thaddeus J. Riter of Bronx, NY died 
on July 26, 1986. He was 68. 
Born in Poughkeepsie, NY, he gradu-
ated from Poughkeepsie High School and 
the Hudson River State Hospital School 
of Nursing in Poughkeepsie before at-
tending Trinity with the Class of 1950. 
He received his B.S. degree from Colum-
bia University Teachers College in 1958 
and his M.A. degree from New York 
University in 1975. 
He had been employed at Pratt and 
Whitney Aircraft in the plant health de-
partment for several years while attend-
ing Trinity. Later he was employed as 
administrative coordinator at the Morris 
J. Bernstein Institute of Beth Israel 
Hospital in New York City for six years. 
He retired in 1982 after 23 years of ser-
vice at the Bronx Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital. 
He was a member of the Parish of Vis-
itation in Bronx, NY. 
Surviving are his wife, Josephine Kol-
buszowska Riter, of Bronx, NY; three 
sons, Thaddeus J., Jr., David, and Paul; 
and three daughters, Ann Bourdon, 
Mary, and Kathryn. 
FRANKLIN SEWELL FISKE III, 1951 
Franklin S. Fiske III of Baltimore, MD 
died on June 24, 1987. He was 59. 
Born in Baltimore, MD, he graduated 
from the Friends School in that city be-
fore attending Trinity where he was a 
member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He re-
ceived his B.A. degree in 1951. While at 
Trinity he helped start the lacrosse team 
and played on it for four years. 
After serving in the Army, he was em-
ployed as an insurance agent for the Mu-
tual Insurance Agency in Baltimore 
where he continued working after it be-
came Jennings Insurance Associates in 
the 1970s. He was named a vice-presi-
dent in 1965. 
Upon retirement in 1983, he bought 
and operated Frank's Place, a tavern in 
Hampden, MD. 
A member of the Paint and Powder 
Club in Baltimore, he also had an inter-
est in waterfowl and was a jazz pianist. 
He is survived by his father and 
mother, Franklin S., Jr., and Evelyn 
Sewell Fiske, of Baltimore, MD; two 
sons, Franklin and Bruce J., both of Bal-
timore; a daughter, Carol F. Platt, of 
Jacksonville, FL; five grandchildren; a 
brother; and a sister. 
TIMOTHY DORIAN GREEN, 1969 
Timothy D. Green of West Hartford, 
CT died on August 23, 1987. He was 40. 
Born in Hartford, CT, he graduated 
from Conard High School in West Hart-
ford, CT before attending Trinity with 
the Class of 1969. Subsequently, he re-
ceived his bachelor's degree from the 
University of Connecticut and his mas-
ter's degree from Central Connecticut 
State University. 
He had been employed as a school-
teacher with the City of Hartford at the 
Michael D. Fox School for 18 years. 
He is survived by his parents, Red-
mond C. and Rita G. Green, of Charlton 
Depot, MA; two daughters, Markey K., 
and Erin T., both of Vernon, CT; a 
brothsr; and two sisters. 
MARJORIE E. THOMPSON SMITH, 
M.A.1936 
Marjorie E. T. Smith of Athol, MA died 
on September 29, 1987. 
She was a graduate of the University 
of New Hampshire and received her M.A. 
degree from Trinity in 1936. 
She had lived in the Hartford area from 
1934 to 1965 and retired in 1962 as a 
teacher at Bloomfield High School. After 
her retirement she worked for 10 years 
at the Athol, MA Public Library. 
She leaves two sisters, Ruth F. 
Thompson and Dorothy H. Lawton, both 
of Athol, MA. 
GAIL ELLEN CROWLEY, M.A. 1977 
Gail E. Crowley of New Haven, CT 
died on September 11, 1986. She was 39. 
Born in Montreal, Canada, she re-
ceived her B.S. degree from Southern 
Connecticut State College in 1968 and 
her M.A. degree in French from Trinity 
in 1977. 
Prior to her illness, she had taught 
Spanish at Cheshire High School for 15 
years. 
Surviving are two sisters, Cora Leon-
ardi, of Rockland, MA, and Barbara 
Crowley, of Stoughton, MA. 
LAWRENCE ROSE, HON. 1955 
Lawrence Rose of Kent, CT died on 
October 17, 1987. He was 85. 
Born in Monterey, Mexico, he gradu-
ated from Kent School in 1919, received 
his A.B. degree from Harvard Univer-
sity in 1923, his S.T.B. and S.T.D. de-
grees from General Theological School 
in 1928 and 1943, respectively. He re-
ceived the honorary doctor of divinity 
degree from Trinity in 1955. Honorary 
degrees were also awarded to him by 
Kenyon College in Ohio, and the Univer-
sity ofthe South in Sewanee, TN. 
After his ordination as deacon and 
priest in 1927, he remained at the Gen-
eral Seminary for two years as fellow 
and tutor, at the same time serving as 
assistant at Christ Church in Bay Ridge, 
Brooklyn, NY. 
In 1928 he was appointed priest-in-
charge of St. James' Church, Deer 
Lodge, and St. Andrew's Church, Phil-
ipsburg, MT. He remained there for six 
years until his appointment by the Na-
tional Council as a missionary to Japan. 
In 1934 he was appointed a professor in 
the Central Theological College, Ikebu-
kuro. He also served as chaplain of the 
English congregation of Holy Trinity 
Church in Tokyo. 
He returned for a short time in 1941 
to Montana, and then became associate 
professor of theology at Bexley Hall, 
Kenyon College, Gambier, OH. In 1942 
he was called to the deanship of Berkeley 
Divinity School in New Haven, CT where 
he remained for five years untll his elec-
tion as dean of the General Seminary. In 
1943 the General Seminary had con-
ferred on him the doctorate of sacred 
theology. 
He served as vice-chairman of the joint 
commission of the General Convention 
on Ecumenical Relations, and as a mem-
ber of the Standing Joint Commission on 
Theological Education. In 1952 he was 
appointed by the Presiding Bishop to be 
the American representative on the gov-
erning board of St. Augustine's College, 
Canterbury, England, which had been 
designated by the Lambeth Conference 
as a central institution of the Anglican 
Communion. He visited England in the 
summer of 1952 to assist in the organi-· 
zation of this college. 
Surviving are his wife, Caroline Aver-
ill Rose, of Kent, CT; three daughters, 
Margaret Webber, of Bronxville, NY, 
Judith Woodward, of Madison, WI, and 
Frances Besmer, of Kent, CT. 
ELDEN HALFORD MILLS, HON.1956 
Elden H. Mills of Chilmark, MA died 
on August 29, 1987. He was 91. 
Born in Valley Mills, IN, he received 
his A.B. degree from Earlham College in 
1917 and his B.D. degree from Hartford 
Theological Seminary in 1920. He held 
honorary degrees from Piedmont and 
Earlham Colleges, and received an hon-
orary D.D. degree from Trinity in 1956. 
He was an ordained clergyman of the 
United Church of Christ. 
He served pastorates in Indianapolis, 
IN; Forest Hills, NY; and for 18 years in 
West Hartford's First Church of Christ, 
named in 1951 by the Christian Century 
as one of the 12 great churches in 
America. 
In the later years of his ministry from 
1958-1973, he was pastor of the First 
Congregational Church, West Tisbury, 
Martha's Vineyard. Upon retirement at 
age 78, he was named Pastor Emeritus 
and wrote his memoirs in a book pub-
lished in 1985 when he was 90 entitled, 
Between Thee and Me. 
He leaves his wife, Helen Gale Mills of 
Chilmark, MA; two daughters, Dorothy 
Kirk, of Valencia, PA, and Marilyn 
Houston, of Alexandria, VA; a son, 
Elden H., Jr., of Windham, CT; three 
stepsons; nine grandchildren; and two 
great-grandchildren. 
The College has received word of the following alumni/ae deaths, but 
information for complete obituaries is unavailable: 
Name Date of Death 
Howard W. Tule '26 October 13, 1985 
Robert H. Pickles '30 November 8, 1986 
Philip A. Wildman '45 August 29, 1985 
Putnam Scott '52 April 20, 1987 
Leonard Marenna, Jr. '55 January 25, 1974 
NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
I am pleased to report that our program designed 
last year to revitalize Trinity's National Alumni As-
sociation is well underway. You may recall that 
your Executive Committee under the effective lead-
ership of immediate past President Bill Schweitzer 
developed a Long Range Plan that carried with it a 
two-fold purpose: 
1. Promote a positive image of the College through 
programs and activities consistent with Trinity's 
tradition of excellence and heritage as a liberal 
arts institution. 
2. Strengthen the bond between the College and its 
alumni by initiating activities directed specifi-
cally to this end. 
Our plans are now well defined and ready to be 
implemented. Our voice is stronger and our com-
munications with the College and its Board of 
Trustees have never been more lively. Now it's time 
to get it done. Here are the highlights of our plan 
for the upcoming year: 
Area Club Development -Perhaps no initiative this 
year is more important than the strengthening of 
our area clubs. Wenda Millard and her committee 
will be building on recent successes in San Fran-
cisco, Chicago, Baltimore and Boston. The height-
ened presence ofTrinity College in local areas 
outside Hartford is one of the key ingredients assur-
ing continued, effective communication ofTrinity's 
message nationwide. 
Alumni Fund -Steve Lockton and his committee 
will be assisting the Devlopment Office as it strives 
to maintain the exceptional growth (63%) the Al-
umni Fund has enjoyed during the past two years. 
Always a high priority for the National Alumni As-
sociation, our Alumni Fund will continue to receive 
focused attention from your Executive Committee. 
Admissions Support Program- This is an effort call-
ing for new energy and direction. I have asked Jane 
Melvin to head our Area Admissions Support Pro-
gram this year. Admissions support remains a vital 
function that simply does not exist without alumni 
involvement. Jane and her committee are already 
well underway with plans for this year. More on 
this later. 
Nominations - In the interest of making our nomi-
nation process as open as possible, I have asked 
Dave Raymond and his committee to review the 
entire process. Our objective is to open the process 
to more of our alumni while calling on you to ac-
tively participate in the process itself. We will be 
making a recommendation to the Board ofTrustees 
at its January meeting. We will be keeping you ad-
vised of changes as they occur. 
As you can see, we are operating with fewer com-
mittees this year. Our goal will be depth of involve-
ment in each area versus coverage of a broad range 
of issues. With over 15,000 Trinity alumni on the 
College rolls at this time, we could call this body 
the "quiet majority." Indeed alumni represent one 
of four major constituencies that make up the Trin-
ity College community. Alumni giving is on the rise 
-dramatically. Reunion efforts are more spirited 
than ever with record-breaking attendance again 
this year. We can take pride in the growing alumni 
involvement with the College. 
So, I ask you to remember the legacy of your Trin-
ity experience, whether it be with your dollars or 
your efforts on behalf of this institution. It is only 
by contributing to the College that we receive the 
full value of what Trinity has given each of us. 
My job as President will be made easy by respon-
sive, energetic alumni like yourself whose selfless 
contributions to bettering Trinity College drive all 
we seek to accomplish. So, let us hear from you. 
The task of unifying alumni involvement is formi-
dable. We remain confident that our resolve to help 
Trinity is a noble cause indeed. Thank you for your 
support, and I look forward to sharing additional 
successes with all of you in the upcoming months. 
ROBERT E. BRICKLEY '67 
. ··~ -::. ~ -;. .. ' . 
EDUCATING NEW GENERATIONS 
Lew Walker Bob Gilbert 
,, ,FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS Lew Walker '38 and Bob 
/ 
Gilbert '38 have been friends . Classmates at Trinity, 
fraternity brothers in Sigma Nu, trodding the boards as 
Jesters, these two have forged a strong bond of friend-
ship. 
Members of a remarkable class, during their years at 
Trinity Bob and Lew witnessed many great moments in 
Trinity's history - the beginning of a string of football 
victories over Wesleyan, the disastrous Flood of'38 and 
the efforts ofTrinity men to bring relief and comfort to 
the citizens of Hartford, the dedication of the new Chem-
istry Laboratory, Professor Dadourian's long reign as 
"Least Appreciated" and "Hardest to Bluff' ofTrinity's 
faculty, and another well-orchestrated disappearance of 
the Lemon Squeezer (liberated from the Class of'37). 
Trinity has continued to be central to the lives of these 
men. Both are active as volunteer fund-raisers for their 
class - Lew as Class Agent and Bob as a member of the 
Endowment Committee. And both are closely involved, 
along with Class President Bob O'Malley, in planning for 
their Fiftieth Reunion this Spring. 
And Trinity has benefitted from their generosity through 
planned giving. Bob's gift of a life insurance policy has 
given a boost to the Class of '38 Reunion Gift, without 
depleting income producing assets for Mary, his wife, and 
himself. And Lew's contributions to the pooled income 
funds havt> offered him the chance to combine major sup-
port for the College with sound planning for his and, 
Ruth, his wife's future income requirements. 
Planned giving provides opportunities for combining 
support for Trinity with prudent and creative fiscal plan-
ning. Whether your interest is in preserving or enhancing 
annual income, sheltering highly appreciated assets from 
capital gains tax, or preserving your estate for the future 
security of your loved ones, planned gifts can offer practi-
cal solutions to your financial needs. 
And remember, Class of'38, your planned gifts can help 
set a new record in Fiftieth Reunion giving. 
Looking towards their 50th Reunion: Lew Walker, Ruth Walker, 
Mary Gilbert and Bob Gilbert. 
For further information about 
planned gifts, please feel free to 
write or call: 
Tom Miller 
Director ofPlanned Giving 
Trinity College 
300 Summit Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 
Telephone: (203) 527-3151, ext. 235 
Your inquiry will be regarded in 
strict confidence and there is no ob-
ligation on your part. 
THE CAMPAIGN 
FOR TRINITY 
